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A FOREWORD TO STUDENTS

THIS book is intended to afford you an insight into the

sort of life you are now entering. It contains the com-
ments of experienced men upon the various phases of this

new life of yours. If you will let them, these men will

introduce you through the medium of their essays into

the secrets of real college life. They will teach you to be
a constructive thinker, not an aimless follower of other

men's footsteps.

The brief sketches of these men's lives will acquaint

you with their credentials as your potential guides

through the college world. The appended questions and

suggested theme subjects should inspire you to think seri-

ously of what you have just read. As a rule, you will

probably desire to formulate your own topics of discus-

sion, whether oral or written, based on your reactions to

the individual essays.

In any case, this book can open the door for you to a

full, rich college life. Will you permit it to do so?





A FOREWORD TO INSTRUCTORS

WHAT! Another book of essays? How can its appear-
ance be justified? For answer to such natural queries,
which are sure to be felt if not expressed, I submit the

following explanation.
In this book I have tried to realize a dream of some

years ago a dream which, as I pondered it, gradually
assumed definite form and proportions.
As I met year in and year out groups of incoming

freshmen in the English Composition course and endeav-

ored to interest them in Bacon's Of Truth or Of Studies,

portions of Goldsmith's Citizen of the World, Macaulay's

Milton, Arnold's Sweetness and Light, and other most
excellent and more recent essays, I came to the conclu-

sion that the only real contact I could establish with the

average Freshman lay in his past and, especially, his pres-
ent life. If we do not start from this vantage point of his

interests and his outlook on life, we shall, I fear, continue

to have slight chance of actually interesting him either in

literature or in composition.
It is a truism to state that the Freshman is entering a

new world where almost limitless possibilities await him.

His confusion amid such a plethora of riches is equally
well known. But, judging from the numerous collections

of essays now extant, it is not a truism to state that prac-

tically none of the existing collections of essays contains

even primarily material which this Freshman can be ex-

pected in the early months of his college life to make a

part of himself.

ix



x A FOREWORD TO INSTRUCTORS

True it is that within the past six years a number of

excellent and very comprehensive texts have appeared

which included a few essays on college life. Thus it would

seem to be admitted that the incoming Freshman is at

least mildly interested in his own state. The truth, I

believe, is that, for a time at least, we cannot expect him

to be greatly interested in anything else. Alarming social

conditions, national politics, and world problems impor-
tant as they are must wait until such time as he has

found himself.

Accordingly, it would seem that the most satisfactory

responses would be elicited by material dealing with his

particular problems. Such material, however, should be

of sufficient literary excellence to command his respect

and arouse his emulation, and that material should be

presented by men whose gigantic stature, intellectually

speaking, he could not overlook.

It is with such convictions that I venture to present
this book of essays, each written by an eminent English-
man or American and each dealing with a problem or

problems that the Freshman must face. Of the various

authors nothing need be said here. They are all well

known. Likewise, their utterances need no justification.

The brief sketch of each author's life preceding his

essay is intended to acquaint or re-acquaint the student

with that individual and the significance of his comments.
In order that the student may get some appreciation of

the gradual growth of educational theory coupled with

the, at times surprising, modernity of early educators,
the selections start with Sir Thomas Elyot, Roger Ascham,
and John Milton. The appended questions and theme

subjects are merely suggestions. The latter, to be frank,
are termed subjects rather than the more specific topics
with the hope that the Freshman may be inspired fre-
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quently to formulate his own titles as a result of studying
a given essay.

I must not fail to acknowledge my extensive indebted-

ness to authors and publishers for the permission to re-

print these selections. It is they who have enabled me to

test thus concretely my theory of a book of essays deal-

ing solely with college students, their aims, their needs,
and their perplexities.
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SIR THOMAS ELYOT

SIR THOMAS ELYOT (c. 1490-1546) was an English scholar

and diplomat. The Boke named the Governour (1531) was
the first book on education written and published in English.
In 1538 he published the first complete Latin-English diction*

ary, and throughout his life he made numerous translations

from the classics.

The Boke named the Governour was, for its time, remark-
able for its insistence on the use of the vernacular, its almost

modern educational theories, and its emphasis on physical edu-

cation. These features make it well worth the attention of

present-day students. Furthermore, the subject matter of the

following excerpts should prove intensely interesting in the

light of today's concepts and practices.





Excerpts from

THE BOKE NAMED THE GOVERNOUR
SIR THOMAS ELYOT

AFTER that a childe is come to seven yeres of age . . .

the most sure counsaile is, to withdrawe him from all com-

pany of women, and to assigne unto hym a tutor, whiche
shulde be an auncient and worshipful man, in whom is

approved to be moche gentilnes, mixte with gravitie, and,
as nighe as can be, suche one as the childe by imitation

folowynge may growe to be excellent. And if he be also

learned, he is the more commendable.
The office of a tutor is firste to knowe the nature of his

pupil, that is to say, wherto he is mooste inclined or dis-

posed, and in what thyng he setteth his most delectation

or appetite. . . . Than [then] shall a wyse tutor purposely
commende those vertues, extolling also his pupill for

havying of them. . . . And, if any have ben of disposition

contrary, than [then] to expresse the enormities of theyr

vice, with as moche detestation as may be. And if any
daunger have therby ensued, misfortune, or punishment,
to agreve it in suche wyse, with so vehement wordes, as

the childe may abhorre it, and feare the semblable adven-

ture.

The discretion of a tutor consisteth in temperance:
that is to saye, that he suffre not the childe to be fatigate

with continual! studie or lernyng, wherwith the delicate

and tender witte may be dulled or oppressed: but that

there may be there with entrelased and mixte some pleas-

3



4 COLLEGE YEARS
ant lernynge and exercise, as playenge on instruments of

musike. . . . But in this commendation of musike I wold

not be thought to allure noble men to have so moche

delectation therin, that in playinge and singynge only,

they shulde put their holle studie and felicitie: as dyd
the emperour Nero.

If the childe be of nature inclined, (as many have

ben), to paint with a penne, or to fourme images in stone

or tree: he shulde not be therfrom withdrawen, or nature

be rebuked, whiche is to hym benivolent: but puttyng one

to him, whiche is in that crafte, wherin he deliteth, moste

excellent, in vacant tymes from other more serious lern-

ynge, he shulde be, in the moste pure wise, enstructed in

painting or kervinge [sculpture].
After that the childe hathe ben pleasantly trained, and

induced to knowe the partes of speche, and can seperate
one of them from an other, in his owne langage, it shall

than [then] be time that his tutor or governour do make

diligent serche for suche a maister as is excellently lerned

both in greke and latine, and therwithall is of sobre and
vertuous disposition, specially chast of livying, and of

moche affabilitie and patience. . . . For the natures of chil-

dren be nat so moche or sone advaunced by thinges well

done or spoken, as they be hindred and corrupted by that

whiche in actis or wordes is wantonly expressed. Also by
a cruell and irous maister the wittes of children be dulled.

. . , And if nature disposeth not the childes witte to re-

ceive lernynge, but rather other wise, it is to be applied
with more diligence, and also policie, as chesing some boke,
wherof the argument or matter aprocheth moste nighe to

the childes inclination or fantasie, so that it be not ex-

tremely vicious, and therwith by litle and lide, as it were
with a pleasant sauce, provoke him to have good appe-
tite to studie.

[In the following pages Elyot prescribes the course of
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study passing from the rudiments of grammar (Greek
and Latin) to ^Esop's fables, then Lucian, and especially

Homer and Vergil. After reaching the age of fourteen the

pupil is initiated into the mysteries, successively, of rhet-

oric, geography, history, and philosophy. Eventually

Elyot turns to the subject of physical exercise for the

now advanced student.]

Wrastlynge is a very good exercise in the begynnynge
of youthe, so that it be with one that is equall in

strengthe, or some what under, and that the place be

softe, that in fallinge theyr bodies be not brused.

Also rennying [running] is bothe a good exercise and
a laudable solace.

There is an exercise whiche is right profitable in ex-

streme daunger of warres, but by cause there semeth to

be some perile in the lernynge thereof, and also it hath

not bene of longe tyme moche used, specially amonge
noble men, perchance some reders wyll litle esteme it, I

meane swymmynge.
But the most honorable exercise, in myne opinion,

and that besemeth the astate of every noble persone,

is to ryde suerly and dene on a great horse and a

roughe.

Huntyng of the hare with grehoundes is a righte good
solace for men that be studiouse, of them to whom nature

hath not gyven personage or courage apte for the warres.

And also for gentilwomen, which fere neither sonne nor

wynde for appairing [impairing] their beautie. And per-

adventure they shall be there at lasse idell, than they
shulde be at home in their chambres.

I am nat of that opinion that all daunsinge generallye

is repugnant unto vertue: al though some persones excel-

lently lerned, specially divines, so do affirme it.

[There follows a long discussion of the benefits of

dancing with an account of its religious origin. Inter-
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pretative dancing is praised, and an ingenious justifica-

tion of dancing between the sexes is proffered.]

The chesse, of all games wherin is no bodily exercise,

is mooste to be commended; for therin is right subtile

engine, wherby the wytte is made more sharpe and re-

membrance quickened.
And in myn oppinion none may ba. compared with

shootinge in the long bowe, and that for sondry utilities

that come thereof, wherin it incomparably excelleth all

other exercise. For in drawyng of a bowe, easie and

congruent to his strength, he that shoteth dothe mod-

erately exercise his armes, and the over parte of his

body; and if his bowe be bygger, he must adde to more

strength; wherin is no lasse valiant exercise than in any
other wherof Galene writeth.

Tenese [tennis], seldome used, and for a little space,

is a good exercise for yonge men, but it is more violent

than shoting, by reason that two men do play. Wherfore
neither of them is at his owne libertie to measure [limit]

the exercise.

Some men wolde say, that in mediocritie, whiche I have
so moche praised in shootynge, why shulde not boulynge

[bowling], claisshe [obsolete game with ball or bowl],

pynnes [ninepins] ,
and koytyng [quoiting] be as moche

commended? Verily as for two the laste, be to be utterly

abjected of al noble men, in like wise foote balle, wherin
is nothinge but beastly furie and exstreme violence;
wherof proceedeth hurte, and consequently rancour and
malice do remaine with them that be wounded; wherfore

it is to be put in perpetuall silence.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why is the Governour historically important?
2. Why is the Governour intrinsically important?

3. Why does Elyot value discretion so highly in a tutor?
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4. Should learning be made pleasurable?

5. Wherein lies the value of music, painting, and sculpture
for the average student?

6. What would you assume was Elyot's attitude in regard to

corporal punishment?

7. What does Elyot term the most honorable exercise?

8. Why does he endorse hunting of the hare?

9. Does he approve of dancing?
10. What is his opinion of archery?
11. What is his opinion of football?

12. Why does he take such a point of view?

13. Would he judge similarly of present-day football?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Sixteenth-Century Theories of Education.

2. A Defense of Football.

3. Why I Do (Do Not) Favor the Study of Latin and Greek.

4. My Concept of an Excellent Teacher.

5. The Exercise I Find Most Beneficial.

6. Sir Thomas Elyot at an Intercollegiate Football Game.





ROGER ASCHAM

ROGER ASCHAM (c. 1515-1568) is probably much better

known than Sir Thomas Elyot as a writer on educational

matters. Both ToxopMus (1545), a defense of English as a

scholarly medium and more especially of archery as sport and

exercise, and the more celebrated Scholemaster (1570) are fre-

quently quoted.

Ascham, the first regius professor of Greek at St. John's

College, Cambridge, was indisputably one of the most learned

men of his time. He will always be remembered as the tutor

of the Princess Elizabeth, and was later Latin secretary to

both Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth.

The Scholemaster, "or plaine and perfite way of teachyng

children, to understand, write, and speake, the Latin tong,"
merits attention here chiefly for divers miscellaneous but sage
remarks on educational procedure as he felt it should be, in

contrast to that which existed. Therein he dignifies English as

a medium of scholarship, opposes the all too common flogging,

and advocates true cultural simplicity hi place of the "Ital-

ianate" affectations of the late Renaissance period. Many of

his comments are strangely pertinent today.





Excerpts from

THE SCHOLEMASTER

ROGER ASCHAM

FOR I assure you, there is no such whetstone to sharpen
a good wit, and encourage a will to learning, as is praise.
Let your scholar be never afraid to ask you any doubt,

but use discreetly the best allurements ye can to en-

courage him to the same.

For this I know, not only by reading of books in my
study, but also by experience of life abroad in the world,
that those which be commonly the wisest, the best

learned, and best men also, when they be old, were never

commonly the quickest of wit when they were young.
And it is pity, that commonly more care is had, yea

and that among very wise men, to find out rather a cun-

ning [skillful] man for their horse, than a cunning man
for their children. They say nay in word, but they da
so in deed: for to the one they will gladly give a stipend
of two hundred crowns by the year, and loth to offer to

the other two hundred shillings. God that sitteth in

heaven laugheth their choice to scorn, and rewardeth

their liberality as it should; for he suffereth them to have

tame and well-ordered horse, but wild and unfortunate

children; and therefore in the end they find more pleas-
ure in their horse than comfort in their children.

I wished before, to have love of learning bred up in

children: I wish as much now, to have young men brought

up in good order of living, and in some more severe dis-

ii



12 COLLEGE YEARS

cipline, than commonly they be. We have lack in Eng-
land of such good order as the old noble Persians so

carefully used; whose children, to the age of twenty-one

years, were brought up in learning, and exercises of

labour; and that in such place, where they should neither

see that was uncomely, nor hear that was dishonest.

And whether there be any such or no, I cannot well

tell : yet I hear say, some young gentlemen of ours count

it their shame to be counted learned; and perchance they
count it their shame to be counted honest also; for I

hear say, they meddle as little with the one as with the

other. A marvellous case, that gentlemen should so be
ashamed of good learning, and never a whit ashamed of

ill manners!

Learning teacheth more in one year than experience
in twenty; and learning teacheth safely, when experience
maketh mo [re] miserable, than wise. He hazardeth sore

that waxeth wise by experience.

And I do not mean by all this my talk, that young
gentlemen should always be poring on a book, and by
using good studies should leese [lose] honest pleasure,
and haunt no good pastime: I mean nothing less.

Therefore I would wish, that beside some good time

fitly appointed, and constantly kept, to increase by read-

ing the knowledge of the tongues and learning; young
gentlemen should use, and delight in all courtly exer-

cises, and gentlemanlike pastimes.
Therefore to ride comely, to run fair at the tilt or

ring; to play at all weapons, to shoot fair in bow, or

surely in gun; to vault lustily, to run, to leap, to wres-

tle, to swim; to dance comely, to sing, and play on in-

struments cunningly; to hawk, to hunt; to play at tennis,

and all pastimes generally, which be joined with labour,
used in open place, and on the day-light, containing either

some fit exercise for war, or some pleasant pastime for
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peace, be not only comely and decent, but also very nec-

essary for a courtly gentleman to use.

[Ascham closes Book I with much fervent exhortation

that fathers refrain from sending their sons to study in

Italy because he fears the evil effects of the late Italian

Renaissance.]

Italy now, is not that Italy that it was wont to be;
and therefore not now so fit a place as some do count

it, for young men to fetch either wisdom or honesty" from
thence. For surely they will make others but bad schol-

ars, that be so ill masters to themselves.

Therefore, if wise men will needs send their sons into

Italy, let them do it wisely, under the keep and guard of

him who, by his wisdom and honesty, by his example and

authority, may be able to keep them safe and sound in

the fear of God, in Christ's true religion, in good order,

and honesty of living.

I know divers, that went out of England, men of in-

nocent life, men of excellent learning, who returned out

of Italy, not only with worse manners, but also with less

learning; neither so willing to live orderly, nor yet so

able to speak learnedly, as they were at home, before

they went abroad. And why? Plato, that wise writer, and

worthy traveller himself, telleth the cause why. He went

into Sicilia, a country no nigher Italy by site of place,

than Italy, that is now, is like Sicilia that was then, in

all corrupt manners and licentiousness of life. Plato found

in Sicilia every city full of vanity, full of factions, even

as Italy is now.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why was Ascham admirably suited to write on educa-

tional problems?
2. According to his sub-title, what was Ascham's chief aim

in The Scholemaster?

3. Why is The Scholemaster of interest today?
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4. Should pupils be encouraged to ask questions? Why?
5. Is precocity a sure sign of later success?

6. Why did Ascham feel that his contemporaries were more

concerned with the training of their horses than of their

children?

7. Are there any parallels to such a situation today?
8. What does Ascham say concerning the supervision of ado-

lescents?

9. Was there any tendency in his day to sneer at learning?

Why?
10. Do you find any survival of that tendency today?
11. Can you cite illustrations for your previous answer?

12. Why is experience not the best teacher?

13. In what ways does present-day life prove that experience
is a hard teacher?

14. Why does Ascham approve of games and exercise?

15. Why does he, as well as Elyot, place great emphasis on
exercise as preparation for the military life?

16. Is there a wide diversity in the leisure occupations he
recommends?

17. How do his views on games and exercise agree with

Elyot's?

1 8. Was Ascham opposed to foreign travel per se?

19. Why did he oppose Italian travel for the youth of his

day?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Roger Ascham as a Sixteenth-Century Educator.

2. The Educational Benefits of Foreign Travel Today.
3. The Importance of Ascham's Theories of Pedagogy.
4. My Ideal Schoolmaster.

5. Popular Esteem (Disesteem) for Learning.
6. Ascham's Educational Theories in Relation to Present-

Day Problems.



JOHN MILTON

JOHN MILTON (1608-1674) is known chiefly as one of the

world's greatest poets. Born in a cultured London home,
excellently educated, and imbued with great genius and equally

great zeal, he made himself forever famous as a master of both

lyric and epic poetry. Mention of his name at once recalls to

our minds such productions asUAllegro, II Penseroso, Lycidas,

Comus, and, especially, Paradise Lost.

We are here concerned with an equally significant but less

known phase of his writings his prose tracts. During the

Puritan Period (1640-1660) Milton published eminent works
on social relationships, freedom of the press, forms of govern-

ment, and education. Of these, Areopagitica (1644), that un-

paralleled defense of an untrammeled press, is best known, but
the Tractate on Education in the same year is equally praise-

worthy.
In the Tractate on Education, part of which is reprinted

below, Milton outlines hi the form of a letter to one Samuel
Hartlib his concept of a thorough education. Discounting his

insistence on the thorough mastery of Greek and Latin, which
were for hundreds of years the scholar's media for acquiring
and disseminating all serious learning, Milton's suggestions are

even today eminently practicable. He realized that the thing
is more important than the word representing it, that the study
of any language is a means to an end. In his comprehensive
scheme of study he recognized the need of varied exercise and
suitable diet. All phases of the training of youth were to be

shaped toward one end "a complete and generous education,
that which fits a man to perform justly, skilfully, and mag-
namimously all the offices, both private and public, of peace
and war."





A TRACTATE ON EDUCATION *

JOHN MILTON

THE end, then, of learning is, to repair the ruins of our

first parents by regaining to know God aright, and out

of that knowledge to love him, to imitate him, to be like

him, as we may the nearest, by possessing our souls of

true virtue, which, being united to the heavenly grace of

faith, makes up the highest perfection. But because our

understanding cannot in this body found itself but on
sensible things, nor arrive so clearly to the knowledge of

God and things invisible as by orderly conning over the

visible and inferior creature, the same method is neces-

sarily to be followed in all discreet teaching.
And seeing every nation affords not experience and tra-

dition enough for all kind of learning, therefore we are

chiefly taught the languages of those people who have at

any time been most industrious after wisdom; so that

language is but the instrument conveying to us things
useful to be known.

And for the usual method of teaching arts, I deem it

to be an old error of universities, not yet well recovered

from the scholastic grossness of barbarous ages, that,

instead of beginning with arts most easy (and those be

such as are most obvious to the sense), they present their

young unmatriculated novices at first coming with the

most intellective abstractions of logic and metaphysics; so

that they do, for the most part, grow into hatred and
1 The purely introductory portion of this treatise and other parts not

absolutely essential to a general understanding have been omitted.
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contempt of learning, mocked and deluded all this while

with ragged notions and babblements, while they ex-

pected worthy and delightful knowledge; till poverty or

youthful years call them importunately their several

ways, and hasten them, with the sway of friends, either

to an ambitious and mercenary, or ignorantly zealous

divinity: some allured to the trade of law, grounding
their purposes not on the prudent and heavenly contem-

plation of justice and equity, which was never taught

them, but on the promising and pleasing thoughts of liti-

gious terms, fat contentions, and flowing fees. Others

betake them to state affairs with souls so unprincipled
in virtue and true generous breeding, that flattery, and

court-shifts, and tyrannous aphorisms appear to them
the highest points of wisdom, instilling their barren hearts

with a conscientious slavery, if, as I rather think, it be
not feigned. Others, lastly, of a more delicious and airy

spirit, retire themselves, knowing no better, to the enjoy-
ments of ease and luxury, living out their days in feast

and jollity; which, indeed, is the wisest and safest course

of all these, unless they were with more integrity under-
taken. And these are the errors, and these are the fruits

of mis-spending our prime youth at the schools and uni-

versities, as we do, either in learning mere words, or such

things chiefly as were better unlearnt.

I call, therefore, a complete and generous education,
that which fits a man to perform justly, skilfully, and

magnanimously all the offices, both private and public,
of peace and war. And how all this may be done between
twelve and one-and-twenty, less time than is now be-
stowed in pure trifling at grammar and sophistry, is to
be thus ordered:

First, to find out a spacious house and ground about it

fit for an academy, and big enough to lodge one hundred
and fifty persons, whereof twenty or thereabout may be
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attendants, all under the government of one who shall be

thought of desert sufficient, and ability either to do all, or

wisely to direct and oversee it done. This place should be

at once both school and university.

For their studies: first, they should begin with the

chief and necessary rules of some good grammar, either

that now used, or any better; and while this is doing,
their speech is to be fashioned to a distinct and clear pro-

nunciation, as near as may be to the Italian, especially in

the vowels.

Next, to make them expert in the usefullest points of

grammar, and withal to season them and win them early
to the love of virtue and true labour, ere any flattering

seducement or vain principle seize them wandering, some

easy and delightful book of education would be read to

them, whereof the Greeks have store, as Cebes, Plutarch,
and other Socratic discourses.

But here the main skill and groundwork will be to tem-

per them such lectures and explanations upon every

opportunity, as may lead and draw them in willing obedi-

ence, inflamed with the study of learning and the admira-

tion of virtue, stirred up with high hopes of living to be

brave men and worthy patriots, dear to God and famous

to all ages: that they may despise and scorn all their

childish and ill-taught qualities, to delight in manly and

liberal exercises.

At the same time, some other hour of the day might be

taught them the rules of arithmetic, and, soon after, the

elements of geometry, even playing, as the old manner

was. After evening repast till bed-time their thoughts
would be best taken up in the easy grounds of religion

and the story of Scripture.

The next step would be to the authors of agriculture,

Cato, Varro, and Columella, for the matter is most easy;

and if *the language is difficult, so much the better; it is
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not a difficulty above their years. And here will be an

occasion of inciting and enabling them hereafter to im-

prove the tillage of their country, to recover the bad soil,

and to remedy the waste that is made of good; for this

was one of Hercules' praises.

Ere half these authors be read (which will soon be with

plying hard and daily) they cannot choose but be masters

of any ordinary prose: so that it will be then seasonable

for them to learn in any modern author the use of the

globes and all the maps, first with the old names and then

with the new; or they might then be capable to read any

compendious method of natural philosophy; and, at the

same time, might be entering into the Greek tongue, after

the same manner as was before prescribed for the Latin.

And having thus past the principles of arithmetic, geom-

etry, astronomy, and geography, with a general compact
of physics, they may descend in mathematics to the in-

strumental science of trigonometry, and from thence to

fortification, architecture, enginery, or navigation. And
in natural philosophy they may proceed leisurely from
the history of meteors, minerals, plants, and living crea-

tures, as far as anatomy.
Then also in course might be read to them out of some

not tedious writer the institution of physic; that they may
know the tempers, the humours, the seasons, and how to

manage a crudity.

To set forward all these proceedings in nature and

mathematics, what hinders but that they may procure, as

oft as shall be needful, the helpful experiences of hunters,

fowlers, fishermen, shepherds, gardeners, apothecaries;
and in other sciences, architects, engineers, mariners,

anatomists, who, doubtless, would be ready, some for re-

ward and some to favour such a hopeful seminary. And
this would give them such a real tincture of natural knowl-

edge as they shall never forget, but daily augment with
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delight. Then also those poets which are now counted

most hard will be both facile and pleasant, Orpheus,

Hesiod, Theocritus, Aratus, Nicander, Oppian, Dionysius;

and, in Latin, Lucretius, Manilius, and the rural part of

Virgil.

By this time years and good general precepts will have
furnished them more distinctly with that act of reason

which in ethics is called proairesis, that they may with

some judgment contemplate upon moral good and evil.

Being perfect in the knowledge of personal duty, they

may then begin the study of economics. And either now
or before this they may have easily learned at any odd
hour the Italian tongue. And soon after, but with wari-

ness and good antidote, it would be wholesome enough to

let them taste some choice comedies, Greek, Latin, or

Italian; those tragedies also that treat of household mat-

ters, as Trachiniae, Alcestis, and the like.

The next move must be to the study of politics; to

know the beginning, end, and reasons of political societies.

After this they are to dive into the grounds of law and

legal justice, delivered first and with best warrant by
Moses, and, as far as human prudence can be trusted,

in those extolled remains of Grecian Law-givers, Lycur-

gus, Solon, Zaleucus, Charondas; and thence to aU the

Roman edicts and tables, with their Justinian; and so

down to the Saxon and common laws of England and the

statutes.

Sundays also and every evening may now be under-

standingly spent in the highest matters of theology and

church history, ancient and modern: and ere this time the

Hebrew tongue at a set hour might have been gained, that

the Scriptures may be now read in their own original;

whereto it would be no impossibility to add the Chaldee

and the Syrian dialect.

When all these employments are well conquered, then
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will the choice histories, heroic poems, and Attic tragedies

of stateliest and most regal argument, with all the famous

political orations, offer themselves.

And now, lastly, will be the time to read with them

those organic arts which enable men to discourse and

write perspicuously, elegantly, and according to the fitted

style of lofty, mean or lowly. Logic, therefore, so much as

is useful, is to be referred to this due place, with all her

well-couched heads and topics, until it be time to open
her contracted palm into a graceful and ornate rhetoric

taught out of the rule of Plato, Aristotle, Phalereus,

Cicero, Hermogenes, Longinus.
To which poetry would be made subsequent, or, indeed,

rather precedent, as being less subtile and fine, but more

simple, sensuous, and passionate; I mean not here the

prosody of a verse which they could not but have hit on

before among the rudiments of grammar, but that sublime

art which in Aristotle's Poetics, in Horace, and the Italian

commentaries of Castelvetro, Tasso, Mazzoni, and others,

teaches what the laws are of a true epic poem, what of a

dramatic, what of a lyric, what decorum is, which is the

grand masterpiece to observe.

From hence, and not till now, will be the right season

of forming them to be able writers and composers in

every excellent matter, when they shall be thus fraught
with an universal insight into things: or whether they be
to speak in parliament or council, honour and attention

would be waiting on their lips.

The course of study hitherto briefly described is, what
I can guess by reading, likest to those ancient and fa-

mous schools of Pythagoras, Plato, Isocrates, Aristotle,
and such others, out of which were bred such a number
of renowned philosophers, orators, historians, poets, and

princes all over Greece, Italy, and Asia, besides the
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flourishing studies of Cyrene and Alexandria. But herein

it shall exceed them, and supply a defect as great as that

which Plato noted in the commonwealth of Sparta.
Whereas that city trained up their youth most for war,
and these in their academies and Lycseum all for the

gown, this institution of breeding which I here delineate

shall be equally good both for peace and war. Therefore,
about an hour and a half ere they eat at noon should be

allowed them for exercise, and due rest afterwards; but

the time for this may be enlarged at pleasure, according
as their rising in the morning shall be early. The exercise

which I commend first is the exact use of their weapon,
to guard, and to strike safely with edge or point. This

will keep them healthy, nimble, strong, and well in

breath; is also the likeliest means to make them grow
large and tall, and to inspire them with a gallant and
fearless courage. They must be also practised in all the

locks and gripes of wrestling, wherein Englishmen were

wont to excel, as need may often be in fight to tug, to

grapple, and to close.

The interim of unsweating themselves regularly, and

convenient rest before meat, may both with profit and

delight be taken up in recreating and composing their

travailed spirits with the solemn and divine harmonies

of music.

Where having followed it [study] under vigilant eyes
until about two hours before supper, they are, by a sud-

den alarum or watchword, to be called out on their mili-

tary motions, under sky or covert, according to the sea-

son, as was the Roman wont; first on foot, then, as their

age permits, on horseback to all the art of cavalry.

Besides these constant exercises at home, there is an-

other opportunity of gaining experience to be won from

pleasure itself abroad: in those vernal seasons of the year,

when the air is calm and pleasant, it were an injury and
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sullenness against nature not to go out and see her riches

and partake in her rejoicing with heaven and earth. I

should not, therefore, be a persuader to them of studying
much then, after two or three years that they have well

laid their grounds, but to ride out in companies with

prudent and staid guides to all the quarters of the land,

learning and observing all places of strength, all com-

modities of building and of soil for towns and tillage,

harbours, and ports for trade. Sometimes taking sea as

far as to our navy, to learn there also what they can in

the practical knowledge of sailing and sea-fight.

Nor shall we then need the monsieurs of Paris to take

our hopeful youth into their slight and prodigal custodies,

and send them over back again transformed into mimics,

apes, and kekshose. But if they desire to see other coun-

tries at three- or four-and-twenty years of age, not to

learn principles, but to enlarge experience and make wise

observation, they will by that time be such as shall de-

serve the regard and honour of all men where they pass,
and the society and friendship of those in all places who
are best and most eminent. And perhaps then other

nations will be glad to visit us for their breeding, or else

to imitate us in their own country.

Now, lastly, for their diet there cannot be much to

say, save only that it would be best in the same house;
for much time else would be lost abroad, and many ill

habits got; and that it should be plain, healthful, and

moderate, I suppose is out of controversy.

QUESTIONS:
1. What does Milton consider the sole end of all learning?
2. Why do we study some foreign languauges in preference

to others?

3. Wherein lies the benefit of studying any language?
4. Why does Milton disapprove of starting with logic in the

study of the Liberal Arts?
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5. What became of the student trained in the undesirable

medieval methods?

6. Does Milton believe in making the educative process
attractive?

7. How does he define a complete education?

8. Of what age are the students of whom he writes?

9. With what branch of learning should the student begin?
10. Why did Milton and others of his time place great

emphasis on Latin and Greek?

11. When might students best study religion?

12. What strictly utilitarian study would they early pursue?

13. Does Milton advocate practical applications of the vari-

ous branches of the Liberal Arts?

14. At what stage would ethics be taught?

15. Why should students acquire the principles of economics

only after they have learned personal duty?
1 6. What languages should they acquire after Latin?

17. At what stage would these students study rhetoric? Why?
18. Would such a procedure be advisable today?

19. What proportion exists between Milton's treatment of

studies and that of exercise?

20. What time of the day does he assign for exercise?

21. What forms of exercise other than military drill does he

advocate?

22. At what age should the student go on the "grand tour"?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Milton's List of Academic Studies vs. Today's Practice.

2. The Proper Position of Composition.

3. My Reactions to Milton's Essay.

4. The ^Position of Latin and Greek in Higher Education

Today.

5. The Reasons I Sought a College Education.

6. What Is a College Education?





RALPH WALDO EMERSON
RALPH WALDO EMERSON (1803-1882), an American phi-

losopher and poet, was born in Boston and educated at Har-
vard. After a short period as pastor of the Second Unitarian

Church of Boston he resigned his charge and became, in the

truest sense, a lay preacher. Establishing himself at Concord,
he devoted the remainder of a long life to lecturing on man
and his relation to the universe. Whatever the subject of his

individual lecture or essay, his theme was always "the infini-

tude of the private man."
His discourses are noted for their epigrammatic brilliance,

their refined enthusiasm, and their genial optimism. Enriched

by his extensive reading of poetry, biography, and mystical

philosophy, and tempered by his common sense, his utterances

stirred his auditors. As essays they today continue to open
new veins of thought to every careful reader.

Education cannot fail to stimulate any one interested in the

training of youth. Many of its individual sentences would con-

stitute excellent themes for serious discourse. Its ideas are

imperishable in their timeliness.





EDUCATION *

RALPH WALDO EMERSON

A NEW degree of intellectual power seems cheap at any
price. The use of the world is that man may learn its

laws. And the human race have wisely signified their

sense of this, by calling wealth, means, Man being the

end. Language is always wise.

Therefore I praise New England because it is the

country in the world where is the freest expenditure for

education. We have already taken, at the planting of the

Colonies, (for aught I know for the first time in the

world) the initial step, which for its importance might
have been resisted as the most radical of revolutions, thus

deciding at the start the destiny of this country, this,

namely, that the poor man, whom the law does not allow

to take an ear of corn when starving, nor a pair of shoes

for his freezing feet, is allowed to put his hand into the

pocket of the rich, and say, You shall educate me, not

as you will, but as I will: not alone in the elements, but,

by further provision, in the languages, in sciences, in

the useful and in elegant arts. The child shall be taken

up by the State, and taught, at the public cost, the rudi-

ments of knowledge, and, at last, the ripest results of

art and science.

Humanly speaking, the school, the college, society,

make the difference between men. All the fairy tales of

Aladdin or the invisible Gyges or the talisman that opens
*
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kings' palaces or the enchanted halls underground or in

the sea, are only fictions to indicate the one miracle of

intellectual enlargement. When a man stupid becomes

a man inspired, when one and the same man passes out

of the torpid into the perceiving state, leaves the din of

trifles, the stupor of the senses, to enter into the quasi-

omniscience of high thought, up and down, around, all

limits disappear. No horizon shuts down. He sees things

in their causes, all facts in their connection.

One of the problems of history is the beginning of

civilization. The animals that accompany and serve man
make no progress as races. Those called domestic are

capable of learning of man a few tricks of utility or

amusement, but they cannot communicate the skill to

their race. Each individual must be taught anew. The
trained dog cannot train another dog. And Man himself

in many races retains almost the unteachableness of the

beast. For a thousand years the islands and forests of a

great part of the world have been filled with savages
who made no steps of advance in art or skill beyond the

necessity of being fed and warmed. Certain nations with

a better brain and usually in more temperate climates,
have made such progress as to compare with these as

these compare with the bear and the wolf.

Victory over things is the office of man. Of course,
until it is accomplished, it is the war and insult of things
over him. His continual tendency, his great danger, is

to overlook the fact that the world is only his teacher,
and the nature of sun and moon, plant and animal only
means of arousing his interior activity. Enamored of

their beauty, comforted by their convenience, he seeks

them as ends, and fast loses sight of the fact that they
have worse than no values, that they become noxious,
when he becomes their slave.

This apparatus of wants and faculties, this craving
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body, whose organs ask all the elements and all the func-

tions of Nature for their satisfaction, educate the won-

drous creature which they satisfy with light, with heat,

with water, with wood, with bread, with wool. The
necessities imposed by this most irritable and all-related

texture have taught Man hunting, pasturage, agriculture,

commerce, weaving, joining, masonry, geometry, astron-

omy. Here is a world pierced and belted with natural

laws, and fenced and planted with civil partitions and

properties, which all put new restraints on the young
inhabitant. He too must come into this magic circle of

relations, and know health and sickness, the fear of in-

jury, the desire of external good, thfe charm of riches,

the charm of power. The household is a school of power.

There, within the door, learn the tragi-comedy of human
life. Here is the sincere thing, the wondrous composi-
tion for which day and night go round. In that routine

are the sacred relations, the passions that bind and sever.

Here is poverty and all the wisdom its hated necessities

can teach, here labor drudges, here affections glow, here

the secrets of character are told, the guards of man, the

guards of woman, the compensations which, like angels of

justice, pay every debt: the opium of custom, whereof

all drink and many go mad. Here is Economy and Glee

and Hospitality and Ceremony and Frankness and

Calamity and Death and Hope.

Every one has a trust of power, every man, every boy
a jurisdiction, whether it be over a cow or a rood of a

potato field, or a fleet of ships, or the laws of a state s

And what activity the desire of power inspires! What
toils it sustains! How it sharpens the perceptions and

stores the memory with facts. Thus a man may well

spend many years of life in trade. It is a constant teach-

ing of * the laws of matter and of mind. No dollar of

property can be created without some direct communica-
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tion with nature, and of course some acquisition of

knowledge and practical force. It is a constant contest

with the active faculties of men, a study of the issues of

one and another course of action, an accumulation of

power, and, if the higher faculties of the individual be

from time to time quickened, he will gain wisdom and

virtue from his business.

As every wind draws music out of the JEolian harp,

so doth every object in Nature draw music out of his

mind. Is it not true that every landscape I behold, every

friend I meet, every act I perform, every pain I suffer,

leaves me a different being from that they found me?
That poverty, love, authority, anger, sickness, sorrow,

success, all work actively upon our being and unlock for

us the concealed faculties of the mind? Whatever pri-

vate or petty ends are frustrated, this end is always an-

swered. Whatever the man does, or whatever befalls

him, opens another chamber in his soul, that is, he has

got a new feeling, a new thought, a new organ. Do we
not see how amazingly for this end man is fitted to the

world?

What leads him to science? Why does he track in the

midnight heaven a pure spark, a luminous patch wander-

ing from age to age, but because he acquires thereby a

majestic sense of power; learning that in his own con-

stitution he can set the shining maze in order, and finding
and carrying their law in his mind, can, as it were, see

his simple idea realized up yonder in giddy distances and

frightful periods of duration. If Newton come and first

of men perceive that not alone certain bodies fall to the

ground at a certain rate, but that all bodies in the Uni-

verse, the universe of bodies, fall always, and at one

rate; that every atom in nature draws to every other

atom, he extends the power of his mind not only over

every cubic atom of his native planet, but he reports the
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condition of millions of worlds which his eye never saw.

And what is the charm which every ore, every new plant*

every new fact touching winds, clouds, ocean currents

the secrets of chemical composition and decomposition

possess for Humboldt? What but that much revolving
of similar facts in his mind has shown him that always
the mind contains in its transparent chambers the means
of classifying the most refractory phenomena, of depriv-

ing them of all casual and chaotic aspect, and subordi-

nating them to a bright reason of its own, and so giving
to man a sort of property, yea, the very highest prop-

erty in every district and particle of the globe.

By the permanence of Nature, minds are trained alike,

and made intelligible to each other. In our condition are

the roots of language and communication, and these in-

structions we never exhaust.

In some sort the end of life is that the man should

take up the universe into himself, or out of that quarry
leave nothing unrepresented. Yonder magnificent astron-

omy he is at last to import, fetching away moon, and

planet, solstice, period, comet and binal star, by com-

prehending their relation and law. Instead of the timid

stripling he was, he is to be the stalwart Archimedes,

Pythagoras, Columbus, Newton, of the physic, meta-

physic and ethics of the design of the world.

For truly the population of the globe has its origin in

the aims which their existence is to serve; and so with

every portion of them. The truth takes flesh in forms

that can express it; and thus in history an idea always

overhangs, like the moon, and rules the tide which rises

simultaneously in all the souls of the generation.

Whilst thus the world exists for the mind; whilst thus

the man is ever invited inward into shining realms of

knowledge and power by the shows of the world, which

interpret to him the infinitude of his own consciousness,
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it becomes the office of a just education to awaken him

to a knowledge of this fact.

We learn nothing rightly until we learn the symbolical

character of life. Day creeps after day, each full of facts,

dull, strange, despised things, that we cannot enough

despise, call heavy, prosaic and desert. The time we
seek to kill: the attention it is elegant to divert from

things around us. And presently the aroused intellect

finds gold and gems in one of these scorned facts, then

finds that the day of facts is a rock of diamonds; that a

fact is an Epiphany of God.

We have our theory of life, our religion, our philoso-

phy; and the event of each moment, the shower, the

steamboat disaster, the passing of a beautiful face, the

apoplexy of our neighbor, are all tests to try our theory,

\he approximate result we call truth, and reveal its de-

fects. If I have renounced the search of truth, if I have
come into the port of some pretending dogmatism, some
new church or old church, some Schelling or Cousin, I

have died to all use of these new events that are born
out of prolific time into multitude of life every hour. I

am as a bankrupt to whom brilliant opportunities offer in

vain. He has just foreclosed his freedom, tied his hands,
locked himself up and given the key to another to keep.
When I see the doors by which God enters into the

mind; that there is no sot or fop, ruffian or pedant into

whom thoughts do not enter by passages which the indi-

vidual never left open, I can expect any revolution in

character. "I have hope," said the great Leibnitz, "that

society may be reformed, when I see how much education

may be reformed."

It is ominous, a presumption of crime, that this word
Education has so cold, so hopeless a sound. A treatise

on education, a convention for education, a lecture, a sys-

tem, affects us with slight paralysis and a certain yawning
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of the jaws. We are not encouraged when the law touches

it with its fingers. Education should be as broad as man.
Whatever elements are in him that should foster and
demonstrate. If he be dexterous, his tuition should make
it appear; if he be capable of dividing men by the

trenchant sword of his thought, education should un-

sheath and sharpen it; if he is one to cement society by
his all-reconciling affinities, oh! hasten their action! If

he is jovial, if he is mercurial, if he is great-hearted, a

cunning artificer, a strong commander, a potent ally, in-

genious, useful, elegant, witty, prophet, diviner, society

has need of all these. The imagination must be addressed.

Why always coast on the surface and never open the

interior of nature, not by science, which is surface still,

but by poetry? Is not the Vast an element of the mind?
Yet what teaching, what book of this day appeals to the

Vast?

Our culture has truckled to the times, to the senses.

It is not manworthy. If the vast and the spiritual are

omitted, so are the practical and the moral. It does not

make us brave or free. We teach boys to be such men
as we are. We do not teach them to aspire to be all they
can. We do not give them a training as if we believed

in their noble nature. We scarce educate their bodies.

We do not train the eye and the hand. We exercise their

understandings to the apprehension and comparison of

some facts, to a skill in numbers, in words; we aim to

make accountants, attorneys, engineers; but not to make

able, earnest, great-hearted men. The great object of

Education should be commensurate with the object of

life. It should be a moral one; to teach self-trust: to

inspire the youthful man with an interest in himself; with

a curiosity touching his own nature; to acquaint him with

the resources of his mind, and to teach him that there is

all his strength, and to inflame him with a piety towards
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the Grand Mind in which he lives. Thus would educa-

tion conspire <vith the Divine Providence. A man is a

little thing whilst he works by and for himself, but, when

he gives voice tc the rules of love and justice, is godlike,

his word is current in all countries; and all men, though
his enemies, are > \iade his friends and obey it as their

own.

In affirming that the moral nature of man is the pre-

dominant element and should therefore be mainly con-

sulted in the arrangements of a school, I am very far

from wishing that it should swallow up all the other in-

stincts and faculties of man. It should be enthroned in

his mind, but if it monopolize the man he is not yet

sound, he does not yet know his wealth. He is in danger
of becoming merely devout, and wearisome through the

monotony of his thought. It is not less necessary that

the intellectual and the active faculties should be nour-

ished and matured. Let us apply to this subject the light

of the same torch by which we have looked at all the

phenomena of the time; the infinitude, namely, of every
man. Everything teaches that.

One fact constitutes all my satisfaction, inspires all

my trust, viz., this perpetual youth, which, as long as

there is any good in us, we cannot get rid of. It is very
certain that the coming age and the departing age seldom

understand each other. The old man thinks the young
man has no distinct purpose, for he could never get any-

thing intelligible and earnest out of him. Perhaps the

young man does not think it worth his while to explain
himself to so hard and inapprehensive a confessor. Let
him be led up with a long-sighted forbearance, and let

not the sallies of his petulance or folly be checked with

disgust or indignation or despair,
I call our system a system of despair, and I find all
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the correction, all the revolution that is needed and that

the best spirits of this age promise, in one word, in Hope.

Nature, when she sends a new mind into the world, fills

it beforehand with a desire for that which she wishes it

to know and do. Let us wait and see what is this new

creation, of what new organ the great Spirit had need

when it incarnated this new Will. A new Adam in the

garden, he is to name all the beasts in the field, all the

gods in the sky. And jealous provision seems to have

been made in his constitution that you shall not invade

and contaminate him with the worn weeds of your lan-

guage and opinions. The charm of life is this variety of

genius, these contrasts and flavors by which Heaven has

modulated the identity of truth, and there is a perpetual

hankering to violate this individuality, to warp his ways
of thinking and behavior to resemble or reflect their

thinking and behavior. A low self-love in the parent
desires that his child should repeat his character and

fortune; an expectation which the child, if justice is done

him, will nobly disappoint. By working on the theory
that this resemblance exists, we shall do what in us lies

to defeat his proper promise and produce the ordinary

and mediocre. I suffer whenever I see that common sight

of a parent or senior imposing his opinion and way of

thinking and being on a young soul to which they are

totally unfit. Cannot we let people be themselves, and

enjoy life in their own way? You are trying to make
that man another you. One's enough.
Or we sacrifice the genius of the pupil, the unknown

possibilities of his nature, to a neat and safe uniformity,

as the Turks whitewash the costly mosaics of ancient art

which the Greeks left on their temple walls. Rather let

us have men whose manhood is only the continuation of

their boyhood, natural characters still; such are able and
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fertile for heroic action; and not that sad spectacle with

which we are too familiar, educated eyes in uneducated

bodies.

I like boys, the masters of the playground and of the

street, boys, who have the liberal ticket of admission

to all shops, factories, armories, town meetings, caucuses,

mobs, target shootings, as flies have; quite unsuspected,

coming in as naturally as the janitor, known to have no

money in their pockets, and themselves not suspecting
the value of this poverty; putting nobody on his guard,
but seeing the inside of the show, hearing all the asides.

There are no secrets from them, they know everything
that befalls in the fire company, the merits of every en-

gine and of every man at the brakes, how to work it, and

are swift to try their hand at every part; so too the merits

of every locomotive on the rails, and will coax the engi-

neer to let them ride with him and pull the handles when
it goes to the engine house. They are there only for fun,

and not knowing that they are at school, in the court-

house, or the cattle show, quite as much and more than

they were, an hour ago, in the arithmetic class.

They know truth from counterfeit as quick as the

chemist does. They detect weakness in your eye and

behavior a week before you open your mouth, and have

given you the benefit of their opinion quick as a wink.

They make no mistakes, have no pedantry, but entire

belief on experience. Their elections at baseball or

cricket are founded on merit, and are right. They don't

pass for swimmers until they can swim, nor for stroke

oar until they can row: and I desire to be saved from

their contempt. If I can pass with them, I can manage
well enough with their fathers.

Everybody delights in the energy with which boys deal

and talk with each other; the mixture of fun and earnest,
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reproach and coaxing, love and wrath, with which the

game is played; the good-natured yet defiant independ-
ence of a leading boy's behavior in the school-yard. How
we envy in later life the happy youths to whom their

boisterous games and rough exercise furnish the precise

element which frames and sets off their school and col-

lege tasks, and teaches them, when least they think it,

the use and meaning of these. In their fun and extreme

freak they hit on the topmost sense of Horace. The

young giant, brown from the hunting-tramp, tells his

story well, interlarded with lucky allusions to Homer, to

Virgil, to college songs, to Walter Scott; and Jove and

Achilles, partridge and trout, opera and binomial theo-

rem, Caesar in Gaul, Sherman in Savannah, and hazing
in Holworthy, dance through the narrative in merry con-

fusion, yet the logic is good. If he can turn his books to

such picturesque account in his fishing and hunting, it is

easy to see how his reading and experience, as he has

more of both, will interpenetrate each other. And every
one desires that this pure vigor of action and wealth of

narrative, cheered with so much humor and street rhet-

oric, should be carried into the habit of the young man,

purged of its uproar and rudeness, but with all its vivac-

ity entire. His hunting and campings-out have given him

an indispensable base: I wish to add a taste for good

company through his impatience of bad. That stormy

genius of his needs a little direction to games, charades,

verses of society, song, and a correspondence year by

year with his wisest and best friends. Friendship is an

order of nobility; from its revelations we come more

worthily into nature. Society he must have or he is poor

indeed; he gladly enters a school which forbids conceit,

affectation, emphasis and dullness, and requires of each

only the flower of his nature and experience; requires
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good-will, beauty, wit, and select information; teaches by

practice the law of conversation, namely, to hear as well

as to speak.

Meantime, if circumstances do not permit the high
social advantages, solitude has also its lessons. The
obscure youth learns there the practice instead of the

literature of his virtues; and, because of the disturbing

effect of passion and sense, which by a multitude of trifles

impede the mind's eye from the quiet search of that %fine

horizon line which truth keeps, the way to knowledge
and power has ever been an escape from too much en-

gagement with affairs and possessions; a way, not through

plenty and superfluity, but by denial and renunciation,

into solitude and privation ; and, the more is taken away,
the more real and inevitable wealth of being is made
known to us. The solitary knows the essence of the

thought, the scholar in society only its fair face. There
is no want of example of great men, great benefactors,

who have been monks and hermits in habit. The bias of

mind is sometimes irresistible in that direction. The man
is, as it were, born deaf and dumb, and dedicated to a

narrow and lonely life Let him study the art of solitude,

yield as gracefully as he can to his destiny. Why cannot

he get the good of his doom, and if it is from eternity a

settled fact that he and society shall be nothing to each

other, why need he blush so, and make wry faces to keep
up a freshman's seat in the fine world? Heaven often

protects valuable souls charged with great secrets, great

ideas, by long shutting them up with their own thoughts.
And the most genial and amiable of men must alternate

society with solitude, and learn its severe lessons.

There comes the period of the imagination to each, a
later youth; the power of beauty, the power of books,
of poetry. Culture makes his books realities to him,
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their characters more brilliant, more effective on Ms mind
3

than his actual mates. Do not spare to put novels into

the hands of young people as an occasional holiday and

experiment; but, above all, good poetry in all kinds, epic,

tragedy, lyric. If we can touch the imagination, we serve

them, they will never forget it. Let him read "Tom
Brown at Rugby," read "Tom Brown at Oxford," better

yet, read "Hodson's Life" Hodson who took prisoner
the king of Delhi. They teach the same truth, a

trust, against all appearances, against all privations,
in your own worth, and not in tricks, plotting, or

patronage.
I believe that our own experience instructs us that the

secret of Education lies in respecting the pupil. It is not

for you to choose what he shall know, what he shall do.

It is chosen and foreordained, and he only holds the key
to his own secret. By your tampering and thwarting and
too much governing he may be hindered from his end and

kept out of his own. Respect the child. Wait and see

the new product of Nature. Nature loves analogies, but

not repetitions. Respect the child. Be not too much his

parent. Trespass not on his solitude.

But I hear the outcry which replies to this suggestion:

Would you verily throw up the reins of public and

private discipline; would you leave the young child to the

mad career of his own passions and whimsies, and call

this anarchy a respect for the child's nature? I answer,

Respect the child, respect him to the end, but also respect

yourself. Be the companion of his thought, the friend

of his friendship, the lover of his virtue, but no kins-

man of his sin. Let him find you so true to yourself that

you are the irreconcilable hater of his vice and the im-

perturbable slighter of his trifling.

The two points in a boy's training are, to keep Ms
naturel and train off all but that: to keep his naturel,
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but stop off his uproar, fooling and horse-play; keep his

nature and arm it with knowledge in ,the very direction

in which it points. Here are the two capital facts, Genius

and Drill. The first is the inspiration in the well-born

healthy child, the new perception he has of nature. Some-

what he sees in forms or hears in music or apprehends
in mathematics, or believes practicable in mechanics or

possible in political society, which no one else sees or

hears or believes. This is the perpetual romance of new

life, the invasion of God into the old dead world, when
he sends into quiet houses a young soul with a thought
which is not met, looking for something which is not

there, but which ought to be there: the thought is dim,
but it is sure, and he casts about restless for means and
masters to verify it; he makes wild attempts to explain
himself and invoke the aid and consent of bystanders.

Baffled for want of language and methods to convey his

meaning, not yet clear to himself, he conceives that

though not in .this house or town, yet in some other house

or town is the wise master who can put him in possession
of the rules and instruments to execute his will. Happy
this child with a bias, with a thought which entrances

him, leads him, now into deserts, now into cities, the fool

of an idea. Let him follow it in good and in evil report,
in good or bad company; it will justify itself; it will lead

him at last into the illustrious society of the lovers of

truth.

In London, in a private company, I became acquainted
with a gentleman, Sir Charles Fellowes, who, being at

Xanthus, in the ^Egean Sea, had seen a Turk point with
his staff to some carved work on the corner of a stone

almost buried in the soil. Fellowes scraped away the

dirt, was struck with the beauty of the sculptured orna-

ments, and, looking about him, observed more blocks and

fragments like this. He returned to the spot, procured
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laborers and uncovered many blocks. He went back to

England, bought a Greek grammar and learned the lan-

guage; he read history and studied ancient art to explain
his stones; he interested Gibson the sculptor; he invoked
the assistance of the English Government; he called in

the succor of Sir Humphry Davy to analyze the pigments;
of experts in coins, of scholars and connoisseurs; and at

last in his third visit brought home to England such
statues and marble reliefs and such careful plans that

he was able to reconstruct, in the British Museum where
it now stands, the perfect model of the Ionic trophy

monument, fifty years older than the Parthenon of

Athens, and which had been destroyed by earthquakes,
then by iconoclast Christians, then by savage Turks. But
mark that in the task he had achieved an excellent edu-

cation, and become associated with distinguished scholars

whom he had interested in his pursuit; in short, had
formed a college for himself; the enthusiast had found

the master, the masters, whom he sought. Always genius
seeks genius, desires nothing so much as to be a

pupil and to find those who can lend it aid to perfect

itself.

Nor are the two elements, enthusiasm and drill, incom-

patible. Accuracy is essential to beauty. The very defi-

nition of the intellect is Aristotle's: "that by which we
know terms or boundaries." Give a boy accurate per-

ceptions. Teach him the difference between the similar

and the same. Make him call things by their right names.

Pardon in him no blunder. Then he will give you solid

satisfaction as long as he lives. It is better to teach the

child arithmetic and Latin grammar than rhetoric or

moral philosophy, because they require exactitude of per-

formance; it is made certain that the lesson is mastered,

and that power of performance is worth more than the

knowledge. He can learn anything which is important
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to him now that the power to learn is secured: as

mechanics say, when one has learned the use of tools, it

is easy to work at a new craft.

Letter by letter, syllable by syllable, the child learns

to read, and in good time can convey to all the domestic

circle the sense of Shakspeare. By many steps each just

as short, the stammering boy and the hesitating collegian,

in the school debate, in college clubs, in mock court,

comes at last to full, secure, triumphant unfolding of his

thought in the popular assembly, with a fulness of

power that makes all the steps forgotten.

But this function of opening and feeding the human
mind is not to be fulfilled by any mechanical or military

method; is not to be trusted to any skill less large than

Nature itself. You must not neglect the form, but you
must secure the essentials. It is curious how perverse
and intermeddling we are, and what vast .pains and cost

we incur to do wrong. Whilst we all know in our own

experience and apply natural methods in our own busi-

ness, in education our common sense fails us, and we
are continually trying costly machinery against nature,

in patent schools and academies and in great colleges and
universities.

The natural method forever confutes our experiments,
and we must still come back to it. The whole theory of

the school is on the nurse's or mother's knee. The child

is as hot to learn as the mother is to impart. There is

mutual delight. The joy of our childhood in hearing
beautiful stories from some skilful aunt who loves to tell

them, must be repeated in youth. The boy wishes to

learn to skate, to coast, to catch a fish in the brook, to

hit a mark with a snowball or a stone; and a boy a little

older is just as well pleased to teach him these sciences.

Not less delightful is the mutual pleasure of teaching and

learning the secret of algebra, or of chemistry, or of good
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reading and good recitation of poetry or of prose, or of

chosen facts in history or in biography.
Nature provided for the communication of thought, by

planting with it in the receiving mind a fury to impart it.

Tis so in every art, in every science. One burns to tell

the new fact, the other burns to hear it. See how far a

young doctor will ride or walk to witness a new surgical

operation. I have seen a carriage-maker's shop emptied
of all its workmen into the street, to scrutinize a new

pattern from New York. So in literature, the young man
who has taste for poetry, for fine images, for noble

thoughts, is insatiable for this nourishment, and forgets
all the world for the more learned friend, who finds

equal joy in dealing out his treasures.

Happy the natural college thus self-instituted around

every natural teacher: the young men of Athens around

Socrates; of Alexandria around Plotinus; of Paris around

Abelard; of Germany around Fichte, or Niebuhr, or

Goethe: in short the natural sphere of every leading
mind. But the moment this is organized, difficulties begin.

The college was to be the nurse and home of genius; but,

though every young man is born with some determination

in his nature, and is a potential genius; is at last to be

one; it is, in the most, obstructed and delayed, and, what-

ever they may hereafter be, their senses are now opened
in advance of their minds. They are more sensual than

intellectual. Appetite and indolence they have, but no

enthusiasm. These come in numbers to the college; few

geniuses : and the teaching comes to be arranged for these

many, and not for those few. Hence the instruction

seems to require skilful tutors, of accurate and syste-

matic mind, rather than ardent and inventive masters.

Besides, the youth of genius are eccentric, won't drill,

are irritable, uncertain, explosive, solitary, not men of the

world, not good for every-day association. You have to
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work for large classes instead of individuals; you must

lower your flag and reef your sails to wait for the dull

sailors; you grow departmental, routinary, military al-

most with your discipline and college police. But what

doth such a school to form a great and heroic character?

What abiding Hope can it inspire? What Reformer will

it nurse? What poet will it breed to sing to the human
race? What discoverer of Nature's laws will it prompt
to enrich us by disclosing in the mind the statute which

all matter must obey? What fiery soul will it send out

to warm a nation with his charity? What tranquil mind
will it have fortified to walk with meekness in private and

obscure duties, to wait and to suffer? Is it not manifest

that our academic institutions should have a wider scope;
that they should not be timid and keep the ruts of the

last generation, but that wise men thinking for themselves

and heartily seeking the good of mankind, and counting
the cost of innovation, should dare to arouse the young
to a just and heroic life; that the moral nature should

be addressed in the schoolroom, and children should

be treated as the high-born candidates of truth and
virtue?

So to regard the young child, the young man, requires,
no doubt, rare patience: a patience that nothing but faith

in the remedial forces of the soul can give. You see his

sensualism; you see his want of those tastes and percep-
tions which make the power and safety of your character.

Very likely. But he has something else. If he has his

own vice, he has its correlative virtue. Every mind
should be allowed to make its own statement in action,

and its balance will appear. In these judgments one

needs that foresight which was attributed to an eminent

reformer, of whom it was said "his patience could see in

the bud of the aloe the blossom at the end of a hundred

years." Alas for the cripple Practice when it seeks to
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come up with the bird Theory, which flies before it. Try
your design on the best school. The scholars are of all

ages and temperaments and capacities. It is difficult to

class them, some are too young, some are slow, some

perverse. Each requires so much consideration, that the

morning hope of the teacher, of a day of love and prog-

ress, is often closed at evening by despair. Each single

case, the more it is considered, shows more to be done;
and the strict conditions of the hours, on one side, and the

number of tasks, on the other. Whatever becomes of our

method, the conditions stand fast, six hours, and thirty,

fifty, or a hundred and fifty pupils. Something must be

done, and done speedily, and in this distress the wisest are

tempted to adopt violent means, to proclaim martial law,

corporal punishment, mechanical arrangement, bribes,

spies, wrath, main strength and ignorance, in lieu of that

wise genial providential influence they had hoped, and yet

hope at some future day to adopt. Of course the devotion

to details reacts injuriously on the teacher. He cannot

indulge his genius, he cannot delight in personal rela-

tions with young friends, when his eye is always on the

dock, and twenty classes are to be dealt with before the

day is done. Besides, how can he please himself with

genius, and foster modest virtue? A sure proportion of

rogue and dunce finds its way into every school and re-

quires a cruel share of time, and the gentle teacher, who
wished to be a Providence to youth, is grown a martinet,

sore with suspicions; knows as much vice as the judge
of a police court, and his love of learning is lost in the

routine of grammars and books of elements.

A rule is so easy that it does not need a man to apply

it; an automaton, a machine, can be made to keep a school

so. It facilitates labor and thought so much that there is

always the temptation in large schools to omit the endless

task of meeting the wants of each single mind, and to
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govern by steam. But it is at frightful cost. Our modes of

Education aim to expedite, to save labor; to do for masses

what cannot be done for masses, what must be done rever-

ently, one by one: say rather, the whole world is needed

for the tuition of each pupil. The advantages of this sys-

tem of emulation and display are so prompt and obvious,

it is such a time-saver, it is so energetic on slow and on

bad natures, and is of so easy application, needing no

sage or poet, but any tutor or schoolmaster in his first

term can apply it, that it is not strange that this calomel

of culture should be a popular medicine. On the other

hand, total abstinence from this drug, and the adoption
of simple discipline and the following of nature, involves

at once immense claims on the time, the thoughts, on the

life of the teacher. It requires time, use, insight, event,

all the great lessons and assistances of God; and only to

think of using it implies character and profoundness; to

enter on this course of discipline is to be good and great.

It is precisely analogous to the difference between the use

of corporal punishment and the methods of love. It is so

easy to bestow on a bad boy a blow, overpower him, and

get obedience without words, that in this world of hurry
and distraction, who can wait for the returns of reason

and the conquest of self; in the uncertainty too whether

that will ever come? And yet the familiar observation

of the universal compensations might suggest the fear

that so summary a stop of a bad humor was more jeop-
ardous than its continuance.

Now the correction of this quack practice is to- import
into Education the wisdom of life. Leave this military

hurry and adopt the pace of Nature. Her secret is pati-
ence. Do you know how the naturalist learns all the

secrets of the forest, of plants, of birds, of beasts, of rep-

tiles, of fishes, of the rivers and the sea? When he goes
into the woods the birds fly before him and he finds none;
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when he goes to the river bank, the fish and the reptile

swim away and leave him alone. His secret is patience;
he sits down, and sits still; he is a statue; he is a log.

These creatures have no value for their time, and he
must put as low a rate on his. By dint of obstinate sit-

ting still, reptile, fish, bird and beast, which all wish to

return to their haunts, begin to return. He sits still; if

they approach, he remains passive as the stone he sits

upon. They lose their fear. They have curiosity too

about him. By and by the curiosity masters the fear, and

they come swimming, creeping and flying toward him;
and as he is still immovable, they not only resume their

haunts and their ordinary labors and manners, show them-

selves to him in their work-day trim, but also volunteer

some degree of advances toward fellowship and good un-

derstanding with a biped who behaves so civilly and well.

Can you not baffle the impatience and passion of the child

by your tranquillity? Can you not wait for him, as Na-
ture and Providence do? Can you not keep for his mind
and ways, for his secret, the same curiosity you give to

the squirrel, snake, rabbit, and the sheldrake and the

deer? He has a secret; wonderful methods in him; he

is, every child, a new style of man; give him time and

opportunity. Talk of Columbus and Newton! I tell you
the child just born in yonder hovel is the beginning of a

revolution as great as theirs. But you must have the be-

lieving and prophetic eye. Have the self-command you
wish to inspire. Your teaching and discipline must have

the reserve and taciturnity of Nature. Teach them to

hold their tongues by holding your own. Say little; do

not snarl; do not chide; but govern by the eye. See what

they need, and that the right thing is done.

I confess myself utterly at a loss in suggesting par-
ticular reforms in our ways of teaching. No discretion

that can be lodged with a school-committee, with the
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overseers or visitors of an academy, of a college, can at

all avail to reach these difficulties and perplexities, but

they solve themselves when we leave institutions and

address individuals. The will, the male power, organizes,

imposes its own thought and wish on others, and makes

that military eye which controls boys as it controls men;
admirable in its results, a fortune to him who has it, and

only dangerous when it leads the workman to overvalue

and overuse it and precludes him from finer means. Sym-

pathy, the female force, which they must use who have

not the first, deficient in instant control and the break-

ing down of resistance, is more subtle and lasting and

creative. I advise teachers to cherish mother-wit. I

assume that you will keep the grammar, reading, writ-

ing and arithmetic in order; 'tis easy, and of course you
will. But smuggle in a little contraband wit, fancy, imag-

ination, thought. If you have a taste which you have

suppressed because it is not shared by those about you,
tell them that. Set this law up, whatever becomes of the

rules of the school: they must not whisper, much less

talk; but if one of the young people says a wise thing,

greet it, and let all the children clap their hands. They
shall have no book but school-books in the room; but if

one has brought in a Plutarch or Shakspeare or Don
Quixote or Goldsmith or any other good book, and under-

stands what he reads, put him at once at the head of the

class. Nobody shall be disorderly, or leave his desk with-

out permission, but if a boy runs from his bench, or a girl,

because the fire falls, or to check some injury that a little

dastard is inflicting behind his desk on some helpless

sufferer, take away the medal from the head of the class

and give it on the instant to the brave rescuer. If a child

happens to show that he knows any fact about astronomy,
or plants, or birds, or rocks, or history, that interests him
and you, hush all the classes and encourage him to tell it
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so that all may hear. Then you have made your school-

room like the world. Of course you will insist on modesty
in the children, and respect to their teachers, but if the

boy stops you in your speech, cries out that you are wrong
and sets you right, hug him I

To whatsoever upright mind, to whatsoever beating
heart I speak, to you it is committed to educate men.

By simple living, by an illimitable soul, you inspire, you
correct, you instruct, you raise, you embellish all. By
your own act you teach the beholder how to do the prac-
ticable. According to the depth from which you draw

your life, such is the depth not only of your strenuous

effort, but of your manners and presence.
The beautiful nature of the world has here blended

your happiness with your power. Work straight on in

absolute duty, and you lend an arm and an encourage-
ment to all the youth of the universe. Consent yourself
to be an organ of your highest thought, and lo! suddenly

you put all men in your debt, and are the fountain of an

energy that goes pulsing on with waves of benefit to the

borders of society, to the circumference of things.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why was the provision for universal education at public

expense a revolutionary move?

2. What is the one miracle of modern life?

3. Why is it a miracle?

4. How does civilized man differ most widely from savages
and animals?

5. Why are natural objects means rather than end for man?
6. Why is civilized man a complex creature?

7. Why are all man's contacts educational?

8. What causes mankind to experiment and investigate?

9. What is the end of life, according to Emerson?

10. Why do we "learn nothing rightly until we learn the sym-
bolical character of life"?
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11. Why must we keep our minds ever receptive to new

truths?

12. Why should education be "as broad as man"?

13. Should we teach our children to be like ourselves?

14. Why should we "inspire the youthful man with an interest

in himself"?

15. Why does every new generation inspire hope?
1 6. Should we seek a uniformity of pattern in students?

17. How do schoolboys even in their play learn many facts?

1 8. Why does Emerson write: "If I can pass with them

[boys], I can manage well enough with their fathers"?

19. Why do we enjoy witnessing the activities of schoolboys?

20. Why should the older pupils read good novels and good

poetry?

21. Why should we respect the child?

22. What are "the two points in a boy's training"?

23* What can we learn from the experience of Sir Charles Fel-

lowes?

24. Why are enthusiasm and drill not incompatible?

25. Why must a teacher feel real enthusiasm for his subject?

26. Why do colleges as they expand tend to become less in-

spirational?

27. What features of his work weary the teacher?

28. Why does the teacher turn to mass instruction?

29. What lesson can the teacher learn from the naturalist?

30. What should a teacher cherish in his pupils?

31. In what ways did you find this essay a stimulating one?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Emerson's Concept of the Object of Education.

2. The Discernment of Youth.

3. The Effect of Great Literature upon the Growing Youth.

4. "The child is as hot to learn as the mother is to impart."

5. Individual vs. Mass Instruction.

6. Authority vs. Sympathetic Understanding in the Class-

room.
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THE AIM OF A UNIVERSITY EDUCATION x

JOHN HENRY NEWMAN

IF, then, a practical end must be assigned to a Univer-

sity course, I say it is that of training good members of

society. Its art is the art of social life, and its end is fit-

ness for the world. It neither confines its views to partic-
ular professions on the one hand, nor creates heroes or

inspires genius on the other. Works indeed of genius fall

under no art; heroic minds come under no rule; a Univer-

sity is not a birthplace of poets or of immortal authors, of

founders of schools, leaders of colonies, or conquerors of

nations. It does not promise a generation of Aristotles or

Newtons, of Napoleons or Washingtons, of Raphaels or

Shakespeares, though such miracles of nature it has be-

fore now contained within its precincts. Nor is it content

on the other hand with forming the critic or the experi-

mentalist, the economist or the engineer, though such too

it includes within its scope. But a University training is

the great ordinary means to a great but ordinary end; it

aims at raising the intellectual tone of society, at cultivat-

ing the public mind, at purifying the national taste, at

supplying true principles to popular enthusiasm and fixed

aims to popular aspiration, at giving enlargement and

sobriety to the ideas of the age, at facilitating the exer-

cise of political power, and refining the intercourse of

private life. It is the education which gives a man a clear,

conscious view of his own opinions and judgments, a truth

1 This selection is the concluding portion of Discourse VII of The Idea of
a University.
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in developing them, an eloquence in expressing them, and

a force in urging them. It teaches him to see things as

they are, to go right to the point, to disentangle a skein

of thought, to detect what is sophistical, and to discard

what is irrelevant. It prepares him to fill any post with

credit, and to master any subject with facility. It shows

him how to accommodate himself to others, how to throw

himself into their state of mind, how to bring before them
his own, how to influence them, how to come to an under-

standing with them, how to bear with them. He is at

home in any society, he has common ground with every

class; he knows when to speak and when to be silent; he

is able to converse, he is able to listen; he can ask a

question pertinently, and gain a lesson seasonably, when
he has nothing to impart himself; he is ever ready, yet
never in the way; he is a pleasant companion, and a com-
rade you can depend upon; he knows when to be serious

and when to trifle, and he has a sure tact which enables

him to trifle with gracefulness and to be serious with

effect. He has the repose of mind which lives in itself,

while it lives in the world, and which has resources for

Its happiness at home when it cannot go abroad. He has

a gift which serves him in public, and supports him in

retirement, without which good fortune is but vulgar, and
with which failure and disappointment have a charm. The
art which tends to make a man all this, is in the object
which it pursues, as useful as the art of wealth, or the art

of health, though it is less susceptible of method, and less

tangible, less certain, less complete in its result.



WHAT IS A UNIVERSITY? *

JOHN HENRY NEWMAN

BUT I have said more than enough in illustration; I

end as I began; a University is a place of concourse,
whither students come from every quarter for every kind

of knowledge. You cannot have the best of every kind

everywhere; you must go to some great city or emporium
for it. There you have all the choicest productions of

nature and art all together, which you find each in its own
separate place elsewhere. All the riches of the land, and
of the earth, are carried up thither; there are the best

markets, and there the best workmen. It is the centre of

trade, the supreme court of fashion, the umpire of rival

talents, and the standard of things rare and precious. It

is the place for seeing galleries of first-rate pictures, and
for hearing wonderful voices and performers of tran-

scendent skill. It is the place for great preachers, great

orators, great nobles, great statesmen. In the nature of

things, greatness and unity go together; excellence implies
a centre. And such, for the third or fourth time, is a

University; I hope I do not weary out the reader by
repeating it. It is the place to which a thousand schools

make contributions; in which the intellect may safely

range and speculate, sure to find its equal in some antag-
onist activity, and its judge in the tribunal of truth. It

is a place where inquiry is pushed forward, and discov-

eries' verified and perfected, and rashness rendered innoc-

x Above is printed only the inspiring conclusion of the treatise so named,
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uous, and error exposed, by the collision of mind with

mind, and knowledge with knowledge. It is the place
where the professor becomes eloquent, and is a mission-

ary and a preacher, displaying his science in its most

complete and most winning form, pouring it forth with the

zeal of enthusiasm, and lighting up his own love of it in

the breasts of his hearers. It is the place where the

catechist makes good his ground as he goes, treading in

the truth day by day into the ready memory, and wedging
and tightening it into the expanding reason. It is a place
which wins the admiration of the young by its celebrity,

kindles the affections of the middle-aged by its beauty,
and rivets the fidelity of the old by its associations. It is

a seat of wisdom, a light of the world, a minister of the

faith, an Alma Mater of the rising generation. It is this

and a great deal more, and demands a somewhat better

head and hand than mine to describe it well.

QUESTIONS (first selection) :

1. Do universities exist for the purpose of creating heroes?

2. Do universities exist for the purpose of inspiring geniuses?
3. Do heroes and geniuses attend universities?

4. Are they welcome in such institutions?

5. What is the "practical end" of a university education?

6. How does a university education raise the intellectual and
cultural level of society?

7. How does it clarify the individual's thinking?
8. In what sense does it prepare the individual to deal with

others?

9. Should the university-trained man have social grace?
10. Does education make a man's life and circumstances suf-

ficient unto themselves?

11. How does education effect the preceding result?

12. Is such an end of university education as Newman has

pointed out an important one?

13. Why is such an end important?
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QUESTIONS (second selection)'.

1. Why does genius of every sort tend to gather about a
great university?

2. What is an emporium?
3. Why do we find in a great university a ready play of in-

tellect?

4. Why there does the professor wax eloquent?

5. Why does youth admire the great university?
6. Why does middle age feel affection for it?

7. Why does the elderly person remain loyal to it?

8. How does Newman characterize, in conclusion, the great

university?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The Influence of the University upon Society.

2. What We May Expect of the University Man.

3. My Debt to Society as a University Man.

4. My Concept of Professorial Enthusiasm.

5. The Free Play of Ideas in a University.

6. Why Call One's Institution Alma Mater?





THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY

THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY (1825-1895), the son of an ob-

scure schoolmaster at Baling, England, enjoyed few educa-

tional advantages in his youth. Although he early became
interested in mechanical engineering, his elders deemed it wise

for him to study medicine. In 1845, accordingly, he was

graduated from the Charing Cross Hospital Medical School,
where he had become increasingly interested in the natural

sciences. For the following five years, as assistant surgeon of

the Rattlesnake, he carried on his scientific investigations and
wrote articles thereon which began to attract the attention of

some of England's leading scientists.

Shortly thereafter he was elected a Fellow of the Royal
Society, subsequently held various academic posts, and received

increasingly enviable honors. Both Cambridge and Oxford

conferred honorary degrees upon him. In 1883 he was made
President of the Royal Society; in 1892 he became Privy
Councillor.

Huxley's ever active interest in education led him to devote

the latter half of his life to the popularization of the new
scientific concepts. He became an ardent champion of the

theory of evolution and of widespread scientific education.

Although always cognizant of the benefits derivable from the

study of the humanities, he wisely stressed their inadequacy
when divorced from a knowledge of recent scientific develop-
ments. He desired for the masses a well-rounded education

which would prepare them for their future lives.

Such is the point of view expressed in numerous essays, of

which Science and Culture and A Liberal Education: and
where to find it are among the most important. The latter,

from which extracts are printed below, was originally an ad-

dress delivered to the South London Working Men's College

in 1868,





A LIBERAL EDUCATION *

THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY

AND by way of a beginning, let us ask ourselves What
is education? Above all things, what is our ideal of a

thoroughly liberal education? of that education which,
if we could begin life again, we would give ourselves

of that education which, if we could mold the fates to our

own will, we would give our children? Well, I know not

what may be your conceptions upon this matter, but I will

tell you mine, and I hope I shall find that our views are

not very discrepant.

Suppose it were perfectly certain that the life and for-

tune of every one of us would, one day or other, depend

upon his winning or losing a game of chess. Don't you
think that we should all consider it to be a primary duty
to learn at least the names and the moves of the pieces; to

have a notion of a gambit, and a keen eye for all the

means of giving and getting out of check? Do you not

think that we should look with a disapprobation amount-

ing to scorn, upon the father who allowed his son, or the

state which allowed its members, to grow up without

knowing a pawn from a knight?
Yet it is a very plain and elementary truth that the life,

the fortune, and the happiness of every one of us, and,
more or less, of those who are connected with us, do de-

pend upon our knowing something of the rules of a game
1
Only the pertinent conclusion of Huxley's address before the South

London Working Men's College (1868) is reprinted above. The earlier

portions are merely of historical interest, as is the actual close of the

address.
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infinitely more difficult and complicated than chess. It is

a game which has been played for untold ages, every man
and woman of us being one of the two players in a game
of his or her own. The chess-board is the world, the pieces

are the phenomena of the universe, the rules of the game
are what we call the laws of Nature. The player on the

other side is hidden from us. We know that his play is

always fair, just, and patient. But also we know, to our

cost, that he never overlooks a mistake, or makes the

smallest allowance for ignorance. To the man who plays

well, the highest stakes are paid, with that sort of over-

flowing generosity with which the strong shows delight in

strength. And one who plays ill is checkmated without

haste, but without remorse.

My metaphor will remind some of you of the famous

picture in which Retzsch has depicted Satan playing at

chess with man for his soul. Substitute for the mocking
fiend in that picture a calm, strong angel who is playing
for love, as we say, and would rather lose than win and
I should accept it as an image of human life.

Well, what I mean by education is learning the rules of

this mighty game. In other words, education is the in-

struction of the intellect in the laws of Nature, under
which name I include not merely things and their forces,

but men and their ways; and the fashioning of the affec-

tions and of the will into an earnest and loving desire to

move in harmony with those laws. For me, education

means neither more nor less than this. Anything which

professes to call itself education must be tried by this

standard, and if it fails to stand the test, I will not call

it education, whatever may be the force of authority, or

of numbers, upon the other side.

It is important to remember that, in strictness, there is

no such thing as an uneducated man. Take an extreme
case. Suppose that an adult man, in the full vigor of his
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faculties, could be suddenly placed in the world, as Adam
is said to have been, and then left to do as he best might.
How long would he be left uneducated? Not five minutes.

Nature would begin to teach him, through the eye, the

ear, the touch, the properties of objects. Pain and pleas-
ure would be at his elbow telling him to do this and avoid

that; and by slow degrees the man would receive an edu-

cation which, if narrow, would be thorough, real, and

adequate to his circumstances, though there would be no
extras and very few accomplishments.
And if to this solitary man entered a second Adam, or,

better still, an Eve, a new and greater world, that of

social and moral.phenomena, would be revealed. Joys and

woes, compared with which all others might seem but
faint shadows, would spring from the new relations.

Happiness and sorrow would take the place of the coarser

monitors, pleasure and pain; but conduct would still be

shaped by the observation of the natural consequences
of actions; or, in other words, by the laws of the nature

of man.

To every one of us the world was once as fresh and
new as to Adam. And then, long beforewe were susceptible

of any other mode of instruction, Nature took us in hand,
and every minute of waking life brought its educational

influence, shaping our actions into rough accordance with

Nature's laws, so that we might not be ended untimely by
too gross disobedience. Nor should I speak of this process

of education as past for any one, be he as old as he may.
For every man the world is as fresh as it was at the first

day, and as full of untold novelties for him who has the

eyes to see them. And Nature is still continuing her

patient education of us in that great university, the uni-

verse, of whicli we are all members Nature having no

Test-Acts.

Those who take honors in Nature's university, who
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learn the laws which govern men and things and obey

them, are the really great and successful men in this world.

The great mass of mankind are the "Poll/' who pick up

just enough to get through without much discredit. Those

who won't learn at all are plucked; and then you can't

come up again. Nature's pluck means extermination.

Thus the question of compulsory education is settled

so far as Nature is concerned. Her bill on that question

was framed and passed long ago. But, like all compulsory

legislation, that of Nature is harsh and wasteful in its

operation. Ignorance is visited as sharply as willful dis-

obedience incapacity meets with the same punishment as

crime. Nature's discipline is not even a word and a blow,
and the blow first; but the blow without the word. It is

left to you to find out why your ears are boxed.

The object of what we commonly call education that

education in which man intervenes and which I shall dis-

tinguish as artificial education is to make good these de-

fects in Nature's methods; to prepare the child to receive

Nature's education, neither incapably nor ignorantly, nor

with willful disobedience; and to understand the pre-

liminary symptoms of her pleasure, without waiting for

the box on the ear. In short, all artificial education ought
to be an anticipation of natural education. And a liberal

education is an artificial education which has not only

prepared a man to escape the great evils of disobedience

to natural laws, but has trained him to appreciate and to

seize upon the rewards, which Nature scatters with as

free a hand as her penalties.

That man, I think, has had a liberal education who has
been so trained in youth that his body is the ready servant

of his will, and does with ease and pleasure all the work

that, as a mechanism, it is capable of; whose intellect is

a clear, cold, logic engine, with all its parts of equal

strength, and in smooth working order; ready, like a
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steam engine, to be turned to any kind of work, and spin
the gossamers as well as forge the anchors of the mind;
whose mind is stored with a knowledge of the great and
fundamental truths of Nature and of the laws of her

operations; one who, no stunted ascetic, is full of life and

fire, but whose passions are trained to come to heel

by a vigorous will, the servant of a tender conscience;
who has learned to love all beauty, whether of Nature
or of art, to hate all vileness, and to respect others as

himself.

Such an one and no other, I conceive, has had a liberal

education; for he is, as completely as a man can be, in

harmony with Nature. He will make the best of her, and
she of him. They will get on together rarely: she as his

ever-beneficent mother; he as her mouthpiece, her con-

scious self, her minister and interpreter.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is Huxley's greatest contribution to the cause of

science?

2. What was the occasion for his composing A Liberal Edu-
cation?

3. Why does Huxley introduce the matter of the game of

chess?

4. How is life similar to a game of chess?

5. What is Huxley's definition of Education?

6. Are there any wholly uneducated men?

7. Why?
8. How do we all resemble Adam?

9. From what source do we receive our earliest education?

10. How does that same agency continue throughout life to

educate us?

11. Who are the "really great and successful men in this

world'?

12. What English student slang does Huxley employ at this

point?
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13. What are the objections to Nature's methods as an edu-

cator?

14. What does Huxley mean by "artificial" education?

15. What should be the object of all "artificial" education?

1 6. Why is a liberal education the most valuable "artificial"

education?

17. What are the various benefits of a liberal education?

18. What do you now understand Nature to mean?

19. What should be the educated man's attitude toward Na-
ture?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The College Graduate's Attitude toward Life.

2. Education in Relation to Books.

3. My Concept of a Liberal Education.

4. My Purpose in Coming to College.

5. Benefits Derived from a Liberal Education.

6. Nature as the Teacher of Mankind.

7. The Educated Man and His Environment.



MATTHEW ARNOLD

MATTHEW ARNOLD (1822-1888), the son of Dr. Thomas
Arnold, long headmaster at Rugby, was born at Laleham and
educated at Winchester, Rugby, and, finally, Balliol College,
Oxford. Even as a schoolboy at Rugby he won distinction for

his poetry, and to it he devoted the first half of his literary

career. Best known are such poems as The Scholar Gypsy,
The Forsaken Merman, Rugby Chapel, Thyrsis, and Sohrab
and Rustum. His holding the professorship of poetry at Ox-
ford (1857-1867) was eloquent testimony to his reputation as

a poet.
After graduation from Oxford, Arnold, like his father be-

fore him, was for a few years a fellow of Oriel College. He
then held for thirty-five years (1851-1886) the important
educational post of inspector of the English schools. As a
result of his painstaking investigations at home and abroad,
Arnold published numerous reports which profoundly influ-

enced the course of education in England in the latter half

of the nineteenth century.
The second part of Arnold's literary career was devoted to

prose. In addition to strictly educational matters he wrote

extensively on religious, social, and literary subjects. Prima-

rily to the two last-named groups belongs Literature and Sci-

ence. As reprinted here, it was given as a lecture in America

(1883-1884).
Literature and Science, partially an answer to Huxley's Sci-

ence and Culture, is a dignified statement of the permanent
contribution of the humanities to every one's education. Nor
does Arnold, although himself not a scientist, ignore the grow-

ing claims of science to an important place in the educative

process. Actually, the positions of Arnold and Huxley were

not so divergent as one might think. Their immediate interests

were different, but their larger concepts of education were by
no means wholly dissimilar.
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LITERATURE AND SCIENCE *

MATTHEW ARNOLD

PRACTICAL people talk with a smile of Plato and of his

absolute ideas; and it Is impossible to deny that Plato's

ideas do often seem unpractical and impracticable, and

especially when one views them in connection with the life

of a great work-a-day world like the United States. The
necessary staple of the life of such a world Plato regards
with disdain; handicraft and trade and the working pro-
fessions he regards with disdain; but what becomes of

the life of an industrial modern community if you take

handicraft and trade and the working professions out of

it? The base mechanic arts and handicrafts, says Plato,

bring about a natural weakness in the principle of excel-

lence in a man, so that he cannot govern the ignoble

growths in him, but nurses them, and cannot understand

fostering any other. Those who exercise such arts and

trades, as they have their bodies, he says, marred by
their vulgar businesses, so they have their souls, too,

bowed and broken by them. And if one of these uncomely

people has a mind to seek self-culture and philosophy,
Plato compares him to a bald little tinker, who has

scraped together money, and has got his release from

service, and has had a bath, and bought a new coat, and
is rigged out like a bridegroom about to marry the daugh-
ter of his master who has fallen into poor and helpless

estate.

1 As reprinted here, this essay was given as a lecture in America (1883-

1884) and then published in Discoursesm America (1885)
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Nor do the working professions fare any better than

trade at the hands of Plato. He draws for us an inimi-

table picture of the working lawyer, and of his life of

bondage; he shows how this bondage from his youth up
has stunted and warped him, and made him small and

crooked of soul, encompassing him with difficulties which

he is not man enough to rely on justice and truth as

means to encounter, but has recourse, for help out of

them, to falsehood and wrong. And so, says Plato, this

poor creature is bent and broken, and grows up from

boy to man without a particle of soundness in him, al-

though exceedingly smart and clever in his own esteem.

One cannot refuse to admire the artist who draws these

pictures. But we say to ourselves that his ideas show the

influence of a primitive and obsolete order of things, when
the warrior caste and the priestly caste were alone in

honor, and the humble work of the world was done by
slaves. We have now changed all that; the modern

majority consists in work, as Emerson declares; and in

work, we may add, principally of such plain and dusty
kind as the work of cultivators of the ground, handi-

craftsmen, men of trade and business, men of the work-

ing professions. Above all is this true in a great indus-

trious community such as that of the United States.

Now education, many people go on to say, is still

mainly governed by the ideas of men like Plato, who lived

when the warrior caste and the priestly or philosophical
class were alone in honor, and the really useful part of

the community were slaves. It is an education fitted for

persons of leisure in such a community. This education

passed from Greece and Rome to the feudal communities
of Europe, where also the warrior caste and the priestly
caste were alone held in honor, and where the really useful

and working part of the community, though not nominally
slaves as in the pagan world, were practically not much
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better off than slaves, and not more seriously regarded.
And how absurd it is, people end by saying, to inflict this

education upon an industrious modern community, where

very few indeed are persons of leisure, and the mass to be
considered has not leisure, but is bound, for its own good,
and for the great good of the world at large, to plain labor

and to industrial pursuits, and the education in question
tends necessarily to make men dissatisfied with these pur-
suits and unfitted for them!

That is what is said. So far I must defend Plato, as to

plead that his view of education and studies is in the gen-

eral, as it seems to me, sound enough, and fitted for all

sorts and conditions of men, whatever their pursuits may
be. "An intelligent man," says Plato, "will prize those

studies which result in his soul getting soberness, right-

eousness, and wisdom, and will less value the others."

I cannot consider that a bad description of the aim of

education, and of the motives which should govern us in

the choice of studies, whether we are preparing ourselves

for a hereditary seat in the English House of Lords or for

the pork trade in Chicago.

Still I admit that Plato's world was not oars, that his

scorn of trade and handicraft is fantastic, that he had no

conception of a great industrial community such as that

of the United States, and that such a community must

and will shape its education to suit its own needs. If the

usual education handed down to it from the past does not

suit it, it will certainly before long drop this and try

another. The usual education in the past has been mainly

literary. The question is whether the studies which were

long supposed to be the best for all of us are practically

the best now; whether others are not better. The tyranny

of the past, many think, weighs on us injuriously in the

predominance given to letters in education. The question

is raised whether/to meet the needs of our modern life,
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the predominance ought not now to pass from letters to

science; and naturally the question is nowhere raised with

more energy than here in the United States. The design

of abasing what is called "mere literary instruction and

education/' and of exalting what is called "sound, exten-

sive, and practical scientific knowledge,
7 '

is, in this in-

tensely modern world of the United States, even more

perhaps than in Europe, a very popular design, and makes

great and rapid progress.

I am going to ask whether the present movement for

ousting letters from their old predominance in education,

and for transferring the predominance in education to

the natural sciences, whether this brisk and flourishing

movement ought to prevail, and whether it is likely that

in the end it really will prevail. An objection may be

raised which I will anticipate. My own studies have been

almost wholly in letters, and my visits to the field of the

natural sciences have been very slight and inadequate,

although those sciences have always strongly moved my
curiosity. A man of letters, it will perhaps be said, is not

competent to discuss the comparative merits of letters and
natural science as means of education. To this objection
I reply, first of all, that his incompetence, if he attempts
the discussion but is really incompetent for it, will be

abundantly visible; nobody will be taken in; he will have

plenty of sharp observers and critics to save mankind
from that danger. But the line I am going to follow is,

as you will soon discover, so extremely simple, that per-

haps it may be followed without failure even by one who
for a more ambitious line of discussion would be quite

incompetent.
Some of you may possibly remember a phrase of mine

which has been the object of a good deal of comment;
an observation to the effect that in our culture, the aim

being to know ourselves and the world, we have, as the
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means to this end, to know the best which has been

thought and said in the world. A man of science, who is

also an excellent writer and the very prince of debaters,

Professor Huxley, in a discourse at the opening of Sir

Josiah Mason's college at Birmingham, laying hold of

this phrase, expanded it by quoting some more words of

mine, which are these:

The civilized world is to be regarded as now being, for intel-

lectual and spiritual purposes, one great confederation, bound
to a joint action and working to a common result; and whose
members have for their proper outfit a knowledge of Greek,
Roman and Eastern antiquity, and of one another. Special
local and temporary advantages being put out of account, that

modern nation will in the intellectual and spiritual sphere make
most progress, which most thoroughly carries out this pro-

gramme.

Now on my phrase, thus enlarged, Professor Huxley
remarks that when I speak of the above-mentioned knowl-

edge as enabling us to know ourselves and the world, I

assert literature to contain the materials which suffice for

thus making us know ourselves and the world. But it is

not by any means dear, says he, that after having learned

all which ancient and modern literatures have to tell us,

we have laid a sufficiently broad and deep foundation for

that criticism of life, that knowledge of ourselves and the

world, which constitutes culture. On the contrary, Pro-

fessor Huxley declares that he finds himself "wholly un-

able to admit that either nations or individuals will really

advance, if their outfit draws nothing from the stores of

physical science. An army without weapons of precision,

and with no particular base of operations, might more

hopefully enter upon a campaign on the Rhine, than a

man, devoid of a knowledge of what physical science has

done in the last century, upon a criticism of life."

This shows how needful it is for those who are to dis-
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cuss any matter together, to have a common understand-

ing as to the sense of the terms they employ, how need-

ful, and how difficult. What Professor Huxley says, im-

plies just the reproach which is so often brought against

the study of belles lettres, as they are called: that the

study is an elegant one, but slight and ineffectual; a smat-

tering of Greek and Latin and other ornamental things, of

little use for any one whose object is to get at truth, and

to be a practical man. So, too, M. Renan talks of the

"superficial humanism" of a school-course which treats

us as if we were all going to be poets, writers, preachers,

orators, and he opposes this humanism to positive science,

or the critical search after truth. And there is always a

tendency in those who are remonstrating against the pre-

dominance of letters in education, to understand by let-

ters belles lettres, and by belles lettres a superficial

humanism, the opposite of science or true knowledge.
But when we talk of knowing Greek and Roman an-

tiquity, for instance, which is the knowledge people have

called the humanities, I for my part mean a knowledge
which is something more than a superficial humanism,

mainly decorative. "I call all teaching scientific" says

Wolf, the critic of Homer, "which is systematically laid

out and followed up to its original sources. For example:
a knowledge of classical antiquity is scientific when the

remains of classical antiquity are correctly studied in the

original languages." There can be no doubt that Wolf is

perfectly right; that all learning is scientific which is

systematically laid out and foDowed up to its original

sources, and that a genuine humanism is scientific.

When I speak of knowing Greek and Roman antiquity,

therefore, as a help to knowing ourselves and the world,
I mean more than a knowledge of so much vocabulary, so

much grammar, so many portions of authors in the Greek
and Latin languages. I mean knowing the Greeks and
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Romans, and their life and genius, and what they were
and did in the world; what we get from them, and what is

its value. That, at least, is the ideal; and when we talk

of endeavoring to know Greek and Roman antiquity, as

a help to knowing ourselves and the world, we mean en-

deavoring so to know them as to satisfy this ideal, how-
ever much we may still fall short of it.

The same also as to knowing our own and other modern

nations, with the like aim of getting to understand our-

selves and the world. To know the best that has been

thought and said by the modern nations, is to know, says
Professor Huxley, "only what modern literatures have to

tell us; it is the criticism of life contained in modern
literature." And yet "the distinctive character of our

times," he urges, "lies in the vast and constantly increas-

ing part which is played by natural knowledge." And
how, therefore, can a man, devoid of knowledge of what

physical science has done in the last century, enter hope-

fully upon a criticism of modern life?

Let us, I say, be agreed about the meaning of the terms

we are using. I talk of knowing the best which has been

thought and uttered in the world; Professor Huxley says
this means knowing literature. Literature is a large word;
it may mean everything written with letters or printed
in a book. Euclid's Elements and Newton's Principia are

thus literature. All knowledge that reaches us through
books is literature. But by literature Professor Huxley
means belles lettres. He means to make me say, that

knowing the best which has been thought and said by the

modern nations is knowing their belles lettres and no

more. And this is no sufficient equipment, he argues, for

a criticism of modern life. But as I do not mean, by
knowing ancient Rome, knowing merely more or less of

Latin belles lettres, and taking no account of Rome's

military, and political, and legal, and administrative work
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in the world; and as, by knowing ancient Greece, I under-

stand knowing her as the giver of Greek art, and the

guide to a free and right use of reason and to scientific

method, and the founder of our mathematics and physics

and astronomy and biology, I understand knowing her

as all this, and not merely knowing certain Greek poems,
and histories, and treatises, and speeches, so as to the

knowledge of modern nations, also. By knowing modern

nations, I mean not merely knowing their belles lettres9

but knowing also what has been done by such men as

Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, Darwin. "Our ancestors

learned," says Professor Huxley, "that the earth is the

center of the visible universe, and that man is the cyno-
sure of things terrestrial; and more especially was it in-

culcated that the course of nature had no fixed order, but

that it could be, and constantly was, altered." But for us

now, continues Professor Huxley, "the notions of the

beginning and the end of the world entertained by our

forefathers are no longer credible. It is very certain that

the earth is not the chief body in the material universe,
and that the world is not subordinated to man's use. It

is even more certain that nature is the expression of a

definite order, with which nothing interferes." "And yet,"
he cries, "the purely classical education advocated by the

representatives of the humanists in our day gives no

inkling of all this!"

In due place and time I will just touch upon that vexed

question of classical education; but at present the ques-
tion is as to what is meant by knowing the best which
modern nations have thought and said. It is not know-

ing their belles lettres merely which is meant. To know
Italian belles lettres is not to know Italy, and to know
English belles lettres is not to know England. Into know-

ing Italy and England there comes a great deal more,
Galileo and Newton amongst it. The reproach of being a
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superficial humanism, a tincture of belles lettres, may
attach rightly enough to some other disciplines; but to the

particular discipline recommended when I proposed know-

ing the best that has been thought and said in the world,
it does not apply. In that best I certainly include what
in modern times has been thought and said by the great
observers and knowers of nature.

There is, therefore, really no question between Pro-

fessor Huxley and me as to whether knowing the great
results of the modern scientific study of nature is not

required as a part of our culture, as well as knowing the

products of literature and art. But to follow the proc-
esses by which those results are reached, ought, say the

friends of physical science, to be made the staple of edu-

cation for the bulk of mankind. And here there does

arise a question between those whom Professor Huxley
calls with playful sarcasm "the Levites of culture/' and
those whom the poor humanist is sometimes apt to

regard as its Nebuchadnezzars.

The great results of the scientific investigation of

nature we are agreed upon knowing, but how much of

our study are we bound to give to the processes by which

those results are reached? The results have their visible

bearing on human life. But all the processes, too, all the

items of fact, by which those results are reached and

established, are interesting. All knowledge is interesting

to a wise man, and the knowledge of nature is interesting

to all men. It is very interesting to know, that, from the

albuminous white of the egg, the chick in the egg gets the

materials for its flesh, bones, blood, and feathers; while,

from the fatty yolk of the egg, it gets the heat and energy
which enable it at length to break its shell and begin the

world. It is less interesting, perhaps, but still it is inter-

esting, to know that when a taper burns, the wax is con-

verted into carbonic acid and water. Moreover, it is quite
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true that the habit of dealing with facts, which is given

by the study of nature, is, as the friends of physical

science praise it for being, an excellent discipline. The

appeal, in the study of nature, is constantly to observa-

tion and experiment; not only is it said that the thing is

so, but we can be made to see that it is so. Not only does

a man tell us that when a taper burns the wax is con-

verted into carbonic acid and water, as a man may tell

us, if he likes, that Charon is punting his ferry-boat on

the river Styx, or that Victor Hugo is a sublime poet, or

Mr. Gladstone the most admirable of statesmen; but we
are made to see that the conversion into carbonic acid

and water does actually happen. This reality of natural

knowledge it is, which makes the friends of physical
science contrast it, as a knowledge of things, with the

humanist's knowledge, which is, say they, a knowledge of

words. And hence Professor Huxley is moved to lay it

down that, "for the purpose of attaining real culture, an

exclusively scientific education is at least as effectual as

an exclusively literary education." And a certain Presi-

dent of the Section for Mechanical Science in the British

Association is, in Scripture phrase, "very bold," and de-

clares that if a man, in his mental training, "has substi-

tuted literature and history for natural science, he has

chosen the less useful alternative." But whether we go
these lengths or not, we must all admit that in natural

science the habit gained of dealing with facts is a most
valuable discipline, and that every one should have some

experience of it.

More than this, however, is demanded by the reform-

ers. It is proposed to make the training in natural science

the main part of education, for the great majority of

mankind at any rate. And here, I confess, I part com-

pany with the friends of physical science, with whom up
to this point I have been agreeing. In differing from
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them, however, I wish to proceed with the utmost caution

and diffidence. The smallness of my own acquaintance
with the disciplines of natural science is ever before my
mind, and I am fearful of doing these disciplines an in-

justice. The ability and pugnacity of the partisans of

natural science make them formidable persons to contra-

dict. The tone of tentative inquiry, which befits a being
of dim faculties and bounded knowledge, is the tone I

would wish to take and not to depart from. At present
it seems to me, that those who are for giving to natural

knowledge, as they call it, the chief place in the educa-

tion of the majority of mankind, leave one important

thing out of their account: the constitution of human
nature. But I put this forward on the strength of some
facts not at all recondite, very far from it; facts capable
of being stated in the simplest possible fashion, and to

which, if I so state them, the man of science will, I am
sure, be willing to allow their due weight.

Deny the facts altogether, I think, he hardly can. He
can hardly deny, that when we set ourselves to enumerate

the powers which go to the building up of human life, and

say that they are the power of conduct, the power of

intellect and knowledge, the power of beauty, and the

power of social life and manners, he can hardly deny
that this scheme, though drawn in rough and plain lines

enough, and not pretending to scientific exactness, does

yet give a fairly true representation of the matter. Human
nature is built up by these powers; we have the need for

them all. When we have rightly met and adjusted the

claims of them all, we shall then be in a fair way for

getting soberness and righteousness, with wisdom. This

is evident enough, and the friends of physical science

would admit it.

But perhaps they may not have sufficiently observed

another thing: namely, that the several powers just men-
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tioned are not isolated, but there is, in the generality of

mankind, a perpetual tendency to relate them one to

another in divers ways. With one such way of relating

them I am particularly concerned now. Following our

instinct for intellect and knowledge, we acquire pieces

of knowledge; and presently, in the generality of men,
there arises the desire to relate these pieces of knowledge
to our sense for conduct, to our sense for beauty, and

there is weariness and dissatisfaction if the desire is

baulked. Now in this desire lies, I think, the strength of

that hold which letters have upon us.

All knowledge is, as I said just now, interesting; and
even items of knowledge which from the nature of the

case cannot well be related, but must stand isolated in our

thoughts, have their interest. Even lists of exceptions
have their interest. If we are studying Greek accents, it

is interesting to know that pais and fas, and some other

monosyllables of the same form of declension, do not take

the circumflex upon the last syllable of the genitive plural,

but vary, in this respect, from the common rule. If we
are studying physiology, it is interesting to know that the

pulmonary artery carries dark blood and the pulmonary
vein carries bright blood, departing in this respect from

the common rule for the division of labor between the

veins and the arteries. But every one knows how we seek

naturally to combine the pieces of our knowledge to-

gether, to bring them under general rules, to relate them
to principles; and how unsatisfactory and tiresome it

would be to go on for ever learning lists of exceptions,
or accumulating items of fact which must stand isolated.

Well, that same need of relating our knowledge, which

operates here within the sphere of our knowledge itself,

we shall find operating, also, outside that sphere. We
experience, as we go on learning and knowing, the vast

majority of us experience, the need of relating what we
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have learned and known to the sense which we have in

us for conduct, to the sense which we have in us for

beauty.
A certain Greek prophetess of Mantineia in Arcadia,

Diotima by name, once explained to the philosopher
Socrates that love, and impulse, and bent of all kinds, is,

in fact, nothing else but the desire in men that good
should for ever be present to them. This desire for good,
Diotima assured Socrates, is our fundamental desire, of

which fundamental desire every impulse in us is only
some one particular form. And therefore this funda-

mental desire it is, I suppose, this desire in men that

good should be for ever present to them, which acts in

us when we feel the impulse for relating our knowledge
to our sense for conduct and to our sense for beauty. At

any rate, with men in general the instinct exists. Such is

human nature. And the instinct, it will be admitted, is

innocent, and human nature is preserved by our following

the lead of its innocent instincts. Therefore, in seeking
to gratify this instinct in question, we are following the

instinct of self-preservation in humanity.

But, no doubt, some kinds of knowledge cannot be

made to directly serve the instinct in question, cannot

be directly related to the sense for beauty, to the sense

for conduct. These are instrument-knowledges; they lead

on to other knowledges, which can. A man who passes
his life in instrument-knowledges is a specialist. They
may be invaluable as instruments to something beyond,
for those who have the gift thus to employ them; and

they may be disciplines in themselves wherein it is useful

for every one to have some schooling. But it is inconceiv-

able that the generality of men should pass all their mental

life with Greek accents or with formal logic. My friend

Professor Sylvester, who is one of the first mathemati-

cians in the world, holds transcendental doctrines as to
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the virtue of mathematics, but those doctrines are not for

common men. In the very Senate House and heart of our

English Cambridge I once ventured, though not without

an apology for my profaneness, to hazard the opinion that

for the majority of mankind a little of mathematics, even,

goes a long way. Of course this is quite consistent with

their being of immense importance as an instrument to

something else; but it is the few who have the aptitude
for thus using them, not the bulk of mankind.

The natural sciences do not, however, stand on the

same footing with these instrument-knowledges. Experi-
ence shows us that the generality of men will find more
interest in learning that, when a taper burns, the wax is

converted into carbonic acid and water, or in learning the

explanation of the phenomenon of dew, or in learning how
the circulation of the blood is carried on, than they find

in learning that the genitive plural of pals and pas does

not take the circumflex on the termination. And one

piece of natural knowledge is added to another, and others

are added to that, and at last we come to propositions so

interesting as Mr. Darwin's famous proposition that "our

ancestor was a hairy quadruped furnished with a tail and

pointed ears, probably arboreal in his habits." Or we
come to propositions of such reach and magnitude as

those which Professor Huxley delivers, when he says that

the notions of our forefathers about the beginning and
the end of the world were all wrong, and that nature is

the expression of a definite order with which nothing
interferes.

Interesting, indeed, these results of science are, im-

portant they are, and we should all of us be acquainted
with them. But what I now wish you to mark is, that we
are still, when they are propounded to us and we receive

them, we are still in the sphere of intellect and knowl-

edge. And for the generality of men there will be found,
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I say, to arise, when they have duly taken in the prop-
osition that their ancestor was "a hairy quadruped fur-

nished with a tail and pointed ears, probably arboreal in

his habits," there will be found to arise an invincible

desire to relate this proposition to the sense in us for con-

duct, and to the sense in us for beauty. But this the men
of science will not do for us, and will hardly even profess
to do. They will give us other pieces of knowledge, other

facts, about other animals and their ancestors, or about

plants, or about stones, or about stars; and they may
finally bring us to those great "general conceptions of

the universe, which are forced upon us all," says Pro-

fessor Huxley, "by the progress of physical science." But
still it will be knowledge only which they give us; knowl-

edge not put for us into relation with our sense for con-

duct, our sense for beauty, and touched with emotion by
being so put; not thus put for us, and therefore, to the

majority of mankind, after a certain while, unsatisfying,

wearying.
Not to the born naturalist, I admit. But what do we

mean by a born naturalist? We mean a man in whom
the zeal for observing nature is so uncommonly strong
and eminent, that it marks him off from the bulk of man-

kind. Such a man will pass his life happily in collecting

natural knowledge and reasoning upon it, and will ask

for nothing, or hardly anything, more. I have heard it

said, that the sagacious and admirable naturalist whom
we lost not very long ago, Mr. Darwin, once owned to a

friend that for his part he did not experience the necessity

for two things which most men find so necessary to them,

religion and poetry; science and the domestic affec-

tions, he thought, were enough. To a born naturalist, I

can well understand that this should seem so. So absorb-

ing is his occupation with nature, so strong his love for

his occupation, that he goes on acquiring natural knowl-
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edge and reasoning upon it, and has little time or inclina-

tion for thinking about getting it related to the desire

in man for conduct, the desire in man for beauty. He
relates it to them for himself as he goes along, so far as

he feels the need; and he draws from the domestic affec-

tions all the additional solace necessary. But then

Darwins are extremely rare. Another great and admir-

able master of natural knowledge, Faraday, was a

Sandemanian. That is to say, he related his knowledge
to his instinct for conduct and to his instinct for beauty,

by the aid of that respectable Scottish sectary, Robert

Sandeman. And so strong, in general, is the demand of

religion and poetry to have their share in a man, to asso-

ciate themselves with his knowing, and to relieve and

rejoice it, that probably, for one man amongst us with the

disposition to do as Darwin did in this respect, there are

at least fifty with the disposition to do as Faraday.
Education lays hold upon us, in fact, by satisfying this

demand. Professor Huxley holds up to scorn medieval

education, with its neglect of the knowledge of nature,

its poverty even of literary studies, its formal logic de-

voted to "showing how and why that which the Church
said was true must be true." But the great medieval uni-

versities were not brought into being, we may be sure, by
the zeal for giving a jejune and contemptible education.

Kings have been their nursing fathers, and queens have
been their nursing mothers, but not for this. The medie-

val universities came into being, because the supposed
knowledge, delivered by Scripture and the Church, so

deeply engaged men's hearts, by so simply, easily, and

powerfully relating itself to their desire for conduct, their

desire for beauty. All other knowledge was dominated

by this supposed knowledge and was subordinated to it,

because of the surpassing strength of the hold which it

gained upon the affections of men, by allying itself pro-
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foundly with their sense for conduct, their sense for

beauty.
But now, says Professor Huxley, conceptions of the

universe fatal to the notions held by our forefathers have

been forced upon us by physical science. Grant to him
that they are thus fatal, that the new conceptions must
and will soon become current everywhere, and that every
one will finally perceive them to be fatal to the beliefs of

our forefathers. The need of humane letters, as they are

truly called, because they serve the paramount desire in

men that good should be for ever present to them, the

need of humane letters, to establish a relation between

the new conceptions, and our instinct for beauty, our

instinct for conduct, is only the more visible. The Middle

Ages could do without humane letters, as it could do

without the study of nature, because its supposed knowl-

edge was made to engage its emotions so powerfully.
Grant that the supposed knowledge disappears, its power
of being made to engage the emotions will of course dis-

appear along with it, but the emotions themselves, and
their claim to be engaged and satisfied, will remain. Now
if we find by experience that humane letters have an un-

deniable power of engaging the emotions, the importance
of humane letters in a man's training becomes not less,

but greater, in proportion to the success of modern science

in extirpating what it calls "medieval thinking/'
Have humane letters, then, have poetry and eloquence,

the power here attributed to them of engaging the emo-

tions, and do they exercise it? And if they have it and
exercise it, how do they exercise it, so as to exert an influ-

ence upon man's sense for conduct, his sense for beauty?

Finally, even if they both can and do exert an influence

upon the senses in question, how are they to relate to

them the results, the modern results, of natural

science? All these questions may be asked. First, have
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poetry and eloquence the power of calling out the emo-

tions? The appeal is to experience. Experience shows

that for the vast majority of men, for mankind in gen-

eral, they have the power. Next, do they exercise it?

They do. But then, how do they exercise it so as to affect

man's sense for conduct, his sense for beauty? And this

is perhaps a case for applying the Preacher's words:

"Though a man labor to seek it out, yet he shall not find

it; yea, farther, though a wise man think to know it, yet
shall he not be able to find it."

x

Why should it be one

thing, in its effect upon the emotions, to say, "Patience

is a virtue," and quite another thing, in its effect upon
the emotions, to say with Homer,

T^TITOV yaQ MoiQca -fru^ov ftscrav avftpcojtoicnv
*

"for an enduring heart have the destinies appointed to

the children of men"? Why should it be one thing, in its

effect upon the emotions, to say with the philosopher

Spinoza, Felicitas in eo consistit quod homo suum esse

conservare potest "Man's happiness consists in his being
able to preserve his own essence," and quite another

thing, in its effect upon the emotions, to say with the

Gospel, "What is a man advantaged, if he gain the whole

world, and lose himself, forfeit himself?" How does this

difference of effect arise? I cannot tell, and I am not

much concerned to know; the important thing is that it

does arise, and that we can profit by it. But how, finally,

are poetry and eloquence to exercise the power of relat-

ing the modern results of natural science to man's instinct

for conduct, his instinct for beauty? And here again I

answer that I do not know how they will exercise it, but
that they can and will exercise it I am sure. I do not

mean that modern philosophical poets and modern philo-
1
Ecclesiastes, vui, 17 (Arnold's note) .

8
Iliad, XXIV, 49 (Arnold's note)
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sophical moralists are to come and relate for us, In express

terms, the results of modern scientific research to our

instinct for conduct, our instinct for beauty. But I mean
that we shall find, as a matter of experience, if we know
the best that has been thought and uttered in the world,
we shall find that the art and poetry and eloquence of

men who lived, perhaps, long ago, who had the most
limited natural knowledge, who had the most erroneous

conceptions about many important matters, we shall find

that this art, and poetry, and eloquence, have in fact not

only the power of refreshing and delighting us, they have

also the power, such is the strength and worth, in essen-

tials, of their authors' criticism of life, they have a forti-

fying, and elevating, and quickening, and suggestive

power, capable of wonderfully helping us to relate the

results of modern science to our need for conduct, our

need for beauty. Homer's conceptions of the physical
universe were, I imagine, grotesque; but really, under

the shock of hearing from modern science that "the world

is not subordinated to man's use, and that man is not the

cynosure of things terrestrial," I could, for my own part,

desire no better comfort than Homer's line which I

quoted just now,

tXlflTOV Y&Q MoiQOl {hj|AOV ftiGCJLV dvfrQCOJlOUTlY

"for an enduring heart have the destinies appointed to the

children of men"!

And the more that men's minds are cleared, the more

that the results of science are frankly accepted, the more
that poetry and eloquence come to be received and

studied as what in truth they really are, the criticism of

life by gifted men, alive and active with extraordinary-

power at an unusual number of points; so much the

more will the value of humane letters, and of art also,

which is an utterance having a like kind of power with
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theirs, be felt and acknowledged, and their place in edu-

cation be secured.

Let us therefore, all of us, avoid indeed as much as

possible any invidious comparison between the merits of

humane letters, as means of education, and the merits of

the natural sciences. But when some President of a Sec-

tion for Mechanical Science insists on making the com-

parison, and tells us that "he who in his training has sub-

stituted literature and history for natural science has

chosen the less useful alternative," let us make answer to

him that the student of humane letters only, will, at least,

know also the great general conceptions brought in by
modern physical science; for science, as Professor Hux-

ley says, forces them upon us all. But the student of the

natural sciences only, will, by our very hypothesis, know

nothing of humane letters; not to mention that in setting

himself to be perpetually accumulating natural knowl-

edge, he sets himself to do what only specialists have in

general the gift for doing genially. And so he will prob-

ably be unsatisfied, or at any rate incomplete, and even

more incomplete than the student of humane letters only.

I once mentioned in a school-report, how a young man
in one of our English training colleges having to para-

phrase the passage in Macbeth beginning,

"Can'st thou not minister to a mind diseased?"

turned this line into, "Can you not wait upon the luna-

tic?" And I remarked what a curious state of things it

would be, if every pupil of our national schools knew,
let us say, that the moon is two thousand one hundred
and sixty miles in diameter, and thought at the same time

that a good paraphrase for

"Can'st thou not minister to a mind diseased?"

was, "Can you not wait upon the lunatic?" If one is
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driven to choose, I think I would rather have a young

person ignorant about the moon's diameter, but aware

that "Can you not wait upon the lunatic?" is bad, than

a young person whose education had been such as to man-

age things the other way.
Or to go higher than the pupils of our national schools.

I have in my mind's eye a member of our British Parlia-

ment who comes to travel here in America, who after-

wards relates his travels, and who shows a really masterly

knowledge of the geology of this great country and of

its mining capabilities, but who ends by gravely suggest-

ing that the United States should borrow a prince from

our Royal Family, and should make him their king, and
should create a House of Lords of great landed proprie-
tors after the pattern of ours; and then America, he

thinks, would have her future happily and perfectly

secured. Surely, in this case, the President of the Section

for Mechanical Science would himself hardly say that our

member of Parliament, by concentrating himself upon
geology and mineralogy, and so on, and not attending to

literature and history, had "chosen the more useful

alternative."

If then there is to be separation and option between

humane letters on the one hand, and the natural sciences

on the other, the great majority of mankind, all who have

not exceptional and overpowering aptitudes for the study
of nature, would do well, I cannot but think, to choose

to be educated in humane letters rather than in the

natural sciences. Letters will call out their being at more

points, will make them live more.

I said that before I ended I would just touch on the

question of classical education, and I will keep my word.

Even if literature is to retain a large place in our educa-

tion, yet Latin and Greek, say the friends of progress,

will certainly have to go. Greek is the grand offender in
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the eyes of these gentlemen. The attackers of the estab-

lished course of study think that against Greek, at any

rate, they have irresistible arguments. Literature may
perhaps be needed in education, they say; but why on

earth should it be Greek literature? Why not French or

German? Nay, "has not an Englishman models in his

own literature of every kind of excellence?" As before,

it is not on any weak pleadings of my own that I rely for

convincing the gainsayers; it is on the constitution of

human nature itself, and on the instinct of self-preserva-

tion in humanity. The instinct for beauty is set in human

nature, as surely as the instinct for knowledge is set there,

or the instinct for conduct. If the instinct for beauty is

served by Greek literature and art as it is served by no

other literature and art, we may trust to the instinct of

self-preservation in humanity for keeping Greek as part
of our culture. We may trust to it for even making the

study of Greek more prevalent than it is now. Greek will

come, I hope, some day to be studied more rationally than

at present; but it will be increasingly studied as men in-

creasingly feel the need in them for beauty, and how
powerfully Greek art and Greek literature can serve this

need. Women will again study Greek, as Lady Jane Grey
did; I believe that in that chain of forts, with which the

fair host of the Amazons are now engirdling our English

universities, I find that here in America, in colleges like

Smith College in Massachusetts, and Vassar College
in the State of New York, and in the happy families of

the mixed universities out West, they are studying it

already.

Defuit una mihi symmetria prisca, "The antique sym-
metry was the one thing wanting to me/' said Leonardo
da Vinci; and he was an Italian. I will not presume to

speak for the Americans, but I am sure that, in the Eng-
lishman, the want of this admirable symmetry of the
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Greeks is a thousand times more great and crying than

in any Italian. The results of the want show themselves

most glaringly, perhaps, in our architecture, but they
show themselves, also, in all our art. Fit details strictly

combined, in view of a large general result nobly con-

ceived; that is just the beautiful symmetria prisca of the

Greeks, and it is just where we English fail, where all our

art fails. Striking ideas we have, and well-executed de-

tails we have; but that high symmetry which, with satis-

fying and delightful effect, combines them, we seldom or

never have. The glorious beauty of the Acropolis at

Athens did not come from single fine things stuck about

on that hill, a statue here, a gateway there; no, it arose

from all things being perfectly combined for a supreme
total effect. What must not an Englishman feel about

our deficiencies in this respect, as the sense for beauty,
whereof this symmetry is an essential element, awakens
and strengthens within himl what will not one day be

his respect and desire for Greece and its symmetria priscaf

when the scales drop from his eyes as he walks the Lon-

don streets, and he sees such a lesson in meanness as the

Strand, for instance, in its true deformity! But here we
are coming to our friend Mr. Ruskin's province, and I

will not intrude upon it, for he is its very sufficient

guardian.
And so we at last find, it seems, we find flowing in favor

of the humanities the natural and necessary stream of

things, which seemed against them when we started. The

"hairy quadruped furnished with a tail and pointed ears,

probably arboreal in his habits," this good fellow carried

hidden in his nature, apparently, something destined to

develop into a necessity for humane letters. Nay, more;
we seem finally to be even led to the further conclusion

that our hairy ancestor carried in his nature, also, a

necessity for Greek.
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And therefore, to say the truth, I cannot really think

that humane letters are in much actual danger of being
thrust out from their leading place in education, in spite

of the array of authorities against them at this moment.

So long as human nature is what it is, their attractions

will remain irresistible. As with Greek, so with letters

generally: they will some day come, we may hope, to be

studied more rationally, but they will not lose their place.

What will happen will rather be that there will be

crowded into education other matters besides, far too

many; there will be, perhaps, a period of unsettlement

and confusion and false tendency; but letters will not in

the end lose their leading place. If they lose it for a

time, they will get it back again. We shall be brought
back to them by our wants and aspirations. And a poor
humanist may possess his soul in patience, neither strive

nor cry, admit the energy and brilliancy of the partisans
of physical science, and their present favor with the pub-

lic, to be far greater than his own, and still have a happy
faith that the nature of things works silently on behalf

of the studies which he loves, and that, while we shall

all have to acquaint ourselves with the great results

reached by modern science, and to give ourselves as much

training in its disciplines as we can conveniently carry,

yet the majority of men will always require humane let-

ters; and so much the more, as they have the more and
the greater results of science to relate to the need in man
for conduct, and to the need in him for beauty.

QUESTIONS:
1. Who was Plato?

2. According to Plato's Republic and other writings, what
classes of people made up the governing group?

3. What did Plato think of the craftsmen?

4. What did Plato think of the lawyers?
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5. Does Arnold defend Plato's concept of education, even for

today?
6. State Plato's concept of the aim of education as endorsed

by Arnold.

7. What was the big question in Arnold's time concerning
the trend of education?

8. What is Arnold's aim in this discourse?

9. Do you believe that we should seek "to know the best

which has been thought and said in the world"?

10. What is Huxley's view as to literature vs. science?

n. What does Arnold mean by the phrase "knowing Greek
and Roman antiquity"?

12. Give two possible meanings of the word literature.

13. What is Arnold's concept of literature when he speaks
of "knowing the best which has been thought and
said"?

14. According to Arnold, what is the point at issue between

Huxley and him in regard to education?

15. What does Arnold admit relative to the study of natural

science?

1 6. What does he deny relative to the study of natural sci-

ence?

17. What does Arnold list as "the powers which go to the

building up of human life"?

1 8. Are these powers related? How?
19. What was Diotima's explanation of mankind's actions and

how does that explanation affect this discourse?

20. What are instrument-knowledges and what is the rela-

tionship of the average man to them?

21. Should the average man know the results of important
scientific investigations?

22. Can the average man relate these results to the powers
mentioned in Question 17?

23. Why were the medieval universities, despite their reliance

upon dogma and their ignorance of modern knowledge,

significant institutions which performed a real service?

24. Why are humane letters needed even more today than in

the Middle Ages?
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25. What do we experience from the study of a great poem?
26. Why does the student's paraphrase of a famous line from

Macbeth affect Arnold so adversely?

27. Do you consider that paraphrase unfortunate? Explain

your answer.

28. What is wrong with the Member of Parliament's sugges-
tion regarding America?

29. What does such a suggestion indicate in regard to that

man?
30. Why does Arnold feel that Greek will continue to hold its

place in our educational scheme?

31. What essential of Greek art does Arnold feel is lacking
in modern English art?

32. What is Arnold's conclusion?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:
1. Plato's Classification of Mankind.
2. Literature vs. Science (the individual student's opinion).

3. What Literature Means to Me.
4. What Science Means to Me.

5. The Paraphrase of the Line from Macbeth.
6. The Importance of Greek and Latin (the individual stu-

dent's opinion).
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CHARLES WILLIAM ELIOT (1834-1926), for forty years

president of Harvard University, was born at Boston, Massa-

chusetts, on March 20, 1834. His father, Samuel Atkins Eliot,

was a distinguished citizen of Boston and for some years treas-

urer of Harvard. After receiving the A.B. and A.M. degrees
from Harvard, C. W. Eliot held teaching positions there and
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. From 1863 to

1865 he studied abroad and soon won repute as a scientist.

His abilities and achievements were early so marked that

at the age of thirty-five he was chosen president of Harvard

University. This position he held for forty years and was
thereafter president emeritus.

Dr. Eliot rapidly made himself an authority in educational,

religious, social, and governmental concerns. He reorganized
the curricula of the Harvard undergraduate schools, promoted

graduate study on a large scale, and aided materially in the

modernization of the secondary school system. His books on

religious subjects advocate that practical Christianity which

improves conditions in all the fields of daily endeavor. He
was convinced that profit-sharing and cooperative manage-
ment would end industrial strife. He urged further efficiency

in governmental administration and was a staunch supporter

of the League of Nations.

The briefest possible citation of the numerous academic and

scholarly honors bestowed upon him would require much space.

He twice refused the post of ambassador to England prof-

fered by both Republican and Democratic administrations.

Until his death in 1926 he remained an active influence in

the varied life of our times.

The New Definition of the Cultivated Man, originally an

address delivered before the National Education Association in

1903, is representative of his many public utterances on educa-

tional aims. Therein he portrays the changed concept of the

cultivated man accepted today. He states the goal to which all

earnest students now aspire.
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THE NEW DEFINITION OF THE CULTIVATED
MAN 1

CHARLES W. ELIOT

To produce the cultivated man, or at least the mart

capable of becoming cultivated in after-life, had long beea

supposed to be one of the fundamental objects of sys-
tematic and thorough education. The ideal of general
cultivation has been one of the standards in education.

It is often asked : Will the education which a given insti-

tution is supplying produce the cultivated man? Or, can
cultivation be the result of a given course of study? In
such questions there is an implication that the education

which does not produce the cultivated man is a failure, or

has been misconceived, or misdirected. Now, if cultiva-

tion were an unchanging ideal, the steady use of the con-

ception as a permanent test of educational processes

might be justified; but if the cultivated man of to-day is,,

or ought to be, a distinctly different creature from the

cultivated man of a century ago, the ideal of cultivation

cannot be appealed to as a standard without preliminary

explanations and interpretations. It is the object of this

paper to show that the idea of cultivation in the highly
trained human being has undergone substantial changes

during the last century.
I ought to say at once that I propose to use the term

"cultivated man" in only its good sense in Emerson's
1 An address delivered before the National Educational (now Education)

Association in 19x33. Reprinted by permission of the Reverend Samuel A-
Eliot and the National Education Association.
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sense. In this paper, he is not to be a weak, critical,

fastidious creature, vain of a little exclusive information

or of an uncommon knack in Latin verse or mathematical

logic; he is to be a man of quick perceptions, broad sym-

pathies, and wide affinities; responsive, but independent;

self-reliant, but deferential; loving truth and candor, but

also moderation and proportion; courageous, but gentle;

not finished, but perfecting. All authorities agree that

true culture is not exclusive, sectarian, or partisan, but

the very opposite; that it is not to be attained in solitude,

but in society; and that the best atmosphere for culture

is that of a school, university, academy, or church, where

many pursue together the ideals of truth, righteousness,

and love.

Here some one may think: This process of cultivation

is evidently a long, slow, artificial process; I prefer the

genius, the man of native power or skill, the man whose

judgment is sound and influence strong, though he cannot

read or write the born inventor, orator, or poet. So do
we all. Men have always reverenced prodigious inborn

gifts, and always will. Indeed, barbarous men always say
of the possessors of such gifts: These are not men, they
are gods. But we teachers who carry on a system of pop-
ular education, which is by far the most complex and
valuable invention of this century, know that we have to

do, not with the highly gifted units, but with the millions

who are more or less capable of being cultivated by the

long, patient, artificial training called education. For us

and our system, the genius is no standard, but the culti-

vated man is. To his stature we and many of our pupils

may in time attain.

There are two principal differences between the present
ideal of cultivation and that which prevailed at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth century. All thinkers agree that

the horizon of the human intellect has widened wonder-
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fully during the past hundred years, and that the scien-

tific method of inquiry, which was known to but very few

when the nineteenth century began, has been the means
of that widening. This method has become indispensa-
ble in all fields of inquiry, including psychology, philan-

thropy, and religion; and therefore intimate acquaintance
with it has become an indispensable element in culture.

As Matthew Arnold pointed out more than a generation

ago, educated mankind is governed by two passions one

the passion for pure knowledge, the other the passion for

being of service or doing good. Now, the passion for pure
knowledge is to be gratified only through the scientific

method of inquiry. In Arnold's phrases the first step for

every aspirant to culture is to endeavor to see things as

they are, or "to learn, in short, the will of God." The
second step is to make that will prevail, each in his own

sphere of action and influence. This recognition of science

as pure knowledge, and of the scientific method as the

universal method of inquiry, is the great addition made

by the nineteenth century to the idea of culture. I need

not say that within that century what we call science,

pure and applied, has transformed the world as the scene

of the human drama; and that it is this transformation

which has compelled the recognition of natural science as

a fundamental necessity in liberal education. The most

convinced exponents and advocates of humanism now

recognize that science is the "paramount force of the

modern, as distinguished from the antique and the

mediaeval spirit," and that "an interpenetration of human-

ism with science, and of science with humanism, is the

condition of the highest culture."

A second modification of the earlier idea of cultivation

was advocated by Ralph Waldo Emerson more than two

generations ago. He taught that the acquisition of some

form of manual skill and the practice of some form of
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manual labor were essential elements of culture. This

idea has more and more become accepted in the system-

atic education of youth; and if we include athletic sports

among the desirable forms of manual skill and labor, we

may say that during the last thirty years this element of

excellence of body in the ideal of education has had a

rapid, even an exaggerated, development. The idea of

some sort of bodily excellence was, to be sure, not absent

in the old conception of the cultivated man. The gentle-

man could ride well, dance gracefully, and fence with skill.

But the modern conception of bodily skill as an element in

cultivation is more comprehensive, and includes that habit-

ual contact with the external world which Emerson deemed

essential to real culture. We have lately become con-

vinced that accurate work with carpenters
5

tools, or lathe,

or hammer and anvil, or violin, or piano, or pencil, or

crayon, or camel's-hair brush, trains well the same nerves

and ganglia with which we do what is ordinarily called

thinking. We have also become convinced that some in-

timate, sympathetic acquaintance with the natural objects

of the earth and sky adds greatly to the happiness of life,

and that this acquaintance should be begun in childhood

and be developed all through adolescence and maturity.
A brook, a hedgerow, or a garden is an inexhaustible

teacher of wonder, reverence, and love. The scientists

insist to-day on nature study. If any are not convinced

of its worth, then let them go to Theocritus, Virgil,

Wordsworth, Tennyson, or Lowell for the needed demon-
stration. Let them observe, too, that a great need of

modern industrial society is intellectual pleasure, or pleas-
ure which, like music, combines delightful sensations with
the gratifications of observation, association, memory,
and sympathy. The idea of culture has always included
a quick and wide sympathy with men; it should hereafter

include sympathy with nature, and particularly with its
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living forms, a sympathy based on some accurate observa-

tion of nature. The bookworm, the monk, the isolated

student, has never been the type of the cultivated man.

Society has seemed the natural setting for the cultivated

person, man or woman; but the present conception of

real culture contains not only a large development of this

social element, but also an extension of interest and rever-

ence to the animated creation and to those immense forces

that set the earthly stage for man and all related beings.
Let us now proceed to examine some of the changes in

the idea of culture, which the last hundred years has

brought about.

I. The moral sense of the modern world makes char-

acter a more important element than it used to be in the

ideal of a cultivated man. Now, character is formed, as

Goethe said, in the "stream of the world" not in the

stillness or isolation, but in the quick-flowing tides of the

busy world, the world of nature and the world of man-
kind. At the end of the nineteenth century the world

was wonderfully different from the world at the begin-

ning of that eventful period; and, moreover, men's means
of making acquaintance with the world were vastly

ampler than they were a hundred years earlier. To the

old idea of culture some knowledge of history was indis-

pensable. Now, history is a representation of the stream

of the world, or of some little portion of that stream, one

hundred, five hundred, two thousand years ago. Ac-

quaintance with some part of the present stream ought
to be more formative of character, and more instructive

as regards external nature and the nature of man, than

any partial survey of the stream that was flowing cen-

turies ago. We have, then, through the present means of

reporting the stream of the world from day to day, mate-

rial for culture such as no preceding generation of men
has possessed. The cultivated man or woman must use
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the means which steam and electricity have provided for

reporting the play of physical forces and of human voli-

tions which make the world of to-day; for the world of

to-day supplies in its immense variety a picture of all

stages of human progress, from the stone age, through

savagery, barbarism, and medievalism, to what we now
call civilization. The rising generation should think hard,

and feel keenly, just where the men and women who con-

stitute the actual human world are thinking and feeling

most to-day. The panorama of to-day's events is not an

accurate or complete picture, for history will supply

posterity with much evidence which is hidden from the

eyes of contemporaries; but it is nevertheless an inval-

uable and a new means of developing good judgment,

good feeling, and the passion for social service; or, in

other words, of securing cultivation. But some one will

say: The stream of the world is foul. True in part. The
stream is, what it has been, a mixture of foulness and

purity, of meanness and majesty; but it has nourished

individual virtue and race civilization. Literature and

history are a similar mixture, and yet are the traditional

means of culture. Are not the Greek tragedies means of

culture? Yet they are full of incest, murder, and human
sacrifices to lustful and revengeful gods.

II. A cultivated man should express himself by tongue
or pen with some accuracy and elegance; therefore, lin-

guistic training has had great importance in the idea of

cultivation. The conditions of the educated world have,

however, changed so profoundly since the revival of learn-

ing in Italy that our inherited ideas concerning training
in language and literature have required large modifica-

tions. In the year 1400, it might have been said with
truth that there was but one language of scholars, the

Latin, and but two great literatures, the Hebrew and the

Greek. Since that time, however, other great literatures
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have arisen, the Italian, Spanish, French, German, and
above all the English, which has become incomparably
the most extensive and various and the noblest of litera-

tures. Under these circumstances it is impossible to main-

tain that a knowledge of any particular literature is in-

dispensable to culture. Yet we cannot but feel that the

cultivated man ought to possess a considerable acquaint-
ance with the literature of some great language, and the

power to use the native language in a pure and interesting

way. Thus, we are not sure that Robert Burns could be

properly described as a cultivated man, moving poet

though he was. We do not think of Abraham Lincoln as

a cultivated man, master of English speech and writing

though he was. These men do not correspond to the type

represented by the word "cultivated," but belong in the

class of geniuses. When we ask ourselves why a knowl-

edge of literature seems indispensable to the ordinary-

idea of cultivation, we find no answer except this, that in

literature are portrayed all human passions, desires, and

aspirations, and that acquaintance with these human feel-

ings, and with the means of portraying them, seems to

us essential to culture. These human qualities and powers
are also the commonest ground of interesting human inter-

course, and therefore literary knowledge exalts the qual-

ity and enhances the enjoyment of human intercourse. It

is in conversation that cultivation tells as much as any-

where, and this rapid exchange of thoughts is by far the

commonest manifestation of its power. Combine the

knowledge of literature with knowledge of the "stream

of the world," and you have united two large sources of

the influence of the cultivated person. The linguistic and

literary element in cultivation therefore abides, but has

become vastly broader than formerly; so broad, indeed,

that selection among its various fields is forced upon every

educated youth.
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III. The next great element In cultivation to which I

ask your attention is acquaintance with some part of the

store of knowledge which humanity in its progress from

barbarism has acquired and laid up. This is the prodi-

gious store of recorded, rationalized, and systematized

discoveries, experiences, and ideas. This is the store

which we teachers try to pass on to the rising generation.

The capacity to assimilate this store and improve it in

each successive generation is the distinction of the human
race over other animals. It is too vast for any man to

master, though he had a hundred lives instead of one; and
its growth in the nineteenth century was greater than in

all the thirty preceding centuries put together. In the

eighteenth century a diligent student, with quick powers
of apprehension and strong memory, need not have

despaired of mastering a large fraction of this store of

knowledge. Long before the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury such a task had become impossible. Culture, there-

fore, can no longer imply a knowledge of everything
not even a little knowledge of everything. It must be

content with general knowledge of some things, and a real

mastery of some small portion of the human store. Here
is a profound modification of the idea of cultivation which

the nineteenth century has brought about. What portion
or portions of the infinite human store are most proper
to the cultivated man? The answer must be: Those
which enable him, with his individual personal qualities,

to deal best and sympathize most with nature and with

other human beings. It is here that the passion for serv-

ice must fuse with the passion for knowledge. It is natural

to imagine that the young man who has acquainted him-
self with economics, the science of government, sociology,
and the history of civilization in its motives, objects, and

methods, has a better chance of fusing the passion for

knowledge with the passion for doing good than the man
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whose passion for pure knowledge leads him to the study
of chemical or physical phenomena, or of the habits and

climatic distribution of plants or animals. Yet, so intri-

cate are the relations of human beings to the animate

and inanimate creation that it is impossible to foresee

with what realms of nature intense human interests may
prove to be identified. Thus the generation now on the

stage has suddenly learned that some of the most sensi-

tive and exquisite human interests, such as health or

disease, and life or death for those we love, are bound

up with the life-histories of parasites on the blood cor-

puscles or of certain varieties of mosquitoes and ticks.

When the spectra of the sun, stars, and other lights

began to be studied, there was not the slightest anticipa-
tion that a cure for one of the most horrible diseases to

which mankind is liable might be found in the X-rays.

While, then, we can still see that certain subjects afford

more obvious or frequent access to means of doing good
and to fortunate intercourse with our fellows than

other subjects, we have learned that there is no field of

real knowledge which may not suddenly prove contribu-

tory in a high degree to human happiness and the progress
of civilization, and therefore acceptable as a worthy ele-

ment in the truest culture.

IV. The only other element in cultivation which time

will permit me to treat is the training of the constructive

imagination. The imagination is the greatest of human

powers, no matter in what field it works in art or litera-

ture, in mechanical invention, in science, government,

commerce, or religion; and the training of the imagina-
tion is, therefore, far the most important part of educa-

tion. I use the term "constructive imagination" because

that implies the creation or building of a new thing. The

sculptor, for example, imagines or conceives the perfect

form of a child ten years of age. He has never seen
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such a thing, for a child perfect in form is never pro-

duced; he has only seen in different children the elements

of perfection, here one element and there another. In

his imagination he combines these elements of the per-
fect form, which he has only seen separated, and from
this picture in his mind he carves the stone, and in the

execution invariably loses his ideal that is, falls short

of it, or fails to express it. Sir Joshua Reynolds points
out that the painter can picture only what he has some-

where seen; but that the more he has seen and noted,
the surer he is to be original in his painting, because his

imaginary combinations will be original. Constructive

imagination is the great power of the poet as well as of

the artist; and the nineteenth century has convinced us

that it is also the great power of the man of science, the

investigator, and the natural philosopher. What gives

every great naturalist or physicist his epoch-making re-

sults is precisely the imaginative power by which he

deduces from masses of fact the guiding hypothesis or

principle.

The educated world needs to recognize the new
varieties of constructive imagination. Dante gave painful

years to picturing on many pages of his immortal com-

edy of hell, purgatory, and paradise the most horrible

monsters and tortures, and the most loathsome and
noisome abominations, that his fervid imagination could

concoct out of his own bitter experiences and the man-
ners and customs of his cruel times. Sir Charles Lyell

spent many laborious years in searching for and putting

together the scattered evidences that the geological

processes by which the crust of the earth has been made
ready for the use of man have been, in the main, not

catastrophic, but gradual and gentle; and that the forces

which have been in action through past ages are, for the

most part, similar to those we may see to-day eroding
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hills, cutting canons, making placers, marshes, and

meadows, and forming prairies and ocean floors. He first

imagined, and then demonstrated, that the geologic

agencies are not explosive and cataclysmal, but steady
and patient. These two kinds of imagination Dante's

and Lyell's are not comparable, but both, are manifesta-

tions of great human power. Zola in La bete hwnaine
contrives that ten persons, all connected with the railroad

from Paris to Havre, shall be either murderers or mur-

dered, or both, within eighteen months; and he adds two
railroad slaughters criminally procured. The conditions

of time and place are ingeniously imagined, and no de-

tail is omitted which can heighten the effect of this homi-
cidal fiction. Contrast this kind of constructive imagina-
tion with the kind which conceived the great wells sunk
in the solid rock below Niagara that contain the turbines,

that drive the dynamos, that generate the electric force

that turns thousands of wheels and lights thousands of

lamps over hundreds of square miles of adjoining terri-

tory; or with the kind which conceives the sending of

human thoughts across three thousand miles of stormy
sea instantaneously, on nothing more substantial than

ethereal waves. There is no crime, cruelty or lust about

these last two sorts of imagining. No lurid fire of hell

or human passion illumines their scenes. They are calm,

accurate, just, and responsible; and nothing but benefi-

cence and increased human well-being results from them.

There is room in the hearts of twentieth-century men for

a high admiration of these kinds of imagination, as well

as for that of the poet, artist, or dramatist.

Another kind of imagination deserves a moment's con-

sideration the receptive imagination which entertains

and holds fast the visions genius creates or the analogies

of nature suggest. A young woman is absorbed for hours

in conning the squalid scenes and situations through
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which Thackeray portrays the malign motives and

unclean soul of Becky Sharp. Another young woman
watches for days the pairing, nesting, brooding, and

foraging of two robins that have established home and

family in the notch of a maple near her window. She

notes the unselfish labors of the father and mother for

each other and for their little ones, and weaves into the

simple drama all sorts of protective instincts and human
affections. Here are two employments for the receptive

imagination. Shall systematic education compel the first,

but make no room for the second? The increasing atten-

tion to nature study suggests the hope that the imagina-
tive study of human ills and woes is not to be allowed

to exclude the imaginative study of nature, and that both

studies may count toward culture.

It is one lesson of the nineteenth century, then, that in

every field of human knowledge the constructive imagi-
nation finds play in literature, in history, in theology,
in anthropology, and in the whole field of physical and

biological research. That great century has taught us

that, on the whole, the scientific imagination is quite
as productive for human service as the literary or poetic

imagination. The imagination of Darwin or Pasteur, for

example, is as high and productive a form of imagination
as that of Dante, or Goethe, or even Shakespeare, if we

regard the human uses which result from the exercise

of imaginative powers, and mean by human uses not

merely meat and drink, dothes and shelter, but also the

satisfaction of mental and spiritual needs. We must,

therefore, allow in our contemplation of the cultivated

man a large expansion of the fields in which the cultivated

imagination may be exercised. We must extend our train-

ing of the imagination beyond literature and the fine

arts, to history, philosophy, science, government, and

sociology. We must recognize the prodigious variety of
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fruits of the imagination that the last century has given
to our race.

It results from this brief survey that the elements and
means of cultivation are much more numerous than they
used to be; so that it is not wise to say of any one acquisi-
tion or faculty: With it cultivation becomes possible;
without it, impossible. The one acquisition or faculty

may be immense, and yet cultivation may not have been

attained. Thus, it is obvious that a man may have a

wide acquaintance with music, and possess great musical

skill and that wonderful imaginative power which con-

ceives delicious melodies and harmonies for the delight

of mankind through centuries, and yet not be a culti-

vated man in the ordinary acceptation of the words.

We have met artists who were rude and uncouth, yet

possessed a high degree of technical skill and strong

powers of imagination. We have seen philanthropists

and statesmen whose minds have played on great causes

and great affairs, and yet who lacked a correct use of

their native language, and had no historical perspective
or background of historical knowledge. On the other

hand, is there any single acquisition or faculty which is

essential to culture, except, indeed, a reasonably accu-

rate and refined use of the mother-tongue? Again, though
we can discern in different individuals different elements

of the perfect type of cultivated man, we seldom find

combined in any human being all the elements of the

type. Here, as in painting or sculpture, we make up our

ideal from traits picked out from many imperfect indi-

viduals and put together. We must not, therefore, expect

systematic education to produce multitudes of highly

cultivated and symmetrically developed persons; the

multitudinous product will always be imperfect, just

as there are no perfect trees, animals, flowers, or

crystals.
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It has been my object to point out that our conception
of the type of cultivated man has been greatly enlarged,

and on the whole exalted, by observation of the experi-

ences of mankind during the last hundred years. Let us

as teachers accept no single element or kind of culture

as the one essential; let us remember that the best fruits

of real culture are an open mind, broad sympathies, and

respect for all the diverse achievements of the human
intellect at whatever stage of development they may
actually be the stage of fresh discovery, or bold explora-

tion, or complete conquest. Let us remember that the

moral elements of the new education are individual choice

of studies and career among a great, new variety of

studies and careers, early responsibility accompanying
this freedom of choice, love of truth, now that truth may
be directly sought through rational inquiry, and an omni-

present sense of social obligation. These moral elements

are so strong that the new forms of culture are likely

to prove themselves quite as productive of morality,

high-mindedness, and idealism as the old.

QUESTIONS:

1. What has long been assumed to be one of the fundamental

objects of education?

2. What is Dr. Eliot's purpose in this discourse?

3. What is his definition of the cultivated man?

4. Is cultivation usually the result of heredity?

5. What, according to Matthew Arnold, are the two passions
of the educated man?

6. How has science changed our concept of the cultivated

man?

7. Why is science the "paramount force of the modern, as

distinguished from the antique and the mediaeval

spirit"?

8. What modification of the earlier concept of cultivation did

Ralph Waldo Emerson introduce?
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9. In what various ways do we interpret this change today?
10. Was the man living in isolation ever our concept of the

cultivated man? Explain your answer.

11. Why is character "a more important element than it

used to be in the ideal of a cultivated man"?
12. Must a man to be cultivated live in the life of today?

Explain your answer.

13. Was a knowledge of languages formerly a necessity for

the cultivated man?

14. In the Middle Ages what languages did the cultivated

man know?

15. How has the situation as to knowledge of languages

changed?
1 6. Why does Dr. Eliot list Burns and Lincoln as geniuses

rather than purely as cultivated men?

17. Why can a man not be cultivated without reasonable

knowledge of some great literature?

1 8. What is the third great element of cultivation listed by
Dr. Eliot?

19. Can any one person have a considerable knowledge of

every field of learning?

20. What is the best procedure today?
21. Can we say that the careful study of any field of knowl-

edge will not prove helpful to mankind? Explain your
answer.

22. What is the fourth great element in cultivation listed by
Dr. Eliot?

23. Why is it "the greatest of human powers"?

24. How does it help the painter and the poet?

25. Do great scientists need it?

26. How do the types of imagination displayed by Dante and

Sir Charles Lyell differ?

27. Are great engineering feats the products of constructive

imagination?

28. Are you stirred imaginatively by the reading of a great

poem, novel, or drama? Explain your answer.

29. What does Dr. Eliot mean by the "imaginative study of

nature"?
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30. How has the nineteenth century enlarged the scope of

the constructive imagination?

31. Should we enlarge it further?

32. What does Dr. Eliot give as the one absolute essential of

the cultivated man"?

33. What are the "best fruits of real culture"?

34. What are the "moral elements of the new education"?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

i Who Is the Cultivated Man? (the individual student's

opinion) .

2. The Changing Concepts of the Cultivated Man.

3. Is the Recluse a Cultivated Man?
4. Must a Cultivated American Know His Mother Tongue?
5. The Importance of Constructive Imagination in My Pro-

fession.

6. Imaginative Reading of Good Literature.

7. Dr. Eliot's Definition of the Cultivated Man (the indi-

vidual student's opinion).
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THE MIND OF THE UNDERGRADUATE 1

GEORGE PIERCE BAKER

I WISH to state certain conditions which I find in the

minds of Harvard undergraduates as some one hundred
and fifty of them come before me, year after year, in

the various courses on argumentation and public address

which it is my fortune to have in charge. Whenever I

consider the states of mind which confront me in these

courses, certain queries and problems instantly arise.

Understand, please, that what I am saying this morning
I am not saying about the brilliant undergraduate, nor

about the dull undergraduate. I am talking about the

rank and file of the undergraduate body as it comes before

me. I am talking, too, about youths who are not Sopho-

mores, but Juniors and Seniors, and sometimes even

Graduate Students; that is, the maturer of our college

men. It is becoming dear to our undergraduate that he

had better keep out of the debating, certainly out of the

higher forms of debating work, until he, or somebody else,

recognizes that he is somewhat matured.

As I work, year by year, with these youths, there is

a sentence which keeps recurring to me with renewed

significance. It is: "Now and then be idle; sit and think."

Unless you have recently been reading in the eighteenth-

century literature, I doubt if you will associate that with

the right person. It doesn't sound like the meteoric career

and the varied activities of Richard Brinsley Sheridan;
1
Reprinted from the Educational Review, September, 1905, by permis-

sion of the publishers and the author.
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but he is the man who wrote it. I should like to see that

verse written large somewhere upon the walls of Harvard

College, because as I work with these undergraduates I

am more and more surprised to find, not that they do not

know how to think accurately, cogently (I suppose they
would not be in classes in argumentation if they knew
how to think well), but that many of them have no real

interest in knowing how to think well. Many of them

mean to enter the Law School and therefore wish training

in debate. Many suspect that some day they will have to

speak often in public and wish the requisite training. Far

too many of both groups desire the end but care nothing
for the* means, the process by which it may best be at-

tained. It is only by forcing, coaxing, that one can develop
in these youths any interest in thinking for thinking's own

sake, can make them appreciate the fact that there is a

delicate pleasure in the process of thinking. I meet often

the type which you must all know perfectly well, only
he is a little more mature with me and therefore, I sup-

pose, a little less pliable who sits in front of you with

an amiably receptive expression, who smiles gently at all

your neat terms of praise, who gives you a feeling that,

on the whole, your lecture is really well fitted to the needs

of the class, and then comes to the desk to ask you just

one question which shows his mind has not taken in one

important idea from the entire hour. Not only that;

sometimes, and here is where his real genius comes in, he
shows you that (despite his receptive appearance through-
out your lectures) he has not taken in anything new for

two or three weeks. It sometimes seems to me that the

undergraduate of this type approaches more nearly to the

delicious state of Nirvana than anybody outside of the

East, perhaps than anybody in the East: his mind is not

somewhere else, but simply nowhere; it is taking an abso-

lute rest. What makes this Buddhist of the West espe-
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daily difficult to deal with is that he is not boorish or in-

considerate toward the instructor, but usually quite the

opposite. Clad in intellectual oilskins, he is almost blithe-

some in his absolute imperviousness to the ideas for which

he is supposed to be taking the course.

There is another closely related group, those who, when

choosing a question for a forensic or debate, instantly balk

when I say: "I think we have had enough of the Panama

Canal, the control of Manchuria, and the Merger Case;
let us try something now that will really test you, let us

try a question of college life." They don't want it at all,

and they don't take it unless I insist. I have been asked

just once in three years to approve a question on a college

matter. When asked, I was quite overwhelmed and im-

mensely encouraged. That is to say, then, if I suggest to

the undergraduate that he take this question, which is of

vital moment to us at Harvard at the present day: Is the

new plan for assigning rooms in the Yard likely to draw
the representative men to the Yard? that is, Are we likely

to succeed in endeavoring to get back in the Yard the

representative men and the larger body of students? he

does not take it unless I force him. In that case, he works

over it for a while and finally comes to tell me that he is

very sorry but he must change the question: there is no
evidence at all to be found on it, he says. When I suggest
that I have supposed his mind is his own kingdom, and

that he, surely, can discuss the question inasmuch as he

applied for a room under this plan and is by choice, sup-

posedly, living inside rather than outside the Yard, he

says: "Well, you know there is nothing written upon this

subject at all; I've got to spin it all out of my own head I

I can't do that." That happens over and over again. A
year or two ago we were discussing the question: Shall

we enforce training in the gymnasium for the Freshmen?

When I talked with Juniors and Seniors who certainly
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had all been Freshmen, some of them Freshmen who had

carefully and conscientiously done work in the gymna-
sium, urging them to take that question, they at first said

they knew absolutely nothing about it. They could tell

me how they had exercised when they had exercised, but

as for getting their experience into any relationship with

undergraduate life in general, or looking at the question
from the point of view of another undergraduate, that

seemed to them quite impossible. This means that among
undergraduates there is a curious lack of correct informa-

tion about current topics in college life, and particularly
about the relation of undergraduate life to the larger in-

terests of the University. Often a student comes to me in

an intense state of enthusiasm over some scheme regard-

ing a college organization: after listening to it, I point out

that it seems admirable, but that four years before we
tried identically that scheme which failed dismally, for

reasons which still hold good. He had never heard of all

this, though any investigation of the history of his organi-
zation would have given him the information. He has

simply developed his own scheme for the immediate

moment, with no look backward and no thought for-

ward.

Recently I asked some of my students to note simply
in three hundred words, exactly why the writer was room-

ing inside or outside the Yard, that I might see whether

the class could put the matter clearly in that compass.
The exercise was very well done indeed. Then I said:

"Now suppose you are writing to a friend whom you wish

to induce to room with you either inside or outside the

Yard. Take some real person whose peculiarities and
habits you know well. So present your reasons that they
shall have persuasive value for that individual just be-

cause he is himself and not another person." Result: a
dire failure. Most of those exercises were simply repeti-
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tions of letter number one. A few were very gentle at-

tempts at the art of persuasion. The majority gave a
reader no suggestion of the personality addressed. These
illustrations show, it seems to me, not only no pleasure at

all in thinking as thinking, but almost an unwillingness to

think. When I point out to such students that some clear

statement of their ideas is all very well, but that I don't

see why I should accept their views since other unan-
swered ideas occur to me, they too often seem to regard
me as a little contrary, a little misinformed, uninformed

perhaps very rarely with a suspicion that I may be a
little more informed. After all, the state of mind of the

undergraduate beginning this matter of argumentation al-

ways reminds me of those lines on old Daniel Hanks
down on Cape Cod.

"Some fellows reckon, more or less,

Before they speak their mind,
And sometimes calculate or guess,

But they ain't Daniel's kind.

Says I: 'How do you know you're right?'

'How do I know?' says he;

'Well now, I vum, I know by gum
I'm right, because I be/ "

When I ask these students to look at the ideas, if pos-

sible, from the other person's side, not that they must

necessarily go over to the other man's position, but just to

see if they can imagine what the other man might think

on the subject, they can't do it. Only after long training

can they see the idea in more than one way. Yet in the

whole field of persuasion certainly one of the great de-

mands upon public speakers is so to present an idea that

it shall seem true to the other person, not simply because

of the truth of the idea, but because of the method of

presentation. How can they do that, if they can't begin
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to imagine what the other man is likely to think about

any particular subject?

This lack of co-operation between the imagination and

thought is illustrated over and over again in our under-

graduate life. At the preliminary Boylston Prize speak-

ing, which we have in Cambridge every spring, it has often

been difficult to distinguish between selections from

George William Curtis, Demosthenes, and Mr. Bryan.
One listens four hours to thirty or forty young men doing

admirably just this: reading, rather than speaking, their

selections so that the meaning is perfectly clear, but so

that neither the special qualities of the style nor the spe-

cial conditions for which the speech was prepared are

equally clear. The result is that these men's speeches
are almost exactly alike. When perhaps you suggest to

one of the young men the desirability of recalling that

when George William Curtis delivered his address in New
York on "The Puritant Principle: Liberty under the

Law," excitement over the Hayes-Tilden controversy was
at fever heat and that Mr. Curtis, fitting his speech to the

needs of the occasion, poured oil on the troubled waters,
the student looks at you puzzled. He has learned his lines.

He delivers them in his own way. What more can you
ask? The few to whom this criticism does not apply so

stand out from their competitors that they are sure to

appear in the list of those chosen for the final contest.

These conditions have some interesting results in un-

dergraduate life. I do not know how much you may have
read the undergraduate editorial. It is not to be recom-

mended unless you have plenty of time. I have read a

great many and they almost all fall into one of two
classes. They are either wonderfully non-committal, bal-

anced so delicately that the editor can fall either way with

rapidity as college sentiment moves one way or the other;
or else are a skillful clouding of a very slight idea in a
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mist of words. Once in a while a man comes forward

who has the editorial instinct. Giving himself some trou-

ble, he writes editorials that say something, either sum-

marizing existing conditions so that you are thoroughly

informed, or summarizing and commenting at the same
time. Very rarely, some of these men write an editorial

which states an opinion, and maintains it clearly, perhaps

leading off in a movement. Is it too much to ask some-
times for the last kind of editorial? It might be if I did

not know most of these editors to be personally intelligent,

alert and responsive, assiduous in gathering news, alive to

the changes of undergraduate life. Yet when it comes to

a significant editorial statement from them you look al-

most in vain. These men seem to have no interest in re-

lating the particular phenomena of the movement to what
has gone before or to the conditions that are likely to

come. So, too, it is with the undergraduate applying, un-

der the new plan, for a room in the Yard. He has a paper
to sign which states the new plan. He reads, signs, and

that is the end of the work for him. Consideration of the

new policy as likely to lead to different conditions in

undergraduate life, as likely to make the undergraduate
life of his successor somewhat different from his own, any
consideration perhaps whether his own college life has

been pleasanter because he has roomed where he has

there is little of that kind of thinking in the college pa-

pers. It is done, if at all, by a few thoughtful men, who
are not always, in their college days, the most prominent
men.

There is another curious manifestation of this neglect

of thinking. One great difficulty which I find in my teach-

ing is the restless activity of the undergraduate. Some of

the best men, who really might do admirable work in

their courses and win distinction in their undergraduate

career, don't get these results simply because they are
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like a student of mine in recent years, always so busy
with the other thing that the immediate piece of work
never was done properly. That is the most common diffi-

culty in undergraduate work; of course we know the ex-

cuse for it. It is, that these are young people. They are;

but they are getting older, and I take it that, in so far as

age means judgment, discretion, we are here in these col-

leges largely to assist in making these youths somewhat
older. I see no reason why they should not begin this

training early in their college career. Instead they plunge
into every kind of activity. When I meet an undergradu-
ate who is able to say: "These things I will do, and these

things I will put aside," I know that man is going to rise.

I have seen him rise, year after year, and college genera-
tion after college generation. The past students whom I

take most pride in are those who were beginning to be
able to make this thoughtful choice even in their college

days. The majority of undergraduates cannot do it at all.

They think themselves vitally interested in a special sub-

ject they are studying, and get small results in it. Cer-

tainly some of them say often enough there is no subject
in which they are so much interested as debating and the

practice of public address, and that they mean to do the

very best possible work, yet they prove ineffective in the

courses. One student, for instance, says: "I am taking
the history of economics in order that my work may be

better in this debating." I put him on an early debate

and his contribution is the thinnest imaginable. Nor has

he in the least meant to deceive me. Not at all. Investi-

gating, I find he is president of one club, secretary of

another; belongs to ten different organizations, and has

accepted an office in every one. He has so many things

to do that lie cannot possibly do any of them well. Even
while he is taking a course in debating he belongs to his

own class debating dub, which debates weekly and de-
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pends for its interest upon the activity of four or five

men. He is one of the officers of the Debating Union
which embraces all the undergraduate debating clubs. He
is full of schemes for the improvement of Harvard debat-

ing. Here, then, is a man of A capacity, who is able to

obtain a grade of B, if he simply does nothing but follow

his own natural bent, who barely gets his B, because he

comes to me with poorly prepared debates, over which he

grieves greatly two hours after the fiasco is passed. Has
not lack of thought something to do with that? How
can the undergraduate who thinks about the possibilities

of his undergraduate career, realizing what his chances

are, fail to see that to behave in this way is to lose just

the special chances for which he would once have told

you he was coming to college? I don't care, in the least,

whether he settles down upon his philosophical dub, his

musical organization, debating or something else, if he

will only settle down, concentrating upon something; then

we shall be able to get results from him. This mental

dissipation, this American hustle, which keeps interested

in everything with small, because scattered, results, is a

very unsatisfactory feature of the undergraduate world

of to-day.
I do not contend for a moment that some of the under-

graduates in the colleges I know do not understand thor-

oughly how to fulfill the first half of Richard Brinsley

Sheridan's sentence: "Now and then be idle/' But to sit

apart and think is the troublesome operation. Watch
them in their reading; watch them attending the theaters;

you will find them reading mainly the books of ephemeral

popularity, books they can skim, and attending musical

burlesque, melodrama, vaudeville. Negation of thought

is a science with this group. You face an interesting social

question. We are developing curious citizens, unless we

can, in some way, arouse these men to more responsibfl-
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ity. Now, it is quite fair to say, of course, that the awak-

ening comes in many cases as graduate students and in

the graduate school of life. I think it is perhaps a ques-

tion with all of us teachers whether that is not a slightly

late awakening. I never can fully share in the joy of the

friends of a young man who has wasted most of his col-

lege time, when they say: "He is working hard, I assure

you, in the Law School/' as if somehow that were a satis-

factory solution for everything. Does that recovery fully

offset all the wasted opportunities of his college life?

There is another way in which this unwillingness to

think works out. The growth of the tutorial system in

this country is both interesting and a little alarming. A
father said to me, recently: "How is it that when I went

to school (a preparatory school), it was not at all

necessary that I should have a tutor every summer in

order to get into Harvard College, nor necessary for my
friends either? But my boy has to have a tutor. He is

as bright as I was, and the other boys are bright yet

they all have tutors. What is the matter?" Of course we
know what the fathers want to do they want to hold

you and me responsible. But first of all the boy is respon-

sible; he wants to get his results as far as possible with-

out thinking; at least he wishes somebody else to stand

over him to see that he does. As a result we have this

curious development at our colleges the tutor who drags
his young men along until he drags them through. The
ethics of this custom need not be discussed here, but

surely it is self-evident that such tutelage cannot be
desirable.

Nor do I believe that this general attitude of mind

among undergraduates is temporary. When I have some-
times spoken about these matters to graduates, of course

they have said: "You must not take the situation too

seriously. Boys will be boys. We have had numerous
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curious phases of undergraduate life. You must remem-

ber, when you were in college, what was known as 'Har-

vard indifference/ It was a peculiar kind of pose that

held the stage for a time." That is true; it was tempo-
rary. It was a pose, something superimposed. We did it;

we knew all the time we were doing it, and we had a good
deal of fun out of it. But, watching this lack of pleasure
in thinking, I don't think it is superimposed but exceed-

ingly basal. No choice whatever is involved in it. It is

the state of mind in which these youths come to college.

Often a student says: "That was an interesting principle

you explained at the last lecture and I should like to

carry it out in my work." "Why don't you? If it is good
for anything, it is applicable for you." He answers: "I

tried to carry it out the other day, but somehow I couldn't

see how it fits into my work." Surely if he can't learn in

his college days to make the application of general prin-

ciples to his own needs, if you must stand over him, ex-

plaining, coaxing, aiding, he will have an odd time with

the outside world where task-masters are more plentiful

than teachers or tutors. If this were the state of one,

two, or ten undergraduates, it would not be important;
but when there is a large group, and I believe an increas-

ing group, of this sort, it is time to ask the source of this

weakness. I am dear in my own mind that back of the

responsibility of the boy lies the responsibility of the col-

lege, school, and home.

It is rather hard on a boy to plunge him into such a

maze of possibilities as the Harvard elective pamphlet. I

have sometimes wondered that the Freshman bears every-

thing as bravely as he does. Of course he wants to take

everything, all the higher mathematics courses before he

has completed the initial courses, the most advanced Latin

courses before he has finished Caesar, all the courses in

Anglo-Saxon before he has even a rudimentary knowledge
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of English Literature. Although he is not permitted to do

this, it is one of the weaknesses of the Elective System

everything that is wrong has its weaknesses that it seems

to suggest variety and not solidity as of first importance
in education, so that youth deduces as a corollary that

variety is not only the spice of college life but the great

essential. That may in part lead to the dissipation of

energies of which I have spoken wasteful, dangerous.
The big lecture courses are enervating for the student.

They are, for the teacher, the toughest problem he has to

face. Given three or four hundred young men so crowded

into a room where the temperature is so high that the air

grows close before the hour is half over; given a subject

necessarily a little hard to grasp; given an instructor who

speaks in a voice not audible for all, or with a dry, unin-

teresting manner, and such conditions are a forcing house

for that look of apparent attention which really marks

vacuity of mind.

But would so many develop so rapidly this indifference

to thinking if other causes had not prepared the way,
before college days? I sometimes wonder, and that is one

reason I am here this morning, whether it is possible that

the colleges have set such rigid standards for the various

entrance examinations that the schools must give all their

time to cramming the boys for them, and cannot teach

them to see the relation or bearing of one subject upon
another. If, instead, the boy came up to college with

fewer facts, but an interest in thinking for its own sake,

respect for learning and literature, and some responsibil-

ity in citizenship, would not the gain be great? The
schools now send him up with his mind like a desk with

pigeon-holes, some of them perhaps a trifle dusty, but

undoubtedly with contents, yet not as a human being who
has a relation to learning, literature, and the facts of exist-

ence, and who is able and eager to make for himself ap-
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plications of the ideas he has learned. Whatever may be
the cause, I believe that our secondary education at pres-
ent spends too much time on facts as facts, far too little

on creating an attitude of mind toward life and learning.

Surely when one sees large numbers of our boys and girls

alike rushing nervously from activity to activity; unable

or unwilling to think quietly about the ideas taught them,
or what they see about them, avid of ephemeral but strong
sensation and superficial information, all is not well. One

may spoil a child's mind even as one may spoil a child's

digestion. The appetite for food and the appetite for in-

formation are much alike in the normal child. Each is

insistent, will be fed, and takes what is given as it is given.
The normal child has its keen interests and will absorb

anything which bears on them. If he is interested in birds,

you will find him in his enthusiasm reading the Latin

names or scientific descriptions of them long before he
can properly pronounce the Latin or understand the long
technical terms. But in other subjects his interest may be

only languid. It is dangerously easy to let this languor,

which means ultimate superficiality, pass over even into

what was once a subject so absorbing that it, at least,

meant thoroughness. Some of our present-day so-called

aids to study certain conditions permitted, or at least

not counteracted, in secondary schools, such as the rapid

increase in tutoring to piece out the school work are

insidious.

Of course one must admit that in any case the second-

ary school is between the upper millstone of the rigid and

severe college requirements and the nether millstone of

the irresponsible home. It is amusing to hear occasional

lamentation that to-day we Americans do not read with

enjoyment the contemplative poetry of the eighteenth

century "The Pleasure of Hope," "The Pleasures of

Memory," etc. What has the American, who cannot utter
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the word hustle without affectionate stress upon its syl-

lables as a word created by his people to describe a qual-

ity which they assume to be an American monopoly, to

do with such poetry? Much to-day in American business

life and, consequently, in its social life is but superficiality

and sham concealed in a dust-storm of innumerable ac-

tivities. Business and social responsibilities make it im-

possible for many parents, we are told, to train their chil-

dren, and they are left to the schools, tutors, and them-

selves. Moreover, all this hustle is self-conscious, child-

like. It thrives on living in the eye of the public, it is

satisfied only with constant, evident results of its activity

which the public will surely acclaim. Consequently we
are only beginning to value properly the life of the

scholar. Not long ago an American, after some years of

study abroad, returned with his family to one of our cities

most priding itself on its "culture." He tried to devote

himself to historical research preparatory to a book, and

yet to see something of society. After a winter he told me
he was going abroad again. He and his family were tired

of the insistent: "What are you doing? Oh, writing! A
history? Really! When will it be out?" The combina-

tion of restrained incredulity that a man financially able

to do what he pleased with his life should devote it to

scholarship, and of demand for the instant results from
his work, was too much for him,

I believe, then, that the causes for this heedlessness in

undergraduates lie back of college and school, in the

home, in the very nature of maturer American life of

to-day. Whether we can get at the conditions in the home,
or not, we certainly can in the school and college. But
first we must recognize the condition and our present
failure to grapple with it. Grant all the force exerted by
the upper and nether millstones, is the secondary school

resisting as stoutly as it might? That is worthy of serious
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consideration. Is there not danger that, in much of the

higher education, we teachers are like the builders fitting

marble plates to stucco walls or him who makes bricks

without straw?

QUESTIONS:

1. About what group of undergraduates is Professor Baker

speaking?
2. What was he teaching at the time?

3. Why does he think recurrently of the quotation from

Sheridan?

4. What is the first type of student mentioned?

5. Why does the instructor find that type disconcerting?

6. What is the second type of student mentioned?

7. What is the weakness of that type?
8. Are you acquainted with any students in that group?

9. Why do so many students fail to make their declamations

and debates effective?

10. Do they find it easy to assume an opponent's point of

view? Explain your answer.

11. Why are many student editorials ineffectual?

12. Need such a question be asked solely of student editorials?

13. In what sense are professors supposed to make their

students older?

14. Does Professor Baker object to student activities?

15. What should the student consider when engaging in ex-

tracurricular activities?

16. In what way are some of the students idlers?

17. Why do some students need frequent tutoring?

18. What are the evils of the elective system for Freshmen?

19. To what extent does Professor Baker blame the secondary
schools for the college student's indifference?

20. Could the same be said today? Explain your answer.

21. To what extent does Professor Baker blame the American

home?
22 What is the significance of the anecdote about the his-

torian?
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POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Professor Baker's Essay (the individual student's reac-

tion).

2. Is Student Indifference a Pose?

3. When Is Student Participation in Activities Beneficial?

4. Our College Newspaper.
5. The Benefits Derived from Debating.
6. Are Students Serious?



WOODROW WILSON

ANY claim to present adequately in brief space even the

major achievements of Woodrow Wilson (christened Thomas
Woodrow Wilson), the twenty-eighth President of the United

States, would be patently absurd. It must be conceded, on the

other hand, that his life is sufficiently well known not to

require extensive treatment here.

Woodrow Wilson (1856-1924) was born at Staunton, Vir-

ginia, the son of a Presbyterian minister. Early a wide reader

and keen thinker, he was graduated from Princeton in 1879.
Thereafter he studied law at the University of Virginia, prac-
ticed at Atlanta, Georgia, and then pursued graduate work
in government and history at Johns Hopkins, where he re-

ceived the degree of PhJ). in 1886. His thesis, entitled Con-

gressional Government, early won recognition as a distinctive

contribution.

Thereafter he taught at Bryn Mawr, Connecticut Wesleyan,
and Princeton, where he became president in 1902. Dr. Wil-

son's presidency at Princeton (1902-1910) was marked by his

serious attempts to effect what he considered necessary changes
hi methods of instruction, scholarly research, and the life of

the undergraduates.
In 1911 Wilson entered his public life as governor of New

Jersey. His reputation rapidly grew so great that he was nomi-

nated by the Democrats in 1912 as their Presidential candi-

date and was elected at the ensuing general election that fall.

Space does not permit nor occasion demand more than

passing notice here of President Wilson's two terms in office.

Suffice it to say that he must be classed with our other great
War Presidents and tliat he is remembered for his continued

attempts to keep America out of the World War, his vigorous

prosecution of that war after we entered it, his proposals for

133
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peace on the basis of the famous Fourteen Points, and his

staunch advocacy of his fondest dream the League of Na-
tions.

After his retirement from the Presidency Dr. Wilson prac-
ticed law and died on February 3, 1924.

It is as president of Princeton University that we must view

Dr. Wilson in otir consideration of his essay What Is a College
For? Therein he argues with characteristic earnestness for a

subordination of the incidentals of college life to its real pur-

pose "intellectual discipline and moral enlightenment."



WHAT IS A COLLEGE FOR? 1

WOODROW WILSON

IT may seem singular that at this time of day and in

this confident century it should be necessary to ask, What
is a college for? But it has become necessary. I take it

for granted that there are few real doubts concerning the

question in the minds of those who look at the college
from the inside and have made themselves responsible
for the realization of its serious purposes; but there are

many divergent opinions held concerning it by those who,
standing on the outside, have pondered the uses of the

college in the life of the country; and their many varieties

of opinion may very well have created a confusion of

counsel in the public mind.

They are, of course, entirely entitled to their independ-
ent opinions and have a right to expect that full consid-

eration will be given what they say by those who are in

fact responsible. The college is for the use of the nation,

not for the satisfaction of those who administer it or for

the carrying out of their private views. They may speak
as experts and with a very intimate knowledge, but they
also speak as servants of the country and must be chal-

lenged to give reasons for the convictions they entertain.

Controversy, it may be, is not profitable in such matters,
because it is so easy, in the face of opposition, to become
a partisan of one's own views and exaggerate them in

seeking to vindicate and establish them; but an explicit
1
Reprinted from Scribner's Magazine, November, 1909, by permission

of diaries Scribner's Sons, Harper & Brothers, and Mrs. Woodrow Wilson.
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profession of faith cannot fail to clear the air, and assist

the thinking both of those who are responsible and of

those who only look on and seek to make serviceable

comment.

Why, then, should a man send his son to college when
school is finished; or why should he advise any youngster
in whom he is interested to go to college? What does he

expect and desire him to get there? The question might
be carried back and asked with regard to the higher

schools also to which lads resort for preparation for col-

lege. What are they meant to get there? But it will suf-

fice to centre the question on the college. What should a
lad go to college for, for work, for the realization of

a definite aim, for discipline and a severe training of his

faculties, or for relaxation, for the release and exercise

of his social powers, for the broadening effects of life in a

sort of miniature world in which study is only one among
many interests? That is not the only alternative suggested

by recent discussions. They also suggest a sharp alterna-

tive with regard to the character of the study the college

student should undertake. Should he seek at college a

general discipline of his faculties, a general awakening
to the issues and interests of the modern world, or should

he, rather, seek specially and definitely to prepare him-

self for the work he expects to do after he leaves college,

for his support and advancement in the world? The two
alternatives are very different. The one asks whether the

lad does not get as good a preparation for modern life by
being manager of a foot-ball team with a complicated

programme of intercollegiate games and trips away from
home as by becoming proficient in mathematics or in his-

tory and mastering the abstract tasks of the mind; the

other asks whether he is not better prepared by being

given the special skill and training of a particular calling
or profession, an immediate drill in the work he is to do
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after he graduates, than by being made a master of his

own mind in the more general fields of knowledge to which

his subsequent calling will be related, in all probability,

only as every undertaking is related to the general

thought and experience of the world.

"Learning" is not involved. No one has ever dreamed
of imparting learning to undergraduates. It cannot be

done in four years. To become a man of learning is the

enterprise of a life-time. The issue does not rise to that

high ground. The question is merely this: do we wish col-

lege to be, first of all and chiefly, a place of mental disci-

pline or only a school of general experience; and, if we
wish it to be a place of mental discipline, of what sort do
we wish the discipline to be, a general awakening and
release of the faculties, or a preliminary initiation into

the drill of a particular vocation?

These are questions which go to the root of the matter.

They admit of no simple and confident answer. Their

roots spring out of life and all its varied sources. To
reply to them, therefore, involves an examination of mod-
ern life and an assessment of the part an educated man
ought to play in it, an analysis which no man may at-

tempt with perfect self-confidence. The life of our day
is a very complex thing which no man can pretend to

comprehend in its entirety.

But some things are obvious enough concerning it.

There is an uncommon challenge to effort in the modern

world, and all the achievements to which it challenges

are uncommonly difficult. Individuals are yoked together

in modern enterprise by a harshness which is both new
and inelastic. The man who understands only some single

process, some single piece of work which he has been set

to do, will never do anything else, and is apt to be de-

prived at almost any moment of the opportunity to do

even that, because processes change, industry undergoes
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instant revolutions. New inventions, fresh discoveries,

alterations in the markets of the world throw accustomed

methods and the men who are accustomed to them out

of date and use without pause or pity. The man of spe-
cial skill may be changed into an unskilled laborer over

night. Moreover, it is a day in which no enterprise stands

alone or independent, but is related to every other and

feels changes in all parts of the globe. The men with

mere skill, with mere technical knowledge, will be mere

servants perpetually, and may at any time become useless

servants, their skill gone out of use and fashion. The

particular thing they do may become unnecessary or may
be so changed that they cannot comprehend or adjust

themselves to the change.

These, then, are the things the modern world must

have in its trained men, and I do not know where else it

is to get them if not from its educated men and the occa-

sional self-developed genius of an exceptional man here

and there. It needs, at the top, not a few, but many men
with the power to organize and guide. The college is

meant to stimulate in a considerable number of men what
would be stimulated in only a few if we were to depend

entirely upon nature and circumstance. Below the ranks

of generalship and guidance, the modern world needs for

the execution of its varied and difficult business a very
much larger number of men with great capacity and readi-

ness for the rapid and concentrated exertion of a whole

series of faculties: planning faculties as well as technical

skill, the ability to handle men as well as to handle tools

and correct processes, faculties of adjustment and adapta-
tion as well as of precise execution, men of resource as

well as knowledge. These are the athletes, the athletes

of faculty, of which our generation most stands in need.

All through its ranks, besides, it needs masterful men who
can acquire a working knowledge of many things readily,
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quickly, Intelligently, and with exactness, tilings they
had not foreseen or prepared themselves for beforehand,
and for which they could not have prepared themselves

beforehand. Quick apprehension, quick comprehension,

quick action are what modern life puts a premium upon,
a readiness to turn this way or that and not lose force

or momentum.
To me, then, the question seems to be, Shall the lad

who goes to college go there for the purpose of getting

ready to be a servant merely, a servant who will be no-

body and who may become useless, or shall he go there

for the purpose of getting ready to be a master adven-

turer in the field of modern opportunity?
We must expect hewers of wood and drawers of water

to come out of the colleges in their due proportion, of

course, but I take it for granted that even the least gifted

of them did not go to college with the ambition to be

nothing more. And yet one has hardly made the state-

ment before he begins to doubt whether he can safely

take anything for granted. Part of the very question we
are discussing is the ambition with which young men now

go to college. It is a day when a college course has be-

come fashionable, but not for the purpose of learning,

not for the purpose of obtaining a definite preparation for

anything, no such purpose could become fashionable.

The clientage of our colleges has greatly changed since

the time when most of the young men who resorted to

them did so with a view to entering one or other of the

learned professions. Young men who expect to go into

business of one kind or another now outnumber among
our undergraduates those who expect to make some sort

of learning the basis of their work throughout life; and

I dare say that they generally go to college without hav-

ing made any very definite analysis of their aim and pur-

pose in going. Their parents seem to have made as little.
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The enormous increase of wealth in the country in

recent years, too, has had its effect upon the colleges,

not in the way that might have been expected, not, as

yet, by changing the standard of life to any very notice-

able extent or introducing luxury and extravagance and

vicious indulgence. College undergraduates have usually

the freshness of youth about them, out of which there

springs a wholesome simplicity, and it is not easy to spoil

them or to destroy their natural democracy. They make
a life of their own and insist upon the maintenance of its

standards. But the increase of wealth has brought into

the colleges, in rapidly augmenting numbers, the sons of

very rich men, and lads who expect to inherit wealth are

not as easily stimulated to effort, are not as apt to form

definite and serious purposes, as those who know that

they must whet their wits for the struggle of life.

There was a time when the mere possession of wealth

conferred distinction; and when wealth confers distinc-

tion it is apt to breed a sort of consciousness of oppor-

tunity and responsibility in those who possess it and in-

cline them to seek serious achievement. But that time is

long past in America. Wealth is common. And, by the

same token, the position of the lad who is to inherit it is a

peculiarly disadvantageous one, if the standard of success

is to rise above mediocrity. Wealth removes the necessity
for effort, and yet effort is necessary for the attainment of

distinction, and very great effort at that, in the modern

world, as I have already pointed out. It would look as if

the ordinary lad with expectations were foredoomed to

obscurity; for the ordinary lad will not exert himself

unless he must.

We live in an age in which no achievement is to be

cheaply had. All the cheap achievements, open to ama-

teurs, are exhausted and have become commonplace. Ad-

venture, for example, is no longer extraordinary: which is
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another way of saying that it is commonplace. Any
amateur may seek and find adventure; but it has been

sought and had in all its kinds. Restless men, idle men,
chivalrous men, men drawn on by mere curiosity and men
drawn on by love of the knowledge that lies outside books

and laboratories, have crossed the whole face of the habit-

able globe in search of it, ferreting it out in corners even,

following its by-paths and beating its coverts, and it is

nowhere any longer a novelty or distinction to have dis-

covered and enjoyed it. The whole round of pleasure,

moreover, has been exhausted time out of mind, and most
of it discredited as not pleasure after all, but just an ex-

pensive counterfeit; so that many rich people have been
driven to devote themselves to expense regardless of pleas-
ure. No new pleasure, I am credibly informed, has been
invented within the memory of man. For every genuine
thrill and satisfaction, therefore, we are apparently, in

this sophisticated world, shut in to work, to modifying
and quickening the life of the age. If college be one of

the highways to life and achievement, it must be one of

the highways to work.

The man who comes out of college into the modern
world must, therefore, have got out of it, if he has not

wasted four vitally significant years of his life, a quick-

ening and a training which will make him in some degree
a master among men. If he has got less, college was not

worth his while. To have made it worth his while he must

have got such a preparation and development of his

faculties as will give him movement as well as mere

mechanical efficiency in affairs complex, difficult, and sub-

ject to change. The word efficiency has in our day the

power to think at the centre of it, the power of inde-

pendent movement and initiative. It is not merely the

suitability to be a good tool, it is the power to wield tools,

and among the tools are men and circumstances and
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changing processes of industry, changing phases of life

itself. There should be technical schools a great many
and the technical schools of America should be among
the best in the world. The men they train are indispen-

sable. The modern world needs more tools than managers,
more workmen than master workmen. But even the

technical schools must have some thought of mastery
and adaptability in their processes; and the

colleges^
which are not technical schools, should think of that

chiefly. We must distinguish what the college is for,

without disparaging any other school, of any other kind.

It is for the training of the men who are to rise above the

ranks.

That is what a college is for. What it does, what it

requires of its undergraduates and of its teachers, should

be adjusted to that conception. The very statement of

the object, which must be plain to all who make any dis-

tinction at all between a college and a technical school,

makes it evident that the college must subject its men to

a general intellectual training which will be narrowed to

no one point of view, to no one vocation or calling. It

must release and quicken as many faculties of the mind
as possible, and not only release and quicken them but

discipline and strengthen them also by putting them to the

test of systematic labor. Work, definite, exacting, long

continued, but not narrow or petty or merely rule of

thumb, must be its law of life for those who would pass
its gates and go out with its authentication.

By a general training I do not mean vague spaces of

study, miscellaneous fields of reading, a varied smattering
of a score of subjects and the thorough digestion of none.

The field of modern knowledge is extremely wide and
varied. After a certain number of really fundamental

subjects have been studied in the schools, the college

undergraduate must be offered a choice of the route he
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will travel in carrying his studies further. He cannot be

shown the whole body of knowledge within a single cur-

riculum. There is no longer any single highway of learn-

ing. The roads that traverse its vast and crowded spaces
are not even parallel, and four years is too short a time in

which to search them all out. But there is a general pro-

gramme still possible by which the college student can be

made acquainted with the field of modern learning by
sample, by which he can be subjected to the several kinds

of mental discipline, in philosophy, in some one of the

great sciences, in some one of the great languages which

carry the thought of the world, in history and in politics,

which is its framework, which will give him valid na-

turalization as a citizen of the world of thought, the world

of educated men, and no smatterer merely, able barely
to spell its constitution out, but a man who has really

comprehended and made use of its chief intellectual

processes and is ready to lay his mind alongside its tasks

with some confidence that he can master them and can

understand why and how they are to be performed. This

is the general training which should be characteristic of

the college, and the men who undergo it ought to be

made to undergo it with deep seriousness and diligent

labor; not as soft amateurs with whom learning and its

thorough tasks are side interests merely, but as those who

approach life with the intention of becoming professionals

in its fields of achievement.

Just now, where this is attempted, it seems to fail of

success. College men, it is said, and often said with truth,

come out undisciplined, untrained, unfitted for what they
are about to undertake. It is argued therefore, that what

they should have been given was special vocational in-

struction; that if they had had that they would have been

interested in their work while they were undergraduates,
would have taken it more seriously, and would have come
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out of college ready to be used, as they now cannot be.

No doubt that is to be preferred to a scattered and aim-

less choice of studies, and no doubt what the colleges offer

is miscellaneous and aimless enough in many cases; but,

at best, these are very hopeful assumptions on the part of

those who would convert our colleges into vocational

schools. They are generally put forward by persons who
do not know how college life and work are now organized

and conducted. I do not wonder that they know little of

what has happened. The whole thing is of very recent

development, at any rate in its elaborate complexity. It

is a growth, as we now see it, of the last ten or twelve

years; and even recent graduates of our colleges would

rub their eyes incredulously to see it if they were to stand

again on the inside and look at it intimately.

What has happened is, in general terms, this: that the

work of the college, the work of its classrooms and

laboratories, has become the merely formal and compul-

sory side of its life, and that a score of other things,

lumped under the term "undergraduate activities," have

become the vital, spontaneous, absorbing realities for nine

out of every ten men who go to college. These activities

embrace social, athletic, dramatic, musical, literary, reli-

gious, and professional organizations of every kind, be-

sides many organized for mere amusement and some, of

great use and dignity, which seek to exercise a general

oversight and sensible direction of college ways and cus-

toms. Those which consume the most time are, of course,
the athletic, dramatic, and musical clubs, whose practices,

rehearsals, games, and performances fill the term time and
the brief vacations alike. But it is the social organiza-
tions into which the thought, the energy, the initiative,

the enthusiasm of the largest number of men go, and go
in lavish measure.

The chief of these social organizations are residential
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families, fraternities, clubs, groups of house-mates of

one kind or another, in which, naturally enough, all the

undergraduate interests, all the undergraduate activities

of the college have their vital centre. The natural history
of their origin and development is very interesting. They
grew up very normally. They were necessary because of

what the college did not do.

Every college in America, at any rate every college out-

side a city, has tried to provide living rooms for its under-

graduates, dormitories in which they can live and sleep

and do their work outside the classroom and the labora-

tory. Very few colleges whose numbers have grown
rapidly have been able to supply dormitories enough for

all their students, and some have deliberately abandoned
the attempt, but in many of them a very considerable

proportion of the undergraduates live on the campus, in

college buildings. It is a very wholesome thing that they
should live thus under the direct influence of the daily life

of such a place and, at least in legal theory, under the

authority of the university of which the college forms a

principal part. But the connection between the dormitory
life and the real life of the university, its intellectual tasks

and disciplines, its outlook upon the greater world of

thought and action which lies beyond, far beyond, the

boundaries of campus and classroom, is very meagre and

shadowy indeed. It is hardly more than atmospheric, and

the atmosphere is very attenuated, perceptible only by
the most sensitive.

Formerly, in more primitive, and I must say less desir-

able, days than these in which we have learned the full

vigor of freedom college tutors and proctors lived in the

dormitories and exercised a precarious authority. The

men were looked after in their rooms and made to keep
hours and observe rules. But those days are happily gone

by. The system failed of its object. The lads were mis-
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chievcms and recalcitrant, those placed in authority over

them generally young and unwise; and the rules were

odious to those whom they were meant to restrain. There

was the atmosphere of the boarding-school about the

buildings, and of a boarding-school whose pupils had out-

grown it. Life in college dormitories is much pleasanter

now and much more orderly, because it is free and gov-

erned only by college opinion, which is a real, not a

nominal, master. The men come and go as they please

and have little consciousness of any connection with

authority or with the governing influences of the uni-

versity in their rooms, except that the university is

their landlord and makes rules such as a landlord may
make.

Formerly, in more primitive and less pleasant days, the

college provided a refectory or "commons" where all un-

dergraduates had their meals, a noisy family. It was part
of the boarding-school life; and the average undergrad-
uate had outgrown it as consciously as he had outgrown
the futile discipline of the dormitory. Now nothing of

the kind is attempted. Here and there, in connection

with some large college which has found that the board-

ing-houses and restaurants of the town have been furnish-

ing poor food at outrageous prices to those of its under-

graduates who could not otherwise provide for themselves,
will be found a great "commons," at which hundreds of

men take their meals, amid the hurly-burly of numbers,
without elegance or much comfort, but nevertheless at a

well-spread table where the food is good and the prices
moderate. The undergraduate may use it or not as he

pleases. It is merely a great co-operative boarding-place,

bearing not even a family resemblance to the antique
"commons." It is one of the conveniences of the place. It

has been provided by the university authorities, but it

might have been provided in some other way and have
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been quite independent of them; and it is usually under

undergraduate management.
Those who do not like the associations or the fare of

such a place provide for themselves elsewhere, in dubs or

otherwise, generally in fraternity houses. At most col-

leges there is no such common boarding-place, and all

must shift for themselves. It is this necessity in the one

case and desire in the other that has created the chief

complexity now observable in college life and which has

been chiefly instrumental in bringing about that dissocia-

tion of undergraduate life from the deeper and more

permanent influences of the university which has of recent

years become so marked and so significant.

Fraternity chapters were once and that not so very

long ago merely groups of undergraduates who had

bound themselves together by the vows of various secret

societies which had spread their branches among the col-

leges. They had their fraternity rooms, their places of

meeting; they were distinguished by well-known badges
and formed little coteries distinguishable enough from the

general body of undergraduates, as they wished to be; but

in all ordinary matters they shared tie common life of

the place. The daily experiences of the college life they
shared with their fellows of all kinds and all connections,

in an easy democracy; their contacts were the common
contacts of the classroom and the laboratory not only,

but also of the boarding-house table and of all the usual

undergraduate resorts. Members of the same fraternity

were naturally enough inclined to associate chiefly with

one another, and were often, much too often, inclined, in

matters of college "politics," to act as a unit and in their

own interest; but they did not live separately. They did

not hold aloof or constitute themselves separate families,

living apart in their own houses, in privacy. Now all that

is changed. Every fraternity has its own house, equipped
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as a complete home. The fraternity houses will often be

the most interesting and the most beautiful buildings a
visitor will be shown when he visits the college. In them
members take all their meals, in them they spend their

leisure hours and often do their reading, for each house

has its library, and in them many of the members, as

many as can be accommodated, have their sleeping rooms
and live, because the college has not dormitories enough
to lodge them or because they prefer lodging outside the

dormitories. In colleges where there are no fraternities,

clubs of one sort or another take their places, build homes
of their own, enjoy a similar privacy and separateness,

and constitute the centre of all that is most comfortable

and interesting and attractive in undergraduate life.

I am pointing out this interesting and very important

development, not for the purpose of criticizing it, but

merely to explain its natural history and the far-reaching
results it has brought about. The college having deter-

mined, wisely enough, some generation or two ago, not to

be any longer a boarding-school, has resolved itself into

a mere teaching machine, with the necessary lecture

rooms and laboratories attached and sometimes a few

dormitories, which it regards as desirable but not indis-

pensable, and has resigned into the hands of the under-

graduates themselves the whole management of their life

outside the classroom; and not only its management but

also the setting up of all its machinery of every kind,
as much as they please, and the constitution of its whole

environment, so that teachers and pupils are not members
of one university body but constitute two bodies sharply

distinguished, and the undergraduate body the more

highly organized and independent of the two. They par-

ley with one another, but they do not live with one an-

other, and it is much easier for the influence of the highly

organized and very self-conscious undergraduate body to
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penetrate the faculty than It is for the influence of the

faculty to permeate the undergraduates.
It was inevitable it should turn out so in the circum-

stances. I do not wonder that the consequences were

not foreseen and that the whole development has crept

upon us almost unawares. But the consequences have

been very important and very far-reaching. It is easy
now to see that if you leave undergraduates entirely to

themselves, to organize their own lives while in college as

they please, and organize it in some way they must if

thus cast adrift, that life, and not the deeper interests

of the university, will presently dominate their thoughts,
their imaginations, their favorite purposes. And not only
that. The work of administering this complex life, with

all its organizations and independent interests, success-

fully absorbs the energies, the initiative, the planning and

originating powers of the best men among the undergrad-
uates. It is no small task. It would tax and absorb older

men; and only the finer, more spirited, more attractive,

more original, and effective men are fitted for it or equal
to it, where leadership goes by gifts of personality as well

as by ability. The very men the teacher most desires to

get hold of and to enlist in some enterprise of the mind,
the very men it would most reward him to instruct and
whose training would count for most in leadership outside

of college, in the country at large, and for the promotion
of every interest the nation has, the natural leaders and

doers, are drawn off and monopolized by these necessary
and engaging undergraduate undertakings. The born

leaders and managers and originators are drafted off to

"run the college" (it is in fact nothing less) , and the class-

room, the laboratory, the studious conference with in-

structors get only the residuum of their attention, only

what can be spared of their energy are secondary mat-

ters where they ought to come first. It is the organization
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that is at fault, not the persons who enter into it and are

moulded by it. It cannot turn out otherwise in the cir-

cumstances. The side shows are so numerous, so divert-

ing, so important, if you will, that they have swallowed

up the circus, and those who perform in the main tent

must often whistle for their audiences, discouraged and

humiliated.

Such is college life nowadays, and such its relation to

college work and the all-important intellectual interests

which the colleges are endowed and maintained to foster.

I need not stop to argue that the main purposes of educa-

tion cannot be successfully realized under such condi-

tions. I need not stop to urge that the college was not

and can never be intended for the uses it is now being

put to. A young man can learn to become the manager of

a foot-ball team or of a residential club, the leader of an

orchestra or a glee dub, the star of amateur theatricals,

an oarsman or a chess player without putting himself to

the trouble or his parents to the expense of four years at

a college. These are innocent enough things for him to

do and to learn, though hardly very important in the long

run; they may, for all I know, make for efficiency in some
of the simpler kinds of business; and no wise man who
knows college lads would propose to shut them off from
them or wish to discourage their interest in them. All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy, not only, but

may make him a vicious boy as well. Amusement, athletic

games, the zest of contest and competition, the challenge
there is in most college activities to the instinct of initia-

tive and the gifts of leadership and achievement, all

these are wholesome means of stimulation, which keep
young men from going stale and turning to things that

demoralize. But they should not assume the front of the

stage where more serious and lasting interests are to be
served. Men cannot be prepared by them for modern life.
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The college is meant for a severer, more definite dis-

cipline than this: a discipline which will fit men for the

contests and achievements of an age whose every task is

conditioned upon some intelligent and effective use of the

mind, upon some substantial knowledge, some special in-

sight, some trained capacity, some penetration which

comes from study, not from natural readiness or mere

practical experience.

The side shows need not be abolished. They need not

be cast out or even discredited. But they must be sub-

ordinated. They must be put in their natural place as

diversions, and ousted from their present dignity and

pre-eminence as occupations.

And this can be done without making of the college

again a boarding-school. The characteristic of the board-

ing-school is that its pupils are in all things in tutelage,

are under masters at every turn of their life, must do as

they are bidden, not in the performance of their set tasks

only, but also in all their comings and goings. It is this

characteristic that made it impossible and undesirable

to continue the life of the boarding-school into the college,

where it is necessary that the pupil should begin to show
his manhood and make his own career. No one who
knows what wholesome and regulated freedom can do for

young men ought ever to wish to hail them back to the

days of childish discipline and restraint of which the col-

lege of our grandfathers was typical. But a new dis-

cipline is desirable, is absolutely necessary, if the college

is to be recalled to its proper purpose, its bounden duty.

It cannot perform its duty as it is now organized.

The fundamental thing to be accomplished in the new

organization is, that, instead of being the heterogeneous

congeries of petty organizations it now is, instead of being
allowed to go to pieces in a score of fractions free to cast

off from the whole as they please, it should be drawn
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together again into a single university family of which the

teachers shall be as natural and as intimate members as

the undergraduates. The "life" of the college should not

be separated from its chief purposes and most essential

objects, should not be contrasted with its duties and in

rivalry with them. The two should be but two sides of

one and the same thing; the association of men, young
and old, for serious mental endeavor and also, in the

intervals of work, for every wholesome sport and diver-

sion. Undergraduate life should not be in rivalry and

contrast with undergraduate duties: undergraduates
should not be merely in attendance upon the college, but

parts of it on every side of its life, very conscious and

active parts. They should consciously live its whole life,

not under masters, as in school, and yet associated in

some intimate daily fashion with their masters in learn-

ing: so that learning may not seem one thing and life

another. The organizations whose objects lie outside

study should be but parts of the whole, not set against

it, but included within it.

All this can be accomplished by a comparatively simple

change of organization which will make master and pupil
members of the same free, self-governed family, upon
natural terms of intimacy. But how it can be done is not

our present interest. That is another story. It is our

present purpose merely to be clear what a college is for.

That, perhaps, I have now pointed out with sufficient ex-

plicitness. I have shown the incompatibility of the pres-
ent social organization of our colleges with the realiza-

tion of that purpose only to add emphasis to the statement

of what that purpose is. Once get that clearly established

in the mind of the country, and the means of realizing it

will readily and quickly enough be found. The object of

the college is intellectual discipline and moral enlighten-
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ment, and it is the immediate task of those who admin-

ister the colleges of the country to find the means and

the organization by which that object can be attained.

Education is a process and, like all other processes, has

its proper means and machinery. It does not consist in

courses of study. It consists of the vital assimilation of

knowledge, and the mode of life, for the college as for the

individual, is nine parts of the digestion.

QUESTIONS:

1. What people are questioning the purpose of college?

2. Do these people merit an answer? Explain your answer.

3. What is the student's alternative in regard to his pur-

pose in attending a college?

4. What is the alternative relative to his studies?

5. Why has no one "ever dreamed of imparting learning to

undergraduates"?
6. Why is it dangerous for a student to acquire merely spe-

cial skill and technical knowledge?

7. What is the first type of trained mart needed in the mod-
ern world?

8. What is the second type of trained man needed in the

modern world?

9. What is the third type of trained man needed in the mod-
ern world?

10. Upon what qualities does modern life put a premium?
n. Will all college graduates be leaders? Explain your an-

swer.

12. How have college students and their aims changed?

13. How has the increase of wealth in this country affected

the personnel of college dasses?

14. Why is the wealthy student apt to be handicapped?

15. Is it easy to achieve distinction?

16. What does the college aim to do?

17. What is the distinction between a college and a technical

school?
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1 8. What does President Wilson mean by general training?

19. How, according to President Wilson, have student activ-

ities altered college life?

20. What is the situation today?
21. Is the dormitory system desirable?

22. Under what circumstances did the earlier students live?

23. Where did they eat?

24. How did fraternity life change as the years passed?

25. Is it desirable that the college be a "mere teaching
machine"?

26. What are the results of the student freedom of the twen-

tieth century?

27. Should student activities be abolished?

28. What change should be effected?

29. What is the real object of the college?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The College's Relationship to the Outside World.
2. The College Graduate's Relationship to the Outside

World.

3. What Does the College Aim to Do?
4. The Fraternity and the College.

5. Is a College a Mere Teaching Machine?
6. The Relationship between Study and Student Activities
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE COLLEGE *

ALEXANDER MEIKLEJOHN

To begin, then, I am convinced, as I write this paper,
that in any ideal college, student activities are of funda-

mental importance and that any one who would cook up
a college without them need hope to find little appreciation
of his wares. I can say this with freedom and irresponsi-

bility to-day because mine is not the task of selecting or

compounding the elements. I have an article to sell and I

will sing its praises long and loud. It is for the cook to

decide whether or not he will have it in the dish and if he

takes it in, you give it proper mingling with the other

stuffs which other vendors have brought in.

The name "student activities" is intended, I presume,
to express a difference or contrast. The name marks them
off from the studies, those elements of college life which,

by implication, are either not students' affairs or not activ-

ities. I fear that our teachers in the colleges do not like

the implication. We do not like to have studies regarded
as peculiarly belonging to the Faculty, nor on the other

hand, do we wish them degraded to the realm of the

mere passivities. And so the very name itself arouses

antagonism. It suggests that here is a feature of college

life which does not mix very smoothly with the others. It

is not a good label if one would recommend his wares to

college teachers who are eagerly striving to tempt the

1
Reprinted from The Liberal College by Alexander Mdklejahn, copy-

right 1920 by Marshall Jones Co., Inc, By permission of the publishers and
the author.
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intellectual appetites of the boys intrusted to their

charge.

If we are to include under the phrase "student activities

apart from athletics" such enterprises as debating, dra-

matics, music, newspapers, literary magazines, philan-

thropic and religious organizations, as well as social func-

tions of various types, one may express a very common

faculty point of view concerning them in the words, "The
less said about them the better."

And with that judgment, properly interpreted, I am in-

clined to agree. But I should personally not intend to

minimize them. It is not a safe generalization to declare

that phases of human life are important in direct ratio to

the degree to which they are publicly talked about. It is

rather assumed amongst us that many elemental and sig-

nificant features of our common life are not to be talked

about at all they are to be taken for granted, to be

accepted as given in the very nature of things. And it is

just this "givenness," this inevitableness of "student

activities" which should first of all be recognized as we

approach them. We choose to bring boys together into

social groups in order that we may teach them, may train

their minds, may furnish them with information. But it

is an inevitable incident of such a process that the boys
should find themselves together and should at once en-

gage in common activities which seem to them attractive

and at least entertaining. We keep them busy or try to do
so five or six or seven hours a day; with due allowance

for the separation of sleep, they have many more hours

than these to spend together in enterprises of their own

choosing. We did not bring them together for the sake
of these activities, but from our bringing them together,
these activities follow. They are, as it were, a necessary
accident of the teaching process. Whether we will or not,
there they are and there they will remain in some form or
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other so long as boys are brought together in the common
life of a college campus. And yet, In the presence of these

inevitable accidents of our central purpose many of our

teachers grudgingly acknowledge their presence, but, re-

senting it, they say, "Let them alone, the less said about

them the better."

Now if their attitude were not born in resentment, I

should find it very congenial. The conclusion which it

states seems to be excellent, even though the reasoning
which leads to it is atrocious. The truth is that we talk

too much about student activities, meddle with them too

much, and legislate about them too much. And I say this

not because they are bad, but because they are too good
to be spoiled by our clumsy interferences; not because I

am opposed to them, but because I should like to see them

freely develop and grow as the spontaneous activities of

the boys whose growth and development is our chief con-

cern. To tamper with them seems to be like tampering
with one's complexion. In one sphere at least we are

sure that the improvement of the general health gives

better permanent results for the complexion than tempo-

rary tampering, however satisfying for the moment. My
impression is that the same principle holds good in the

beautification of colleges; make them strong and healthy

and the activities will take care of themselves.

But whether our ignoring of student activities be due to

hatred or to love, there are times when even the most

abstract teacher is startled into recognition of them. Last

Sunday evening I heard the Dean of one of our great law

schools tell about the work of his school* And almost his

first remark was, "You will not find any activities at the

law school; we give a man enough to do for all the time

he can give to activities." And with his words, there

flashed across my mind the vision of a liberal college with-

out outside activities. What would it be like to teach
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liberal studies to a group of students who should give
all their time to their studies, whose work should be their

play, whose time should be wholly at our command? I

think I have still enough of the spirit of the teacher to

thrill at that vision. But as I saw it and reflected on it,

there came to mind those terrible words of Newman in

which he contrasts the little we can do for the student

with the much that he can do for himself.

"I protest to you, gentlemen, that if I had to choose

between a so-called university, which dispensed with

residence and tutorial superintendence, and gave its de-

grees to any person who passed any examination in a

wide range of subjects, and a university which had no

professors or examinations at all but merely brought a
number of young men together for three or four years,
and then sent them away, as the University of Oxford is

said to have done some sixty years since, if I were asked

which of these two methods was the better discipline of

the intellect: mind, I do not say which is morally the

better, for it is plain that compulsory study must be a

good and idleness an intolerable mischief, but if I may
determine which of the two courses was the more success-

ful in training, molding, enlarging the mind, which sent

out men the more fitted for their secular duties, which

produced better public men, men of the world, men whose

names would descend to posterity, I have no hesitation in

giving the preference to that university which did nothing
over that which exacted of its members an acquaintance
with every science under the sun.

"How is this to be explained? I suppose as follows:

;when a multitude, keen, open-hearted, sympathetic, and

observant as young men are, come together and freely

mix with one another, they are sure to learn from one

another, even if there be no one to teach them; the con-

versation of all is a series of lectures to each, and they
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gain for themselves new ideas and views, fresh matter of

thought, and distinct principles for judging and acting,

day by day."
Now with these words of Newman ringing in our ears,

let us state and answer a fair question, "Would you, if

you could, free an undergraduate college from its activi-

ties?" My own answer is flatly in the negative. I believe

that whatever a liberal college may be with them, without

them it would be a sorry place in which to live. And for

this conclusion there are at least two reasons. First, I am
convinced that the complete absorption of the student in.

his studies would not in most cases give the best kind of

college training. Not only are we trying to give college

boys acquaintance with a great body of knowledge; more

important than this, they must also acquire understand-

ing, interpretation of what they are learning, reconstruc-

tion of what they have known. And for this process there

is need of leisure, of deliberation and contemplation, of a
certain quiet waiting for subconscious processes to da
their part. These results cannot be achieved merely by
digging and grinding. In addition to the work there must
be the leisure; the two must be combined if the fruits of

culture and intelligence are to be reached. Again, if we
view college life fairly, we dare not fail to take account

of the constantly repeated statement of graduates that

they count certain "activities" as having been of far

greater educational value than the studies given and taken

in the classroom. I am sure that this statement contains

more of falsity than of truth. But there is a truth in it

and it behooves us to isolate it and look it fairly in the

face. As I look back on the old experience of teaching

and disciplining, I seem to see what these graduates mean.

I see it most dearly when I try to single out from the

long line of students some one group which shall stand

forth as intellectually the best best in college work and
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best in promise of future intellectual achievement. Much
as I should like to do so, I cannot draw the line around

my own favorite students in philosophy, nor the leaders in

mathematics, nor those successful in biology, nor could I

fairly award the palm to the Phi Beta Kappa men who
have excelled in all their subjects. It seems to me that

stronger than any other group, tougher in intellectual

fiber, keener in intellectual interest, better equipped to

battle with coming problems, are the college debaters

the boys who, apart from their regular studies, band

themselves together for intellectual controversy with each

other and with their friends in other colleges. I am not

concerned to argue here the pros and cons of intercol-

legiate debate. It has its defects as well as its virtues, but

if it be true that in this activity many of our best minds

find their most congenial occupation and are furthered

in intellectual growth, rather than hindered in it, here is

a challenge which we cannot fail to meet in the admin-

istration of college life and study. And in some measure,

though in different forms, what is true of debating holds

true of dramatics, of writing, of music, and the other

activities. When boys form their dubs or "crowds" for

the spontaneous, enthusiastic pursuit of some chosen

ideal, they gain from it a power, a liveliness of interest

which can never be gained where that spontaneity is

lacking.

But now I shall be asked: Would you substitute these

activities for the studies give up the dassroom for the

lounging room and the Union? Of course not. The very
excellence of these activities is that fundamentally they
are the fruits of the dassroom. But the point is that by
these fruits the work of the classroom shall be known.
We need not forget that these activities are only acci-

dental and that the real values lie in the studies and the
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teaching. But none the less, it is true that these activities

reveal to us, far better than any examinations can do, the

success or failure of the classroom itself. They are, as it

were, mirrors in which we can see ourselves and our

work. If we want to know the effects of what we are

doing in the classroom, let us look to see what the stu-

dents are doing outside of it, when they are free to follow

their own desires. If they do not, on their own initiative

carry on activities springing out of their studies, then you
may count on it that however well the tests are met, the

studies are of little value. Show me a college in which
literature is taught, but in which the boys do not band

together to read and write and criticize, in which they do
not yearn to be themselves "literary." However well

literature may be taught in that college, it is not well

learned. What would you say of the teaching of phi-

losophy which did not send boys off into quarreling, puz-

zling groups, determined each to give to his fellows the

solutions of the problems that have baffled human think-

ing? What will you say of the teaching of history, eco-

nomics, or social science which ends in the passive appro-

priation of a book? Surely if it is vital, you will find the

young men stimulated by it eagerly reforming and re-

shaping in idea the society about them, and perhaps going
out to do some work to bring their ideals to fulfilment.

And if in these and other cases it does appear that the

studies in the classroom have no outside effect, lead to no

outside activities, what expectation can you have that

they will lead to activity after the college days are done?

If studies do not stimulate to spontaneous, free outside

activities, if they are the learning of lessons and giving

them back, then the results of our training are typically

small; we may send out good, well-meaning boys, who
will do what they are told, and refrain from doing any-
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tiling else, but we shall not send out men of intellectual

power and grip who are able to learn for themselves the

life which the intellect opens before them.

QUESTIONS:

1. Are student activities of any importance in a college?

2. In what sense might exception be taken to the term stu-

dent activities?

3. Are student activities other than athletics much in evi-

dence?

4. Are they important?

5. Can student activities be abolished in a college? Explain

your answer.

6. What comparison is drawn between student activities and
one's general health?

7. What was Cardinal Newman's opinion of the benefits to

be derived from student initiative?

8. How does he explain these benefits?

9. Would it be wise, even though possible, to ban student

activities?

10. Why is mere "digging and grinding" not satisfactory?

11. Are student activities of educational value?

12. What is Dr. Meiklejobn's opinion of debating?

13. If student activities are valuable, why should we have any
organized instruction?

14. What type of student activities would be of primary inter-

est to English majors?

15. What phase would philosophy majors choose?

1 6. Are student activities logically an outgrowth of classroom

instruction?

17. In what sense should these activities be limited?

1 8. Of what type would be the graduates of an institution

lacking these activities?

19. Why, in general, is the graduate who has participated in

student activities superior to his fellows?

20. What phase of student activities do you consider most
valuable for yourself?
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21. Does your college need a change in its program of student

activities? Explain your answer.

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The Importance (Unimportance) of Student Activities.

2. My Choice of Student Activities.

3. My Extracurricular Activities in High School.

4. Possible Improvement of My High School's Student Ac-

tivities.

5. The Classroom vs. Student Activities.

6. Why I Expect (Do Not Expect) to Engage in Activities.
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course of study at Oxford as a Rhodes Scholar being inter-
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regiment. Returning thereafter to Oxford, he received later

from Trinity College the degrees of B.A. and BXitt.

As a member of the English facility of Wells College

(Aurora, New York) since 1921 Professor Coffin has interested

himself in the introduction of Oxford honors courses. He has

contributed to various magazines and has written several vol-

umes of prose and verse. Of these, the Book of Crowns and

Cottages (1925) contains highly interesting prose sketches of

university and country life as he found it when a Rhodes
Scholar.

The Paradox of Oxford, first printed in The Forum and later

in the above-mentioned book, presents in an interesting and
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of Oxford affords the American college student much food for

thought.
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THE PARADOX OF OXFORD *

ROBERT P. TRISTRAM COFFIN

MANY people have written about the riddle of Oxford.

To many serious, academic minds it has been a mystery
that this odd collection of separate colleges, without

alumni organizations and without advertising, with anti-

quated prejudices and Mediaeval buildings, should con-

tinue to be a power in the world of learning. To an out-

sider, and especially to an American, Oxford is a mess of

paradoxes stirred together with a spoon. It is something
as if one had a whole group of our small colleges in one

town, each competing with all the others in scholarship
and athletics, in general prestige. There miist be a secret

to this University.
Great scholarliness in a place of no plumbing to speak

of! "Why should we install bathrooms?" a college head

asked indignantly not so many years ago. "The young
gentlemen are here only eight weeks at a time!

"
I remem-

ber my first college bath; the years turned back, and I

saw again the look of injured dignity in the haughty eyes
of a pet gander when tie saucer he had chosen for his

bath vanished under his feathers.

Dr. Johnson's college still uses candles. And Oxford

flourishes on an endowment that would hardly keep the

wolf from the door of a small American college. There

are no campaigns launched to make "the sunset years" of

the faculty secure. Yet men with fame in their names
1
Reprinted from The Forum, October, 1923, by permission of the Edi-

tors. Copyright, The Forum.
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teach there while their hairs grow white and their names

grow golden, and their books go around the world. Many
a don on a salary of an American high school principal
fills shelves of our university libraries with sound learn-

ing.

And there are more paradoxes than this of lean purses
and rich scholarship. Some of these dons write books

that children love, that men who come home with grime
on their hands enjoy. Others give their names to the

world on a new kind of pun. Some of them, authorities

on the morphology of Homeric verbs, catch astounding
fish or climb all manner of Alps. They put off gowns
and play Homeric tennis. Bearded like the major

prophets, book-laden and gowned, they pedal ahead of

captains of crew and rugby. They do things well, the

dons; they drink ale, they crawl under hedges, wear old

clothes, eat strawberry jam and cheese with ditchers and

diggers in village inns, and take nobody's backwash in

talk of ferreting and poaching; they know how to play;

they set down their learning so that it is pleasant to read;

they know how to live.

Oxford is the home of such paradoxes. There are no
"drives" for new equipment. Yet the old place grows,
is full of the youth and the promise of the best of Eng-
land and the Colonies. No great alumni bodies with

secretaries and reunions assist in keeping alive an Oxon-

ian tradition. But the tradition is there, and the old men
come swarming back to college cups and college boats

from the underside of the earth, from India and Mani-

toba, from veldt and pampas. Poets write verses about

Oxford; all her sons bring their renown home to her

towers and green gardens.
There is no great cult of athletics, no great Diana of

the Muscles before whom graduates prostrate themselves

and gouge their purses. There are no professional coaches
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to say that games should be work and not play, no gladi-

atorial schools hardening a handful of men for shows for

the many. Yet teams of the dark blue set up world

records and do glorious things in lands overseas.

The University is one without classrooms, without

quizzes, without lectures if you wish; each college has

its own tutors in subjects offered elsewhere; there is no
dose co-operation of departments as we have it; dons

overlap and contradict one another; it is their glory.
There is really no central office of information; the Ex-

cerpta e Statutis, written partly in the learned language
of Chaucer's day, is like an essay in Mediaeval meta-

physics or astrology. No advertising! I know an Ameri-

can professor who spent five years in getting the Excerpta,
and another five in attempting to decipher it.

There is a library, the Bodleian, the best university

library in the world; but you cannot take books out of

it, you must spend days in getting admitted to it, it

takes hours to have books found and fetched by irre-

sponsible shavers who play marbles on the way; you must

read by such light as filters through old glass covered

with Virginia creeper. The home of priceless manuscripts,
the "jewels of the learned," is unlighted, unheated, and

it doses at four in the afternoon.

And so it goes everywhere. Colleges compete with

public houses and supply the student with better ale and

cheaper than he can get elsewhere. Students must rise

each morning for chapel. Their windows are barred, and

they may study or not as they please. They must wear

gowns and pay a small fine for being let into college after

nine at night; they can steeplechase and bet, they can

hunt; they are bound by Mediaeval rules framed for

Mediaeval boys who had just slipped maternal apron

strings and put on paternal hose.

It is no wonder that the newly matriculated man from
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overseas goes about with a smile on his face the first

week. And yet that smile changes, grows into the smile

of a believer, stays on his face for better or for worse to

the end of his Oxford days, stays to sweeten all the days
and the ways of his life. This unique and refreshing

Oxonian pleasure, incredulous at first, becomes a creed

for living, for finding the humor in all things, for the

gospel and glory of old age.

There is a riddle to Oxford. But it is simple of solu-

tion. It is nothing more mysterious than this: here is a

university that teaches life, the life each undergraduate
is going to live. Other universities give one setting-up

drills, preparation for life; others teach departments of

life, athletics, teaching, business, religion; but all as

specialties. Say what one may, there is a Puritanic in-

tensity to all that most American undergraduates do.

Hence most American colleges are treadmills; in them
one goes through the steps that will give training in the

one set of interests of one's choosing, be they athletic or

intellectual. We go in for football or Greek poetry. In

rare instances for both; but always separately. We do
not combine the two. One has the Puritan's feeling of

the sanctity and aloofness of the affair at hand from all

that is easy and pleasant and comfortable and decorative.

And so we often miss the liberal and the magic of propor-
tion and vitality; and, missing these, miss life. For life

seems to be a mixed matter: geraniums and gerunds,

pancakes and talk of friends. We scrimmage or we scan;
and with our whole souls. A sense of the artistic or the

historical is as much out of place on the football field as

a joviality such as only a rare sense of the physical can

give is out of place among dead participles. Either way
we strain and contort and narrow ourselves, go into a sort

of Mediaeval absorption in the thing contemplated; the

green beauty of trees and blue loveliness of sky or the
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red pulse of life we lose from our beings along this Via

Negativa. On the playing fields our books are sealed to

us; among our books the kingliness of bodily well-being
is an unbidden guest. And Liberality sits widowed by.
Now obviously people must exercise, even though they

are business magnates or professors; and people must
read and think after the hours of bricklaying. Every man
must be able to get the fullest pleasure possible out of all

he does. Colleges ought to teach him so to do. Oxford
does teach a man this. Whatever else the University

might teach, she schools him in the way best to enjoy

himself, here and now, while the bloom of his prime is

still upon him. If a boy cannot feel the pulses of a book
beat when his own are all April and morning, his books

will always be mummies. If a young oarsman cannot feel

the rhythm that all the poets have found singing in their

hearts and the glory that all kingly minds have worn,
then his exercise in age will be a cheating of the grave
and not a daily poetry.

Youthful impressions go deepest; if the young can rub

elbows with all sorts of pleasant things, academic and

unacademic, if they can learn to live just as they would

like to live right up to the sunset, as they will live if they
are wise, then the race is won at the start. The young
Oxonian tastes the pleasant, varied things in store for

him beyond the University. On matriculation he is put

squarely upon the two feet that are to bear him to the

end. He can work or play, or he can find the golden,

mean in all things.

So much, in theory at least, the liberty of the Oxford

system allows him, this system without classroom exer-

cises, periodic examinations, or dose scrutiny of his

academic progress. Actually, however, he is guided on

every side by the example of older students and dons, mea
who have caught the magic of Oxford and who are mak-
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ing life seem a thing of great ease and gracefulness. There

is about Oxford, as about so many of the older English

things, something Chaucerian, something of the grace of

the Cavalier. Perhaps our fathers left our racial aptitude
for lightness and joviality behind them with the easier life

and surroundings when they spread out their Puritan

canvas to the west. Certainly, we take our genealogies,

our sports, our wars, and our learning much more seri-

ously than the English take theirs.

The very setting of Oxford is a paradox, the paradox
of life. Pigs would be out of place on most American

campuses; they are always about your feet in Oxford;

they gather especially about the steps of the Bodleian.

Lean cows and sheep, too, are always under your win-

dows. The whole soils of Berkshire and rich Oxfordshire

move into the City of Towers once a week on market days.
You can read Homer with Homer's men and Homer's
beasts beside you; a sheep drover may turn out another

Nestor when you get him into conversation.

The simplicities of life, the holy miracle of daily bread,
the stark kingliness of poverty, the wealth of simple faith

and belief, these you can learn from unspoiled children

of field and furrow right in the shadow of St. Mary's.
The cabmen alone are as good as Rabelais for your edu-

cation. You can look up from living books and see living
men of all picturesque sorts around you. Besides, outside

the City are a hundred villages where rich courses in

\mcommercialized human nature can be had for the walk-

ing. Great men of the cottages, "village Hampdens," can

join the great men of the colleges in teaching you that

life is a breathless beauty, that the commonest things and
the simplest are the brass and bronze that time cannot

move.

Then the undergraduates can prove to you that life is

a pleasant variety of things. They can help you to find
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yourself by showing how graceful it is, not to be exercis-

ing for life that is to come, but to be actually living it.

The young politicians of the Union Debating Society can

prove it to you in their very momentous meetings in

which M. P.'s and ex-Prime Ministers are met and con-

quered in the flesh, meetings that London newspapers

gravely report; not still-life debates, not preliminary les-

sons in politics, but the actual thing; and withal garnished
with such fluency, ease, and grace that visiting debating
teams with Puritanic stores of facts and transatlantic

seriousness have been utterly at sea.

The scholars of the University can instruct one in the

Greek tenet of the golden mean, too. They go out every

afternoon, all of them, just as they will do all their lives,

not because they are being loyal to their college or be-

cause they wish to win from Cambridge, but simply
because they like to play games, and simply because the

games they play are, not prayerful exercises in Spartan

discipline or grimly weeded-out drills for the very expert,

but pleasant and sociable affairs for even the inexpert
into which tea can and does intrude always at the stroke

of five, tea for which the British Tommy was well-nigh

ready to stop the late War, tea that nearly disrupted
one disgruntled American regiment I know of, newljr

arrived into the paradox of English life at old Winchester.

All boys like to play; they are boys for good and all,

even when their beards will be gray; so they play their

games. So runs the paradox of the scholars.

The athletes offer their paradox in turn. They are mea
who can usually write astonishingly well and who like

books so well that their minds are full of the figures of

speech and rhetorical and humane ornamentation of great

ideas even when they chase a football. I once heard a

prince of rugby players redte quite apropos a line of

Virgil after a hard tackle had smeared him with mud* No
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one ridiculed him. I think some one went him one better

and quoted Homer. At any rate, Oxford poets, who write,

not about life and death and love only, but about things

they know more intimately, puddings and jam and dons,

have a knack for giving literary grace to their lighter

verse by the use of literary and learned figures and allu-

sions. They mix their port and Plato, hexameter and

scrimmage. After all, Shakespeare did that sort of thing.

It is the way things run in life.

Find me a single college in America where the athlete

who wins his college letter and the student who makes
Phi Beta Kappa are regarded by their fellow students

as men of equal merit, and you have found the Oxonian

idea.

But I am confident there is not one such college in

our country. The "blue" and the "first" at Oxford are

absolutely as great in the undergraduate estimation. In

fact, it is hard to tell them apart; for the "blue" is

usually a scholarly man, and the "first" is probably an
excellent man with an oar or bat. They mix the good

things of life well. They like their books so well and they
feel their games so keenly that they cannot keep the two

apart. They are there to teach one how to get the best

sort of education, the old Athenian sort, the best in good
taste and great ideas and the best in sport for the glory
of the sport.

But, best of all, there are the dons. It would be a

strange sight in America to see a graybeard in running
"shorts" pursuing a college boat and pushing people into

the river as he ran, shouting and shooting a revolver

likely; it would be doubly strange if that venerable run-

ner were a professor of Latin. It is no uncommon sight
at Oxford. Or a college dean, perhaps, pouring out port
for one. What is there wrong about it? Why is it wrong
to mix two zestful matters? I know a vice-chancellor of
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Oxford who, in a tall and respectable hat which one had
to rescue from under the very wheels of a 'bus, led one

through ploughland and thorn to show one a Mediaeval

carving in a village church, a carving in which a bagpipe

player piped and a listener held hands to his ears in self-

defense. Double symbolism. . . . And to crown it all the

august man led his undergraduate, on a short cut, straight

into the quicksand of a barnyard.

Why should a vice-chancellor keep his pedestal always?
It is not fair to his university for him to do so. Oxford

tutors like the picturesque in quaint and simple ways and

men. November wheatfields are golden things, so are

young men, likewise the learned. It is impossible to dis-

entangle the threads of gold that make up the fabric of

Oxford. The old are so young and the young are so

venerable in the wisdom of doing things wholeheartedly
that age or station in life ceases to matter. And that,

after all, is what most human beings are after.

Why should one make education a matter of a hermit's

cell, a bitter, a hard exercise, or even a compartment of

life? Education cannot be better than the thing it is

after, and living is a whole affair. Red-blooded, good

earthy things ought not to be ill at ease in company with

the best things of the mind. Pindar ought not to put out

pudding. He does not at Oxford. There is no reason why
aristocracy, good clothes, and good living are not best for

right thinking. Oxford, since the day of Laud the most

aristocratic of universities, has proved it. There is no

reason why the glory of the mind should not go hand in

hand with the glory of the body. So the Oxonian man of

books plays games. There is no reason why learning

should be uncomfortable, or should make a hedgehog of a

man, or a pedant, or a dry statistician. Again Oxford

proves it.

There is no justification for getting shut off by one's
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education from one's fellows, from one's sympathy with

the lusty, grimy book of human nature that is a mender
of roads. At Oxford one reads him, with other books.

There is no call for learning to shut one away from other

beauties in field flowers, in trees, in animals, from dawn
and stars. There is no reason why learning should not

make of you a richer man, a better father of a family, a

playmate of boys, a lover of games, a greater lover of

youth, of the old hills and the new babies, of talking and

smoking, of wine and books and walks, of all things good
and sweet and fair.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why do Americans find Oxford paradoxical?
2. How are buildings at Oxford apt to differ from those on

American campuses?

3. How do endowments and salaries differ?

4. How would you characterize the various activities of Ox-
ford professors?

5. Are they different from American college professors?
6. Bo Oxford graduates love their alma mater?

7. Do Oxford athletic contests differ from those at American

colleges? Explain your answer.

8. How does the mode of education at Oxford differ from
that in American colleges?

9. How does the Bodleian library differ from libraries you
know?

10. What about student regulations?
11. What is the riddle of Oxford?

12. How might American colleges, their faculties, and their

students profit by a knowledge of Oxford's methods?

13. How is the setting of Oxford a paradox?

14. How may one learn of life as an Oxonian?

15. Are Oxford students interested in affairs beyond the col-

lege buildings? Explain your answer.

1 6. How is the golden mean exemplified in the lives of Oxford
students?
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17. What is their attitude in regard to games?
1 8. How do Oxford athletes differ from the majority found

in American colleges?

19. What are some of the extracurricular activities of the

Oxford dons?

20. Why does the author laud the Oxford method of educa-

tion?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Why I Should (Should Not) Enjoy the Oxford Life.

2. The Purpose of Education.

3. The Proper Relation of Sports to College Life.

4. The Proper Relation of Studies to College Life.

5. Oxford vs. American College Athletics.

6. Professors as I Like Them.
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SPORT VERSUS ATHLETICS x

ROBERT KILBURN ROOT

AMONG the countless thousands who flock, the nation

over, on a bright Saturday of mid-November to witness a

"big" football game in some nearby academic town, there

must be a few who, in the interval between the halves,
ask themselves, What is this amazing spectacle at which

they are assisting? How vast a swarming multitude!

Special trains by the score pour out their living freight;

the roads of a dozen counties overflow their brims with

the converging streams of motors; a battalion of special

police keeps the crowds in order; countless hawkers stri-

dently recommend stale edibles or "winning colors." And
the occasion of it all is that two and twenty college

youths are to play a friendly game of ball. While every
autumn sets new records of congregated attendance, there

is, I think, a steadily growing sense of something not

altogether right and normal in the great edifice of or-

ganized college athletics of which the "big" game is the

crowning pinnacle.

What is wrong? It is certainly no cause for regret that

the vigorous youth of our universities likes to play manly
games. Heaven forfend the contrary I If, then, I have to

speak with scant respect of organized athletics, the reader

will please understand from the start that I am no enemy
of outdoor games. On the contrary, my chief quarrel with

the existing state of organized athletics may be summed
1
Reprinted from The Forum, November, 1924, by permission of the

Editors. Copyright, The Forum.
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up in the fact that it is itself an enemy of healthy play.
The very word "athletics" suggests such analogous for-

mations as "mathematics" and "dynamics" and "kine-

matics"; and the very idea of "organization" belongs to

the workshop rather than the play-field. What purports
to be, and should in fact be, play and a game has been

bedeviled into a scientific profession. Our national curse

of commercialism has laid a coarse and heavy finger on
it. If college records show that football tends to make

Jack a dull boy, perhaps the explanation may be that

football as our colleges play it, is all work and no play.
If our college athletes are only technically amateurs,

and essentially professionals, something is indeed wrong.
Of professionalism in the narrowly technical sense of

the term there is, in our more reputable colleges, little or

none at all. The "amateur standing" of the young gentle-

men who exhibit their skill for your delectation is jeal-

ously guarded by many a taboo. If the college athlete

wishes to use the long summer holiday to earn money to

pay next year's term-bill, he must be careful that his

gainful occupation has no relation to sport. He may sell

groceries or safety razors; but he must not sell golf balls

or baseball bats. He may tutor a boy in Latin or algebra,

though the star athlete is not always fitted for this

occupation, but on peril of his amateur soul he must not

for hire teach a boy to play tennis.

But if the amateur code forbids that the college athlete

be a penny the richer for his mighty punts, it provides
that he shall not be a cent the poorer. He pays neither

for his railway ticket to Cambridge nor for his football,

not even for the clothes in which he plays. If the gate

receipts at Soldiers' Field are to amount to some hundred

and fifty thousand dollars, should not these things be
added to him freely at the hands of the athletic treasury?
Of course, in all equity. But if so, why has he not an
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equal right to some modest percentage of those same

gate receipts? Nefas, nefandwn! He would at once cease

to be an amateur! The code permits the one and sternly

reprobates the other.

Amateurs they are according to the letter of the code,
these sturdy youths of the football squad; but could there

be anything less amateur in its real essence than present-

day college football? Even the vast assemblage of spec-
tators is professionalized. If you go to a big league base-

ball game, you know that the players are professionals,
and that the whole affair is frankly and avowedly com-

mercial; but you, the spectator, may still be an amateur.

When you feel like yelling, your lungs may bellow forth

as lustily as you will; when you are disposed for gloomy
silence, you may hold your peace with a clear conscience.

But at a college football game your enthusiasm is organ-
ized. You cheer when you are ordered to cheer. It is a

kindly tyranny to be sure; for the cheer-leader in his

uniform of spotless white is a charming and engaging

lad, lithe and graceful in his amazing contortions, which

combine the sharp energy of a jumping-jack with the

gyrations of a whirling dervish. It were sullen and churl-

ish to refuse his blandishments, and is it not, after all,

part of the show? What a mighty frog chorus echoes

from the stands, what a deafening "tiger, siss, boom, ahl"

Yet it is not exactly spontaneous; and spontaneity is an

essential element in the amateur spirit.

The enthusiasm of the undergraduate spectators who
fill the sonorous cheering sections has for many weeks

before the game been artificially stimulated by an or-

ganized system of propaganda. The college daily has

solemnly preached to them the duty of being present not

only at the minor games, but at daily practice also, that

by their presence they may "support" the team. If on a

pleasant autumn afternoon they desert the hard seats of
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the stadium to play a round of golf or a set of tennis,

mere selfish exercise and sport, it is with the guilty con-

sciousness of a duty left undone. What if through lack

of "support" their team should lose the game? Are they

fiddling while Rome burns? Shortly before the "big"

game they are assembled in a great mass meeting rally,

where captain and coaches, and I fear sometimes even

officers of the university itself, appeal to the emotion

of "college spirit" till every last vestige of any just sense

of proportion is banished from their adolescent minds.

If the enthusiasm of the spectators is professionalized

out of all spontaneity, what of the twice eleven players

who are tensely waiting for the snap-back? That they
are a pair of disciplined teams instead of merely spon-
taneous individuals, each on his own, is entirely right.

But whence proceeds the discipline? Is it from the quar-
ter-back who sharply calls the signals? Is it from the

captain whom they have themselves elected? Only to the

smallest possible extent. So far as it is feasible to make
them so, they are highly trained automatons executing
the will of their coaches. There are dramatic moments,

when, with a fumbled ball loose on the field, an indi-

vidual must use his own quick intelligence and initiative.

Something must be left to the judgment of the quarter-

back, since the development of radio-telephony has not

yet devised a pocket receiving set which shall keep him
in constant touch with the coaches, and since one cannot

at every juncture of the game send in a messenger-boy
substitute. But as far as possible even the emergencies
have been foreseen. As for the broad strategy of the

game, it has been laid out in advance by the coaches;
and the tactics, running formations, wing-shifts, for-

ward passes, have all been studied out and perfected,
not by the boys who play, but by the council of elder

statesmen who sit, as statesmen always sit, on the side-
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lines. The intelligence and ingenuity of a highly paid

professional coach at Princeton is pitted against the skill

of another highly paid professional coach at Cambridge
or New Haven. And under this supreme dictator is a

small army of lesser coaches; so that it is hardly an

exaggeration to say that there is a coach for every one
of the eleven players. Head Coach X. is playing chess

with Head Coach Y. seated across the white-streaked

table, a very exciting game of chess in which the knights
and rooks and bishops, splendidly chiseled pieces though

they be, may, through human weakness, fail to carry out

the move that has been called.

And the animated chess-men themselves, what do they
think about it? They have competed with all that is in

their young bodies to "make" the team. They very natu-

rally covet the ephemeral glory they may win; they have
been taught to believe that they are "doing something"
for Harvard or for Yale or for Stanford, adding to the

prestige of those already somewhat eminent seats of

higher learning. Here they are in the Bowl, or the

Palmer Stadium, the cynosure of a hundred thousand

neighboring eyes. It is the "big" game; they have "made"
the team. Are they not supremely happy? In the sense

of ambition realized, no doubt they are. But the joy of

sport, the healthy fun of playing a beautiful game and

playing it well, it is not for them. I have talked to

many "varsity" players, and have never found one to

whom the football season, or at any rate the dosing
weeks of it, was not something to be stolidly endured.

They hate the daily grind of practice; they lie awake

o' nights with nervous apprehension of the fatal fumble

that they may make on the Great Day, before the doud
of accusing witnesses.

And we call it a game, and amateur sport! For the

spectators it is a splendid spectade, and an ecstasy of
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surging emotion. So, 1 am told, is the bull-ring at Madrid
or Mexico City. So, no doubt, must have been the gladia-

torial games in the great amphitheater at many a Roman

holiday. I would not have these comparisons misunder-

stood. I have no sympathy with the assertion that foot-

ball is a "brutalizing" game. You must, I understand,

to play it well, feel for the time being a bitter hatred for

the man opposite to you; but you must also control that

hatred, and self-control is anything but brutish. It is a

rough game, to be sure, but only wholesomely rough; and

it is no more dangerous to life and limb than many
another activity of generous youth. The game of football

as a game is a very fine game. But what you pay your
three dollars to see on a crisp November afternoon is not

a game, but a commercialized spectacle and an exhibition

of highly organized professional skill. Is it any part of

the proper function of a university to provide a great

public spectacle, the providing of which tends to the com-

plete subordination of proper university interests, not

only in the players but in the whole undergraduate body?
They do the thing better in Spain.

Is it wholesome that these honest lads should be made
a spectacle for the gaping multitude at three dollars a

seat, that their pictures should fill all the Sunday supple-

ments, that the quivering ether, if the physicists still

believe in ether, should be syllabling their names and

blazoning their every move to the "radio fans" of half a
continent? They are, moreover, innocent accomplices to

a huge hypocrisy, the pretense that all this is amateur

sport. They are amateurs only to the extent that an
established code deprives them of any personal share in

the profits of this pitiless publicity.

But if the individual player receives no money, the

athletic treasury receives a great deal. Gross receipts for

the football season of one of the major teams should not
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fall far short of three hundred thousand dollars. Even
after paying a dozen professional coaches and heavy inci-

dental expenses, there is a handsome profit. During the

year, the athletic treasury is further enriched by a smaller

profit from the baseball team, and by some net income
from hockey and basketball. This very considerable in-

come is expended to the last penny on the lavish main-

tenance of other forms of organized athletics which are

not commercially profitable. Besides the crews and the

track teams, "varsity" and freshman, there is a bewilder-

ing array of minor sports, swimming and water-polo,

gymnastics, lacrosse, soccer, golf, and tennis. At one

university the number of different sports so organized is

seventeen, and the number of separate teams engaged in

intercollegiate contests is nearly forty. There are coaches

and trainers to be hired, uniforms and equipment to be

provided, and expensive out of town trips to be financed.

Less profitably than football, but no less thoroughly,
these sports also are professionalized.

What can be done about it? One can think of several

things that might be done. One might, for example, push

present tendencies to their logical conclusion, drop all

pretense of amateur sport and be frankly professional.

Every institution of higher learning would then hire the

best players it could find, as it now hires the most skilled

professional coach. The boundless enthusiasm of the

sport-loving alumnus, that must now be held in check,

would then have free play. He could range through all

the promising athletic material of the country, and of his

bounty present to Harvard or Princeton or Yale the best

full-back that money will buy. When money payments
no longer made a player ineligible, we should hardly

debar Mm because of failure in the classroom. Is it not

even now intolerable that every season good football

players should be ineligible because they are deficient in
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their academic studies? Why should they even pretend
to be students? If it happens that a university student

can play football, the fact that he is a student need not

disqualify him for the employment. He may thus earn

his way through college, provided of course that he does

not let his studies interfere with football. Or if, now
and then, an athlete professionally resident in the uni-

versity town should, through some freak of temperament,
care to attend an academic lecture or two at hours which

do not interfere with practice, there should be no objec-

tion. But from all the impertinences of tests and themes

and term examinations the normal athlete would be com-

pletely exempt. If after many years of association with

a university he should covet such a thing as a degree, he

might be made Bachelor of Athletics, honoris causa, and

thus be able to subscribe himself B.A. The degree
of B.A. can already be acquired without a syllable of

Latin!

The suggestion is a fruitful one. The university which

already owned a championship football team might be-

come ambitious to attach to itself the heavy-weight boxing

champion. Mr. Dempsey, with the honorary degree of

B. Pug. in prospect, would not object to staining his

gloves a good gory crimson. Why not a university racing

stable, with Yale-Princeton meets at Belmont Park?
But enough of the reductio ad absurdum! Is there no

remedy that one could suggest in sober earnest? One
might, of course, stop by faculty decree all intercollegiate

contests. This remedy has often been proposed, and
was indeed for a time actually adopted by Columbia.
But it would be a pity, even in a relatively unimportant
realm of things, to add one more to the "Verboten" signs
which are coming to be the mark of American civilization.

Outright prohibition is usually an unintelligent way of

reforming social abuses. If outdoor games are a desirable
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element in a young man's life, as everyone admits, it is a

pity to deprive him of the added zest which comes from

competition beyond the boundaries of the college playing
fields. Only let it be an added zest rather than the one
and only incentive.

One can think of a number of remedies more intelli-

gent than outright abolition. One might begin by reduc-

ing very materially the number of intercollegiate contests

in a given season. During October a dozen Yale teams

might play football intramurally, and then in November
the best of these teams, or some composite of the best,

might meet champion teams similarly chosen at Prince-

ton and at Cambridge. One might curtail, or abolish

altogether, the professional coaching system. Suppose, for

example, Harvard, Yale, and Princeton should agree to

retain the skilled trainer, whose business it is to keep
the players in perfect physical trim, but leave to the

undergraduates themselves the devising of new forma-

tions, the training of recruits, and the strategy of the

game. One might charge one dollar instead of three for

a seat, and so lessen the implication of commercialism

which now pervades football, and the lesser organized

sports which are its pensioners. The resultant intercol-

legiate games would no doubt be less brilliant exhibitions

of football skill; but amateurs are usually less skilful

than professionals. With such a decrease in technical

skill, and the players once more amateurs in fact as well

as in name, football might be somewhat less interesting

to sporting editors, be less prominently displayed in the

daily press, and so occupy a less exaggerated place in

the national consciousness.

But I have scant faith in any program of reform, or

in any easy nostrum. What we need is, in theological

language, conviction of sin and a change of heart. So

long as the university world and its multitudinous patrons
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prefer the great spectacle of professionalized athletics,

there is little use in urging mitigations.

But do they so prefer? So far as one can discover, no
one in particular is responsible for the present deforma-

tion of college sport. It is *not the result of conscious

choice, but of blind drifting. The professional coaching

system, for example, has become more and more profes-

sional, more complicated and highly specialized, by the

same processes which turned all Europe into a camp of

competitive armaments. If one plays a game, one very

naturally wishes to win; and a genuinely amateur team
would have small chance to win against a professionally

trained rival. So, step by step, each would-be champion
meets and goes beyond its rival. The best hope for the

recovery of amateur methods lies in some Washington
Conference of the great athletic powers.

If the will is there, the way is easy* We may yet have
a chance to see amateur sport resume the place in our

university life so long usurped by the profession of or-

ganized athletics.

QUESTIONS:

1. Is an intercollegiate football game a spectacular affair?

2. Are academic people beginning to question the value of

such a display?

3. Is Professor Root opposed to atnletic contests as such?

4. Why does he daim that the present state of organized
athletics is "an enemy of healthy play"?

5. Are our college athletes, as a whole, technically amateurs?

6. Does Professor Root fed that they are essentially ama-
teurs?

7. Do college athletes receive any sort of compensation for

their services?

8. Is the cheering organized at an intercollegiate event?

9. Do students fed obliged to attend the games?
10. Has there been any change of sentiment in that regard?
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11. Why are students urged to attend the games?
12. Why do you attend?

13. Why are the individual players termed "highly trained

automatons"?

14. Are the coaching staffs large in number?

15. How do the players feel about the big games?
1 6. Does Professor Root feel that football is a "brutalizing"

game? Explain your answer.

17. Is such a spectacle as a big intercollegiate game beneficial

to the players?
18. Are the results beneficial to the players?

19. Are intercollegiate games profitable for the athletic depart-
ment?

20. How are the funds derived therefrom normally used?

21. Is such a use wise?

22. Does the situation need changing? Explain your answer.

23. Should we make our college football teams purely profes-
sional?

24. Should we abolish intercollegiate contests?

25. Should we lessen their number?
26. Would the further development of intramural sports im-

prove the situation?

27. Should we ban paid coaches?

28. How did the present complicated system come into being?

29. Have the public and the press had a part in this develop-
ment? Explain your answer.

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Intercollegiate football as I See It.

2. Why I Attend (Do Not Attend) the Football Games.

3. Possible Changes in Intercollegiate Football.

4. The Thrill of a Big Intercollegiate Game.

5. The Life of a College Football Player.

6. College Life without Intercollegiate Football.
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HERBERT EDWIN HAWKES, dean of Columbia College, was
born at Templeton, Massachusetts, on December 6, 1872. He
pursued all of his undergraduate and graduate study at Yale

University, receiving the A.B. degree in 1896. Later he re-

ceived the graduate degrees of M.A. and Ph.D.
From 1898 to 1910 he taught mathematics at Yale. Since

then he has been associated with Columbia. Dean Hawkes is

the author of numerous scholarly articles of mathematical re-

search and, also, of several textbooks. College What's the

Use? (1927) isa sane, straightforward discussion of the Ameri--

can college situation.

"Fraternities" which is Chapter VIH of College What'?
the Use? presents a wise and impartial view of its subject.

Dean Hawkes states, at the outset, the human being's essential

craving for a share in mysteries and rituals restricted to the

few. He demonstrates that the college fraternity system fills

the gap between childhood's jealously guarded secrets and the

various fraternal organizations of the adult world. Finally, he

presents and explains the conglomeration of good and evil

apparently inherent in the college fraternity system.
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FRATERNITIES *

HERBERT E. HAWKES

ANY fair discussion of the fraternities in our colleges
must take account of two aspects of the question. One
is general, and has to do with a fundamental hunger for

the kind of companionship that fraternities are supposed
to afford. This feature of fraternity life has its appli-
cation in any kind of institution, since it depends on the

social instincts of the human animal. The other depends
on local conditions in the particular college that one may
have in mind. The conditions described in this second

part of the discussion cannot be supposed to hold in col-

leges where the traditions and attitudes are different.

Most people like secrets. Children are always whis-

pering their little confidences to the inner circle, in the

hope that those not in the inner circle will be moved with

envy and perhaps jealousy, or even fear of the superior

knowledge which is so shrouded in mystery. Mystic
catchwords whose significance is known only to the few

enhance the wonder of the uninitiated. When these chil-

dren grow up, they retain a good deal of this primitive
desire for a secret society with all of the ritual and

symbolism that go with it. Those outside the pale may
or may not suffer from an inferiority complex, but surely

those inside are conscious of a knowledge and experience
that set them apart from the common herd. The older

generation have high-sounding titles, just like the chil-

1
Reprinted by permission from ColleseWkafs The Use? by Herbert

E. Hawkes, Copyright, 1927, by DouNeday, Doran and Company, Inc.
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dren's. The very names of the Serene Archon, the Im-

perial Wizard, or the Most Sublime Ruler are surely

enough to excite the curiosity and perhaps the admiration

of the outsider.

If this sort of thing has the hold that we all recognize

on grown men and women, it is inevitable that boys and

girls in school and college should organize their fraterni-

ties to fill in the interval between the childhood secrets

and the imposing major mysteries of the great fraternal

organizations. In some colleges, the secret and cryptic

features of the fraternities are played up to a superlative

degree. So much so that even the mention of the sacred

name of the society in the presence of a member will

cause him to withdraw from the company, outraged, but

"dignified and stately." In most colleges, no such exclu-

siveness regarding fraternities exists. They may have

their little secrets, but they are less awful in their solem-

nity. In late years, most fraternities have been adopting
a spirit of close brotherhood inside the house, to be sure,

but a far less exclusive relation than formerly toward

other fraternities and toward the group of non-fraternity
men.

The advantages of a good fraternity to its members
and to the college of which it is a part are very dear
and unquestionable. To have the opportunity to feel the

dose fraternal bond with a group of congenial spirits

emphasizes and brings to a high state of perfection one
of the richest and most worth-while emotions of which

one is capable. Friendship, confidence, loyalty, are great

words, and stand for noble ideals. Each of them and

many others besides are or may be fostered to a high

degree by a healthy fraternity life. There is no doubt

that, in many cases, the fraternity does contribute to its

members a richness of experience that nothing else has
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ever given them. The stronger brothers help the weaker

by protecting them against their lower selves and against

all sorts of tendencies that might lead them wrong. I

know of scores of instances where this has been done.

Usually, outsiders do not know much about such things.

Not infrequently fraternity men come to me for help in

their efforts to induce a wayward brother to behave

himself more correctly. Still more often I find the great-

est help in straightening out a boy who is going wrong

by an appeal to his fraternity brothers.

There are, however, grave dangers in the path of the

fraternity system. When a shroud of secrecy is pulled
in front of a group of boys or men, either, for that

matter the temptation is very strong to use it as a cover

for a lot of things that are not any too lovely. The

temptation to use the fraternity as a screen for all kinds

of excess is well known. The scenes described in some-

what over-lurid language in The Plastic Age probably
did not all take place in any one fraternity or even in

any one college, but men from at least half a dozen of

the best colleges in the eastern part of the country told

me that they thought the author of this somewhat over-

drawn book must have taken his point of departure from

their fraternity.

In the matter of drink, the situation is neither simple
nor easy to manage, especially for a college in a large

city. Even though there be a house rule against bringing

liquor inside the house, and there is such a rule in most

houses, the dear brother from an out-of-town college

often comes to the great city. It is not at all unusual,

that under those circumstances, he allows himself more
excesses than are usual at home. Not infrequently he

makes the local chapter house the headquarters for Ms

gaiety. All this makes it very hard for the undergraduates
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to manage things rightly, even if they are disposed to do

so, which unfortunately is not always the case.

The same screen is used as a covering for dances,

which are usually quite proper, but which occasionally

are anything but proper, even under the rather broad

definition of propriety that is prevalent nowadays. In

most colleges, the fraternity house is owned by a group
of alumni trustees and is not legally under the jurisdic-

tion of the college. Hence, any system of chaperonage
under the administration of the college is a matter of

courtesy on the part of the fraternity rather than of

legal right. About the only way to reach an unruly fra-

ternity is either through the officials of the national chap-
ter or through the local alumni. Appeal to either one of

these groups is usually effective.

On the whole, I do not think that the fraternity situa-

tion is deteriorating. Any one house has its ups and

downs, but, by and large, bad as they sometimes are,

they are no worse than they were in the days of their

members' fathers.

For boys of an easy-going temperament a fraternity
is likely to be a great menace. The houses are usually

very comfortable. There is always someone sitting

around playing cards or gossiping, and there is usually a
certain group in any fraternity that is trying to get by
with as little work as possible. If a boy without much
backbone gets into such an atmosphere, he is likely to

sit around, not only during the time that is his legitimate

leisure, but also during the collective leisure time of the

whole house. It is by no means easy for a boy who is

inclined to be lazy or easily led to keep from wasting a

prodigious amount of time in a fraternity house. He
may not do anything low or vicious, but time just slips

through his fingers. If I had a boy of this temperament
I should question very seriously whether the kind of
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fraternity that one usually knows would be of enough
benefit to him to pay for the risk involved.

It goes without saying that fraternities are cliques,

and by their very nature lend themselves to college poli-

tics in its worst form. If the offices in the college paper

get into the hands of one fraternity for one year, they
are pretty likely to stay there so long as there is anyone
in the house with a glimmer of ability in running a paper,
and sometimes even longer. The combinations of fra-

ternities to swing the various college elections are so

exactly similar to what one sees in real political life that

they do not require elaboration. In this field, the boy
is father to the man, just as in the case of the mystic
features of the fraternity. I do not believe that, in the

very nature of things, it is possible to get away from the

political activities of fraternities until we have the perfect
state run by one who everybody admits is the wisest

man. But that day is not approaching with any alarming

rapidity.

The inside dissensions in fraternities are more serious

and also more nearly remediable. If incoming students

are pledged to fraternities too early, before they have

an opportunity to be certain that the group will be a

congenial one, trouble is certain to arise. All too often

I have seen a fine boy of great force and strength of

character sandbagged into a fraternity in which there

was no one else of his kind. If he stands up for what

he thinks is the right way to manage things, he is voted

down and out, and left not only with few dose associates

out of his fraternity, but no sympathetic friends in it

The results are sometimes almost tragic. So far as I can

see, the only way to avoid inside trouble in a fraternity

house is about the same as that of avoiding an unhappy
marriage. Let both parties have abundant chance to be-

come thoroughly acquainted before either is committed to
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any alliance. Love at first sight may be an indication

of congeniality, but it ought to be backed up by some-

thing more durable before any serious step is ventured.

The financial side of the fraternity question is most
serious and difficult. In many colleges the wealthy
alumni build and furnish young palaces as chapter

houses, affording a degree of elegance that many of the

boys have never known and will never know again.

Often, the actual management of these houses is in the

hands of inexperienced undergraduates who may mean

very well, but who have no idea how to make things
come out even. As a result, the butcher and the coal

man are not paid, and the ever-ready alumni have to

settle up, or the house goes on the rocks. So large a

proportion of boys who go to college nowadays and who
are good fraternity material have to earn their way that

it is almost impossible for the active membership to pay
the running expenses of the house. There seem to be

only two alternatives, either an adequate endowment of

the house so that boys of small means can join, or a

smaller number of fraternities all of which could be run

by those able to pay the bills. In many colleges, this

situation is acute, and is the cause of a serious deteriora-

tion of the whole fraternity system. A house that is not

well conducted as regards maintenance and general clean-

liness is a damage not only to its members, but through
them to the whole college.

The question that one would like to answer is whether,
on the whole, fraternities are a damage or a blessing. I

do not think that this question can be answered in one

word. If we do not have fraternities, we shall have some-

thing else that answers the same purpose, so long as

human nature remains as it is. I know that they can

be of the greatest benefit both to their members and to

the college, when they are conducted well. When they are
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at their worst, they can be sinks of iniquity that no self-

respecting boy would enter, and of which no father would
advise his son to become a part. The question would not

be so interesting if it were not so complex. I think, how-

ever, that, in the case of any college boy, he should be
certain that his choice of a fraternity is based on some-

thing real and solid before he takes the final plunge.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the first aspect of the fraternity question men-
tioned by Dean Hawkes?

2. What is the lure of secrecy for all ages?

3. Why is it natural that fraternities and sororities or similar

organizations should flourish?

4. What are the advantages afforded its members by a good
fraternity?

5. What are the advantages afforded a college by a good

fraternity?

6. What type or types of students may be materially bene-

fited by membership in a good fraternity?

7. Why does a shroud of secrecy tempt some to commit a

wrong act?

8. What is the greatest evil permitted in a lax fraternal or-

ganization?

9. Why is it difficult in many colleges for the authorities to

supervise satisfactorily Greek letter activities?

10. Is drinking common within fraternity houses?

11. How is the boy or girl of easy-going temperament apt to

be harmed by life in a Greek letter organization?

12. Does such harm necessarily ensue?

13. Why are fraternities and sororities apt to exert a baleful

influence upon college politics?

14. Why does Dean Hawkes declare that in this case "the boy
is father to the man"?

15. Do individual students sometimes find themselves pledged
to uncongenial organizations?

16. How can such an eventuality be avoided?
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17. Why is the financial side of the fraternity question seri-

ous?

1 8. What is Dean Hawkes' first suggestion for obviating that

difficulty?

19. What is his second suggestion?
20. Which do you consider more feasible? Explain your an-

swer.

21. Can one do away with fraternities or similar organiza-
tions? Explain your answer.

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. A High School Pupil's Opinion of College Fraternities

(Sororities).

2. My Parents' View of College Fraternities (Sororities).

3. Some of the Benefits of the Fraternity System.
4. Some of the Evils of the Fraternity System.

5. Why I Approve (Disapprove) of College Fraternities.

6. A Prep's (Pledge's) Experiences.

7. A Fraternity Chapter's Obligation to the College.
8. Is Social Life the Chief Benefit Conferred by Fraternities?
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the New York State Chamber of Commerce in 1928, is a con-

cise, direct statement of the college's aim in terms of the busi-

ness world.
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THE TRUE EDUCATION *

A, LAWRENCE LOWELL

I WAS asked to say something about the relation of

colleges to business, but if I may be permitted I should

rather talk about business my business for I am a

manufacturer, as my forebears were before me, and I

want to advertise no, that is not the proper word I

want to let people know the quality of the goods that we
produce.

My forebears made cotton goods. The concern that I

belong to has a different kind of product, but it is an old

and well established concern; it is the oldest corporation
now existing in the United States. In eight years the

business will be 300 years old, which is more, I thiilk,

than any other here represented.
What we produce is men. I am speaking not of th^

professional schools, but simply of the college. We make
men. It is a curious product. It is one that you cajcot
standardize, because it is a biological.product anc^lfcre-

fore, it cannot be wholly standardized. Nev^raelessr

there are different grades in the mods we produce, and
one of the difficulties we find in marketing^our product
is that business men are very apt to prefer our- second-

class goods and then complain that they are not first rate.

I remember some years ago a business man said to

me>
<cY0u are not teaching your students as you ought

to. A good many of them go into brokers' offices, and
* An address delivered before the New York State Chamber of Com*

merce in 1928. Reprinted by permission of President Lowell,
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they sell stocks and bonds to their fathers' friends, but

they do not progress much." I began to think that over

and said: "If you let us do what all other manufacturers

do, recommend our own goods, you will find a very dif-

ferent result."

Mr. Walter Gifford has made some very interesting

statistics, which he published in Harper's Magazine, and

which, perhaps, some of you have seen. He employs
some thousands of college graduates, and it occurred to

him that, being an honor graduate from college himself,

he might see how other men did in relation to their rank

in college. He graded these men for the periods they
had been in his employ and compared that with the rank

that they had obtained while in college. He found that

for the five first years, while men were learning their

business, there was little difference, but from that time

on the better students in college got larger salaries. By
the way, the comparison was wholly made not by esti-

mates but by salaries actually paid. He found that from
tlfet time on they departed more and more; that the men
who had been in the first third of their class in college

'were earning larger salaries than those in the second

third, and those in the second third more than those in

th^fchird third; and that this divergence continued until

they||^d been out about twenty years, when it accentu-

ated itself very much, the better scholars rising and the

lower scholars falling off relatively more.

Tie goods we produce are of a peculiar character. The
machine, if you choose to call it so, that we place upon
the market does not ran very smoothly for the first hun-
dred miles or so, by which I mean that it will* not run
as well as an inferior machine which has already been

running for some time, but try it and let it run a while and
then see how it compares. I think you win see that the
difference is very considerable by that time.
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Now, what is our process of manufacture? How do we

try to make these queer and uncertain goods? We pur-

sue a policy which is not wholly understood by those

who do not know the constitution of the human mind.

I was very much struck, in reading Trevelyan's History

of England, at a remark he made about the medieval

universities, and if I may I will simply read it because

I do not want to massacre the words of a man like George

Macaulay Trevdyan. He says:

The chief study of the medieval universities was a peculiar

school of logic. . . .

The great work of medieval logic and scholasticism was to

train and subtilize the crude intellect of Europe. The intel-

lectual progress by the Middle Ages is to be measured not by
results in original thought, which was under an interdict, or at

least in strict confinement, but by the skill with which men
learned to handle their philosophic material. Though much of

the subject matter of their disputes seems to us as vain and

nugatory as the much debated problem "how many angels can

stand on the point of a needle," the debt we owe to these

ancient choppers of logic is none the less great for being strictly

inestimable.

There is a theory, at one time called ^Tl^ Rfy^pit^ila^

tion Theory," which was that all people growing up
recapitulated the history of the human race, that the child

starts as a savage, then becomes a barbarian, then semi-

civilized, and so on. Tftat theory has been naturally dis-

carded because we know that infants are not
savagesj,

Nevertheless^ there is something true about it in that the

mind 9f fTl
fi nr& jmt as

ii5vfei5tiS trained rr\er\ fo ffi.flk fthstragtly..^o%Jbaa*

djjP[j^ -tMr material, to entertain abstract

ideas
y
to think de^y ^nd fo> ^^elfipS^power x

ibfdeeJing

could not be perceived by the materST
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senses^which was later of value when applied to useful

fesults; so it is true that the cultivation of the mind by
the colleges is a^ attemBttQj^^ke men think accurately,

tQj|iscern tetweerHji^^
~

to tramtibi^lm^nation to^asptiiings that

cannot be fgltJ2ILBgrceive3rby tiie materi^se^esr^hat
coUege education! It is not merely

to give knowledge. Knowledge vanishes awajr,. but wis-

dom remains, and that', I take it, is after alfaperception
of ffie" relative value of things. I know that some of you
are saying to yourselves : "This is very well, but why not

teach a man to think on subjects that he can apply?

Why will not things that are useful train the mind as

well as things that are useless?" The answer is simply
that dealing with the concrete does not lead to the knowl-

edge of the abstract. The study of that which is directly

applicable does, not tend to give a grasp of things which
are not perceived by the senses. The mind that is directed

toward the practical does not indulge itself in
flightsjaf

imagination and thereby enlarge its scope.
*^"remember well when I was in college studying com-

parative anatomy and physiology with William James.
He told me that he could pick out of the dass the men
who intended to be doctors because they spent their time

in studying human bones, and thereby failed to grasp, as

the rest of us did, the physiology, that is, the functions

of animal life, which were, after all, the essential and
valuable things in the course.

Let me put it in a different way. The real thing we
want is not knowledge but Resourcefulness. What I mean

by that*S"iffianEe art of life, the art wMch creates things

both greaj and small, is not the capacity for solving

problems,
?

That may seem a ^curious statement, but the

real art of Kfp njWfefr fr
1 fi*hig

be solvedand the person who can find out what the
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problem to be solved is, is the man who can make the

real contributions to life. It is comparatively easy to

train people to solve problems when they are stated, but

the man who can see a new problem, and state it is the

nmri %wKcTmakes the real advance. And that is true in

everything. You all know perfectly well that the young
man you want in your business is the man who will per-
ceive something that needs to be done and has not been
done. Finding out how to do it is comparatively simple.

It happened to be my good fortune to meet some time

ago two men who have made great contributions to medi-

cine. One of them was Banting. I took the privilege of

an older man and said: "Tell me how you found it," and
he told me how he made the discovery of insulin. It was
a marvelous story. Shortly after that I happened to ask

our Dr. Minot how he happened to get hold of the use

of the liver treatment for pernicious anemia, which has

practically abolished the disease, always fatal before, but

now banished. He told me how he did it, and in each

case the great thing was finding out what the problem to

be solved was. The solving it afterward took more time,

but the really great thing was finding out what the prob-
lems were to be solved. That, we say, is resourcefulness,

and that is what we
reall^are attempting to impart.

How
caii(resourcefifcesj^e acquired? Is it by pump-

ing into a ^lan^lnformafibn? Not at all. There is only
one thing which will really train the human mind, and

that is the voluntary us^ofjhenaind-by the man himself.

You may aid him, you may guide him, you may suggest

to him, and, above all, you may inspire Mm; but the only

thing that is worth having is that which he gets by his

own exertions, *and what he gets is proportionate to the

effort he puts into it. It is the voluntary exercise of his

ow^ mind, and I care very little about what he exercises

it upon.
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In his study I noticed that Mr. Gifford paid no atten-

tion whatever to what subjects his men had studied, and

I fancy the reason was he did not consider that impor-
tant. I myself made some studies twenty-five years ago
about the relation between rank in college and rank in

our law and medical schools, where I could easily get

the figures, and I found just the same thing he found,

that the men who had ranked high in college of course,

with many exceptions were on the average the men who
ranked high in the law and medical schools. I took also

in that case the subjects they had studied, and I found

that it made no difference. There was no perceptible

difference between the men who had studied one subject

or another, but there was a great superiority on the part
of the men who really had done well in college, who had

sharpened their minds by hard thought.

Given a certain voltage of intellectual power and, save

in men who are unusually constituted, you can turn it

into almost any channel and make it effective. The im-

portant thing is the degree of voltage, and that must
come by making the mefy desire to educate themselves.

At one time there was a theory that the way to make
men educate themselves was to let them select the subject
in which they were interested and study that. The trouble

is that nine boys out of ten at that age have no real

interest, and if you ask them what their interest is they
will select the thing which offers the least obstacle. In

other words, their object, instead of being to cultivate

their minds by effort, is to attempt to cultivate their

minds with the least expenditure of energy. Now, that is

the wrong way. Anyone who desals with young men who
have an occupation realizes that almost anyone win be-

come interested in that which he really does earnestly.
In other words, doing comes not from interest, butinter*
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est cqg^ fT9iQ4o^g That is, all of you are interested

icrthe'things you are doing. It is not because you were

born with a natural interest for that particular kind of

business. You know perfectly well you could have slid

into something else; but as soon as you do a thing and

try to do it well, you become interested in doing it. You
feel that it is worth while.

Such is the way we are trying to educate in our fac-

tory, and when I say "our" I mean the colleges of the

United States. We are today aware of the fact that there

has been a great deal too little energy put by students

voluntarily ,tiito their wort'/ We think that our product
has improved, and to revert to what I said in the begin-

ning, if it costs more, try it and see whether it is worth

the cost.

And, above all, let us ask you one thing: Help us to

make a good product. When your son goes to college do
not be satisfied that he gets by, creeps through and ob-

tains those other very substantial advantages which come
from college; but feel that he goes there to get an educa-

tion, and let him understand that it is the education you
expect him to get.

The great trouble that we have is with parents who
do not desire that their son shall get an education: Why,
then, do they send him to college?* I wfll not attempt to

answer that question. You can answer it better than I

can. But the fact is that many parents do not seriously

care whether their boy obtains the best education of

which he is capable/ In other words, they do not seri-

ously care that he should leave college Ayith a well-trained

and a self-trained brain which- can be turned into fields

of great utility for this cpuntry.

Now, I think any man is entitled to think that the

particular thing in which he is engaged is the most im-
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portant for the country, and, therefore, you will pardon
me if I believe our product of men is the most important

for the future, and I bespeak your assistance in helping

to hold up our hands in making good that product which

will determine the fate of America in the next century.

QUESTIONS:

1. In what sense is President Lowell eminently a manufac-

turer?

2. Can the "making" of men by colleges be standardized?

Explain your answer.

3. What important fact did Mr. Gifford's investigation sub-

stantiate?

4. Can the inferior student temporarily appear to advan-

tage?

5. What, according to Trevdyan, was the aim of the medie-

val universities?

6. Is there a parallel between the medieval method and the

modern one?

7. What is "the great object of college education"?

8. What is the advantage of dealing partially with the ab-

stract?

9. Why did many pre-medical students in William James'
class fail to grasp the essentials of the course?

10. Is the attainment of specific knowledge our chief aim in

undergraduate work? Explain your answer.

11. Why is it much more difficult to "see a new problem"
than to solve it?

12. What is the significance of the anecdotes concerning Dr.

Banting and Dr. Minot?

13. Is there any objection to letting undergraduates choose
aH their subjects?

14. What rouses a student's interest in a subject?

15. What attitude does President Lowell desire that parents
assume in regard to their children in college?

1 6. Do parents always know what they desire their children
to obtain from college studies?
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POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Colleges a Mammoth Chain of Factories.

2. Does Application to College Studies Pay?
3. Transforming the High School Senior into a College

Graduate.

4. Students Who Fail to Find the Forest because of the

Trees.

5. Why I Came to College.

6. Training Students to Use Their Faculties.
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REVOLUTION ON THE CAMPUS *

CARL HOLLEDAY

"UNPROGRESSIVE and fossilized" seem to be the favorite

words to apply to the American college or university

when the popular magazine writer sets his pen to the task

of telling mankind how to educate youth. "It is an
unusual week/' declared one of our most prominent edu-

cators recently, "when some facile author does not write

disparagingly of the college." And the pity of it is that

the average layman believes the facile author and con-

cludes that higher education in this country is at a stand-

still and has been these many years.
The facts are to the contrary. Today undoubtedly the

most self-searching, most self-critical, most venturesome

organization in our national life is the American college.

The tremendous educational experimentation now under

way in this field of activity is, perhaps, so recent that

few citizens not directly connected with college life realize

the revolutionary significance of it all.

Possibly this radical experimenting began with the

successful plan of the great Negro educator, Booker T.

Washington, when he introduced at Tuskeegee the scheme
of alternating classroom or recitation work throughout
the school day with hand work. The student, so Dr.

Washington thought, should pass from an hour in the

shop or the field or the laboratory to an hour of written

or oral activity a simple enough plan which should re-

1
Reprinted from The North American Review, April, 1929, by permis-

sion of the publishers and the author.
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lieve the boy from half of the obvious boredom now

oppressing him. If the student could go from a period in

the physics laboratory and write in the composition class

what he had just been doing in the laboratory, then in

the third hour pass to the field for his agriculture lesson,

and return to the classroom to try to express in a foreign

language what he had been doing, he would find in the

college routine a blessed variety that would prevent the

usual folding of the hands in sleep during the lecture

hour. The plan was successful at Tuskeegee, and grad-

ually the plain common sense of it is permeating American

colleges.

A method following the same principle is, however,

making much more rapid progress in American higher

education, the so-called Cincinnati or Schneider Plan of

Cooperative Education, thus named because introduced

by Dean Herman Schneider of the University of Cin-

cinnati. The idea is simply this: Let the student study
the theory of the subject a certain number of weeks in

the classroom, and then work out that theory in actual

practice for wages in a factory or office. At Cincin-

nati and other institutions the schedule has usually been

"two weeks in and two weeks out," but in some colleges,

such as Antioch, the time spent in shop or office has fre-

quently been extended to as high as six weeks.

This indeed follows the ideal of "learning by doing."
The boy absorbs thoroughly what books and professors
have to say of dynamos, business procedure, what not.

Then out into the world he goes to demonstrate what the

theory has explained. And when that youngster rolls up
his sleeves and gets his hands dirty and at the end of

the week receives a pay envelope, he realizes, as the old-

time student never realized, the practical value of a

theory.
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Of course, under such a system, a longer period for

graduation is required five years at Cincinnati and An-

tioch; but is not the extra time well compensated? Such
a young bachelor comes forth, not only with a talking

knowledge, but with a doing knowledge of the profession,

industry, or process. So successful has the venture been

at Cincinnati that the College of Commerce has been

united with the College of Engineering in order that the

cooperative plan may be demanded for future business

men as well as for future engineers. At Antioch this is

the procedure in practically every subject, Journalism
and Sociology as well as Chemistry and Commerce, and
no matter how wealthy a student may be he is expected

during each semester to earn wages while actually work-

ing out in neighboring industries the principles heard in

the classroom.

The average American university is far too big for its

own good. The influx of students during the last decade

has been terrifying. Some schools have cut the Gordian

knot by refusing to take more than a certain number of

applicants. Others have attempted to keep back the

deluge by increased entrance requirements, intelligence

tests and vastly harder preliminary examinations. But
the flood has swept over such barriers. A new plan had

to be devised. It is plainly the ancient Oxford and Cam-

bridge method of dividing a great university into many
small colleges. Expensive, without doubt; but is not

expensive, efficient education better than cheap, farcical

education?

Some five years ago President R. M. Hughes, of Miami

University, Oxford, Ohio, proposed the division of that

institution into a group of colleges of about 250 students

each. Each college was to have its own class buildings,

dormitories, Dean and Faculty. It would mean astound-
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ing duplication, but it would also mean small, well-taught

classes, and that intimate relationship between professor
and student so sadly lacking in the mob-like university
of today.

Unfortunately, the State of Ohio could not provide the

funds for the Miami project, but in California the idea

has been carried out in the institutions known as Clare-

mont Colleges. Recently there was added to Pomona

College of this system a sister school, Scripps College,

and it is proposed that when this new institution reaches

an enrollment approximating 300 a third one shall be

established. Thus, at length, a chain of small, thoroughly
efficient colleges, each having its own Faculty, will give

to a large number of students that individualized instruc-

tion resulting in genuine higher education.

The latest advocate of the plan is Harvard, and a fund

of many millions has recently been presented to the Uni-

versity to make possible the formation of a large number
of colleges, each possessing some 200 students. It is a

consummation devoutly to be wished, for all huge Ameri-

ican universities; for those of us engaged in higher edu-

cation have known these many years that the modern

attempt at mass education is a tragi-comedy.

Further, to offset the malignant effects of this very
effort toward mass education, a number of the richer in-

stitutions notably Harvard, Princeton, and the Univer-

sity of Washington have introduced what has long been

used at Oxford and Cambridge, the tutorial system. Ad-

mittedly it is costly; only colleges with great resources

have thus far dared to undertake it. But the resulting

fruitfulness in accurate and enthusiastic scholarship has

fully justified the unusual expenditure.
Under this system the students attend, of course, the

regular lectures and recitations; but, in addition, they
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meet in small groups of five or six to discuss the various

subjects with tutors. Such conferences are quite informal.

Here in the tutor's or the student's room conversation

centres about some particular field in which all are work-

ing, books are discussed, papers and reports are read,

and often impromptu debates are held. The youngster
who comes unprepared to such a meeting frankly feels

like a fool amid his informed and interested companions.
Such tutors, however, must not be inexperienced young

fellows, but thorough scholars, possessing that rare attri-

bute, a magnetic personality one that attracts youth and

draws out the best intellectual efforts of the collegian.

And such men cannot be obtained for a pittance; at Har-

vard the salary of a tutor frequently approaches that of

a full professor. The result is a very high cost for each

student. But, again, is not a genuinely good education

"a pearl of great price"?

Now, another plan a mightily attacked one for

granting the student that personal attention so often

missed in large universities is that of segregating Fresh-

man and Sophomore classes into a Junior College within

the university. The theory is that these lower classmen,
with their own director and Faculty largely devoting their

energies to courses in the first two years, can have indi-

vidual guidance and can be taught according to secondary
school methods. For, declares a rather large group of

educators, the first two years of the American college are

merely a continuation of high school work. Such special-

ists, in fact, go so far as to maintain that college Fresh-

man and Sophomore courses might logically be attached

to the high school curriculum, and that the genuine col-

lege or university should begin with the present Junior
dass.

From its very birth the University of Chicago has had
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such a Junior College; the University of Toledo has had
one for several years; and late in 1928 the University
of Michigan attempted to create such an organization
with rather disastrous results, as educational circles are

now well aware.

For the scheme has its thousands of bitter and sarcas-

tic foes. The idea met with violent opposition on the part
of many of the most noted scholars at the University of

Michigan, and was recently dropped with surprising sud-

denness upon the resignation of the President. Through-
out the collegiate world the enemies of the innovation

stoutly argue that the American college should remain a

four-year unit, that the eighteen-year-old boy or girl

needs and desires a distinct change in method and out-

look when leaving high school, that secondary school

procedures should not invade the college, and that such

a cleavage as the Junior College demands should not be

allowed to cut across the curriculum and the life of any
department in a four-year college. Many an opponent is

sincere in his fear that the American college "will be

ground out of existence between the upper and nether

millstones of the Graduate School and the Junior

College."

Perhaps the plan at Yale, of having a Dean of Fresh-

men, or the plan at Harvard, of having a common course

for all Freshmen, is wiser. The average Freshman does

need guidance much of it and the manner of instruct-

ing might well be of a transition type between that of high
school and that of college. The Dean of Freshmen,
supervising such guidance and instruction for first-year

men, may be of considerable benefit to beginners in a

collegiate career.

The homely old adage declares, "Every man must stand
on his own feet." The feeling is exceedingly strong that
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college students have not been standing on theirs; in

fact, many have not even been sitting up, academically.

They have been drifting from lecture to recitation to

laboratory, lackadaisically occupying space in the class-

room, and taking this or that course, not through inter-

est, but simply for the degree credits attached to it. Par-

ticularly has this been true of the blase upper-classman
who apparently has been "fed up" on routine instruction.

Swarthmore College, near Philadelphia, at length came
forward with a radical remedy something to send shivers

along the spines of conservative pedagogues and those

college registrars who dearly love to add up collegiate

credits and deduct credit hours for absence from class.

Why have class at all for the better Juniors and Seniors?

asked President Aydelotte. Or, if there are such classes,

why compel an upper-classman to attend them if he can

do better work by "going on his own"?
Forthwith Swarthmore inaugurated the "honors" sys-

tem. Those students whose standard of learning in the

first two years had been high could elect to work out

their educational salvation without attending further

classes. They might "elect" to do so; there should be
no compulsion. And to this day, after several years of

this new procedure, plenty of advanced students at

Swarthmore prefer not to "take a chance," not to face

the task of gaining an education without stated recitations

and lectures.

It is a true and searching test of the youngster's intel-

lectual stamina, this honors system. Not only must he

have the innate driving force to impel Mm to the readings
and research, but he himself, instead of the professor,

must constantly "check up" on himself as to whether

he is really learning. Moreover, he must have the intd-
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lectual curiosity, the motivating desire, to search for

much that his guiding instructor has not specifically

named. "Do I know this subject from every angle?"
This is the question that the adventurous boy taking an

honors course must always be answering for himself.

For, relieved from written and oral tests during the last

two years, he must finally face the ordeal of being exam-

ined, both orally and in writing, by a committee of

experts imported from other universities 1

"Personal pull/' a "pleasing personality," popularity
with student-body or Faculty these count for nothing
when he stands before that group of strangers who have

come to discover whether he has really grasped the sub-

jects which he has investigated "on his own." In their

presence he either knows or doesn't know. A proof of

character as well as of scholarship, this "honors" busi-

ness. A little more of this kind of education, and the

spineless elements in our American student-body would

soon be driven, through their own desperation, from the

college campus.

Many modifications of this plan are now on trial. In

the upper years of the Liberal Arts College at Cornell

much of the formal course work has been abandoned,
and reports take the place of recitations, while initiative

of the broadest type is encouraged in the major field of

study. In short, the old-fashioned notion of a professor
as one who merely lectures or is bored to distraction by
the halting recitations of his students is now changing
to the theory that he is mainly a director or supervisor
of the readings and investigations undertaken by these

students outside of the classroom.

Such a procedure, of course, implies in all cases a

thorough examination at the dose of the last two years
of the student's college career. Harvard, Princeton, Reed
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College at Portland, Oregon, and Whitman in Washington
State, have however gone much further. They require
before graduation a general examination covering the

entire field of studies taken during the four years. No
more can Young America exclaim after passing a se-

mester test, "Thank God, now I can forget that much!"
No more can he follow the camel philosophy of educa-

tion one big drink and never again. He must retain his

information, principles, theories, for four years; and if

he retains them so long they probably will remain with

him for life. Moreover, these final tests cover the whole
field of each subject; the old excuse that "I didn't take

that course" in Literature, History or Economics doesn't

go; the student is supposed to have filled in the gaps by
means of his own investigations.

Now, sometimes, in this effort to "put the student

upon his own" the case method is used instead of an
orthodox examination in a course. Let him inspect an
actual example in social service or industrial economics

out in the work-a-day world, analyze it, and offer im-

provements. Thus in the College of Education at Ohio

State University the Senior frequently investigates and
solves a "case" instead of passing an old-fashioned gen-
eral test in pedagogy the case being some specific prob-
lem arising in a school. Often, as at the University of

Wisconsin, a cooperative investigation by professor and
students jointly has taken the place of a regulation test

an investigation in which the students and their teacher

discover and clearly state the problem, break it up into

its main divisions, distribute the sections among the

investigators (including the instructor), and finally as-

semble the results of the research and present a solution.

Professor and class work shoulder to shoulder in a com-

munity of effort, just as is the method in any large enter-

prise in industrial, commercial, or civic life.
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One of the most widely heralded plans for placing the

collegian upon his own initiative and at the same time

taking the vagueness out of his training is the so-called

Wisconsin Experimental College, inaugurated by Dr.

Alexander Meiklejohn, former President of Amherst. A
couple of hundred of the most intellectual students in

this great university are segregated into a college of

their own, with a most carefully selected Faculty. They
study all of them only one cross-section at a time of

man's existence on earth: one year Greek or Latin civi-

lization, its history, philosophy, literature, science; an-

other year medieval civilization, its history, philosophy,
etc.

Perhaps a decade from now we shall know with some

certainty the results of such training. One result, how-

ever, is already evident: these college boys even now
when they meet in leisure hours have something in com-

mon to discuss besides athletics the only topic about

which most students in an informal group can talk intel-

ligently. Moreover, with lectures and old-fashioned for-

mal recitations few and far between, these selected intel-

lects have found the classroom not a place for slumber,
but a battle-ground for dash of opinions.

Not so widely noted, but just as radical and significant

a departure from orthodox methods of instruction, is the

Rollins College procedure of practically abolishing all

recitations and lectures and substituting a two-hour ses-

sion of study in the professor's "studio." In this small

Florida institution, with the former editor, Hamilton

Holt, as President, stiff-backed desks in orderly rows are

gone. No longer does a pedagogue perch on a high plat-
form to watch for cheating or drowsiness. Instead, he

and his pupils sit in a large, many-windowed room, with

easy chairs, rugs, pictures a home-like room, and there
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for a couple of hours he at his desk, often in the center

of the floor, and the students in any seats they may
desire, read and study as fast or as slowly as each may
wish.

If a boy gets "stuck," if a reference or problem is too

difficult for him, over he comes to the instructor, and
there they together work it out, or else go to the depart-
mental library, ranged about the walls, to find the facts.

For, heartbreaking as it may seem to some college admin-

istrators, this school believes in having the books of a

department right at hand for the use of teacher and

class, rather than in some huge, confusing collection in a

great structure across the campus.

A few decades ago all pedagogical talk was based on

the principle, "From the particular to the general." To-

day there is a sweep of opinion directly the reverse, so

far as the first two years of college are concerned. At
this hour discussions wax hot over "orientation" or "gate-

way" courses. A lusty army of conservatives is always
on hand to condemn to perdition the whole business as

too vague, too general, too easy, a sop handed out to

the hosts of less intellectual folk who have invaded col-

lege. But the fact remains that American colleges are

coming more and more to believe that Freshmen and

Sophomores need just such broad introductory survey
or gateway courses in Literature, History, Science, in-

stead of being plunged at once into Elizabethan Drama
or Colonial American History or Comparative Embry-
ology.

To give the immature mind a general, bird's-eye view

of the greater fields of human knowledge, without be-

wildering details and without the least pretense of mas-

tering any particular section of any one field this is

the object of the orientation course. It would seen: sen -
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sible that before a man attempted to make the leg of a

chair he should first take a good look at a chair as a

whole. Before attempting the study of the effect of

civilization upon the Chinese, a student might well con-

sider for a semester the general concept of civilization.

The scheme is unique in at least two ways: it succeeds

in revealing the relationships of all types of life and

knowledge, and it aids in breaking down the lamentable

air-tight department system now prevailing in univer-

sities.

"Educational flabbiness!" "Gulping down too much

pre-digested porridge!" Of course such dangers exist in

gateway courses. Certainly in his Sophomore year the

college boy should begin to handle "sterner stuff." Un-

doubtedly he does in the better institutions. The old

elective system permitting browsing youngsters to choose

Art Appreciation, Chinese History, and Swimming as

their mental diet, is gone forever. The present tendency
is to divide human knowledge into five or six large fields,

and then inform Young America that he must gain a

pretty fair idea of the general contents of these fields.

In short, American colleges are demanding, not the pro-
duction of specialists, but human beings with a wide,

though not necessarily deep, understanding of the achieve-

ments and problems of mankind.

By this time it should be evident to the layman and
the "facile author" that there is "something doing" inside

the average American college. Is it not apparent that

many of these innovations prophesy gloomy days for that

dragon at the college gates the Registrar? Not the

Faculty but the Registrar now grants most American

degrees. The Frankenstein monster of credits, units,

points, academic machinery, has threatened to smother
the real spirit and purpose of higher education. Luckily
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the day of the adding-machine is passing in the American

college, and the quality, the soul, instead of the mere

gross bulk, of education is on the eve of receiving its

just due.

QUESTIONS:

1. How are popular writers prone to characterize American

institutions of higher learning?

2. What does facile mean?

3. How does Dr. Holliday characterize American colleges

and universities?

4. How does he seek to prove his contention?

5. What was Booker T. Washington's contribution to Ameri-

can education?

6. Explain the Cincinnati or Schneider Plan.

7. Name another college employing a similar plan.

8. What is the advantage gained by the student from such a

plan?

9. Why do many educators feel that "the average American

university is far too big for its own good"?
10. What is one way of improving such a condition?

11. Name several institutions trying this plan.

12. What are the advantages of the tutorial system?

13. What type of men should be chosen as tutors?

14. Why cannot all universities adopt the tutorial system?

15. In what great educational institutions has this system

long prevailed?

1 6. What are the advantages of the Junior College?

17. Why do some educators oppose it?

18. What are the advantages of having a Dean of Fresh-

men?

19. What departure has Swarthmore College made?
20. Would such a system work in the average American col-

lege or university? State your reasons.

21. What check is imposed upon the individual student under

such a system?
22. What is the Wisconsin Experimental College?

23. How does it function?
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24. What advantages might the student derive from it?

25. Explain the Rollins College experiment.
26. What are the advantages of "orientation" or "gateway"

courses?

27. In what two ways are they unique?
28. Has Dr. Holliday proved his thesis concerning American

colleges and universities?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. My Choice of the Plans Outlined in Dr. Holliday's Arti-

cle.

2. Why Outsiders Criticize the College Adversely.

3. The Function of the American College Today.
4. Means of Improving the American College.

5. Why I Am (Am Not) Satisfied with My College Course.
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EVERETT DEAN MARTIN, a well-known sociologist, was born

at Jacksonville, Illinois, on July 5, 1880. There be received the

BA. degree from Illinois College in 1904. Later, after gradua-
tion from McCorrnick Theological Seminary, he filled various

pulpits in the Congregational Church.

His most significant work has been in connection with the

Cooper Union Forum and the People's Institute, both located in

New York City. Since 1922 he has been director of the latter

organization. Of his several books on sociological and educa-

tional subjects The Behaviour of Crowds and The Meaning of
a Liberal Education are probably best known.

A Liberal Education, which Mr. Martin gave as a lecture

before the American Library Association in 1929, affords, first,

a condensed but dear view of the change of concept in regard
to a liberal education and those who should receive it. The
author warns us against the emptiness of mere numbers, urges
the adoption of a worthy philosophy of education, and assures

us, in closing, that such a philosophy will produce that worth-

while education which teaches the individual to get the most

from life.
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A LIBERAL EDUCATION *

EVERETT DEAN MARTIN

A LIBERAL education is so broad, has so many things
to be said about it, and mostly things which are tiring,

that I hope I shall not bore you by making the ordinary
remarks on education. I want to talk informally about

what I think is a very important matter. Libraries are

educational institutions just as much as any others. What
is it we are trying to do, what is it we should do as to

the kind of treatment we give our people? Have we a

philosophy of education?

I said that libraries are, in a sense, primarily educa-

tional institutions. The same great movement for uni-

versal education that created the public school later cre-

ated the library. The idea of the first was that there

should be stimulated a demand for good reading, for

knowledge of the wisdom of the ages. The idea of the

second was that there should be some place where that

demand could be supplied. Libraries, therefore, are a

part of the educational system of this land. I want to

discuss the phase of this subject which is most familiar

to me, and that is adult education from the standpoint
of its possible philosophy.

EDUCATION FOR THE PRIVILEGED

If you go back in history to the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, particularly in England and to some

*An address delivered before the American Library Association in

1929. Reprinted by permission of the author and the American Library
Association.
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extent on the Continent, you will find that people had a

pretty definite idea of what they meant by a liberal edu-

cation. To be very brief, it was the training of the gen-

tleman and the scholar. Its aim was to create an intel-

lectual leadership in the community. Its purpose was

to equip a group of privileged leaders with a sense of

values derived from the experiences of the ages, so that

they could have a yes and no in their lives, so that they
could prefer something and, knowing what to prefer be-

cause they had lived in the presence of things that were

preferable, give a tone and meaning to their age.

Education was confined to the few and that few felt a
certain social responsibility for the values of civilization

that had been committed into the hands of their genera-
tion. What they decided has been vindicated very largely
in experience. Sometimes their view of life was narrow;
sometimes it was bigoted; sometimes it was intolerant;

but on the whole, such light and continuity of culture

as has been given to us by those centuries is the achieve-

ment of a minority of people trained in the wisdom of

our Western cultural tradition. These people lifted the

life of their age out of the mud. Their existence in soci-

ety kept it from going back into barbarism. They made
a difference between higher men and lower men, and
between all men and animals. They were the arbiters

of value of their day, and it must be said that the works
of art they preferred are now generally accepted as

preferable; that the books they read are now classics;

and that on the whole their decisions were motivated by
an intelligent understanding of the broadest human ex-

perience and the desire for excellence.

THE DEMOCRATIC THEORY OF EDUCATION

A hundred years ago, after the revolutions of the

eighteenth century, the humanitarians, the followers of
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Rousseau and Pestalozzi and, in our country, Horace

Mann, had a great dream, and their dream was that if

only the rank and file of humanity could be trained in

the way that the privileged few had been trained, that

perhaps all mankind might in some way share in our

cultural inheritance. It was felt that education was a

vested interest, that it was a privilege, that in some way
the masses of mankind were hungry for it, but that the

barriers of class and of economic opportunity had kept
the great rank and file of mankind in ignorance. There-

fore, if only these barriers could be broken down and
the rank and file of humanity be initiated into the wisdom
of the ages, a cultural millennium would come among us.

No longer was the mass of mankind, therefore, to be

guided by its passion, or, as Hume said in the eighteenth

century, given over to "enthusiasm." It was to live

according to right reason; its ideal was to become Aris-

totle's magnanimous man, self disciplined, unambitious,
concerned chiefly with an inner valuation of experience
and following reason to the old golden mean.

The notion was therefore democratic in the sense that

it held that the educational privileges should be givea
to all men. Men of Horace Mann's generation never

doubted at all that if education were made free to all

men, mankind would gratefully accept it; all you needed

to do was to teach the masses to read, and, behold, they
would carry the Greek dramatists in their pockets to their

work; they would pore over the wisdom of an Aristotle

or a Montaigne. Somehow, associating with the richest

experience and finest minds of all times, the masses of

mankind would catch that cultural spirit and make it live

in their own day.
Aristotle has said that a liberal education is not for

the workers or for business men. It is not for workers

because they cannot take it, since labor debases the body,
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and it is not for business men because trade debases the

mind. I think there is something in it. The democracies

of the nineteenth century denied Aristotle's class distinc-

tion, and believed that all mankind would and could

somehow share in the wisdom of the ages. This is just

one hundred and one years after Andrew Jackson's blood-

less revolution in the United States. Just one hundred

years ago last March the city of Washington was filled

with the members of a dominant majority who took the

leadership in politics and later in business, culture, and

religion everything out of the hands of the master

class and made this country for one hundred years a

democracy of culture. Men believed that the salvation

of democracy was the public school. Even Andrew Jack-
son's illiterate following believed that. Today we are

reaping some of the benefits of this universal education.

THE WORKING OF THE THEORY

In 1880 there were 111,000 students in high schools in

the United States. Last year there were over 4,000,000.

In 1895 there were 159,000 college students enrolled in

this country and last year there were over 911,000 college

students enrolled. In addition to these regular students

there are more than 2,000,000 people, I understand, en-

rolled in various adult education courses throughout this

country. Therefore, from the standpoint of mere num-
bers engaged, there is today a sort of mob movement,

or, if you prefer, mass movement for education such as

ive haven't had since about the thirteenth century.

There has been a consequent gain in productivity.
There has been an advance in skill. On the whole, we
are better dressed, better fed, and more amused, than

people were in other days. There has been a great per

capita increase of wealth and better distribution of it.
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THE LOWEST CRANIAL ALTITUDE

How far has the hope of Horace Mann been realized

among us? I think the present situation is rather dis-

appointing. Our people read, yes, but they read the

tabloids, and the worse the paper is the larger its circu-

lation. If anybody can invent a worse paper than some
of the New York tabloids, that will be the greatest of

them all as far as circulation goes. I venture the opinion
that until they begin to broadcast murder trials on the

radio, the tabloids will still have the largest circulation.

And what we do in the matter of reading we do very
much in other lines. We have done the same thing with

the religion that makes the most popular appeal. Take,
in historical sequence, the outstanding evangelists of

Protestant America John Cotton, Cotton Mather, Jona-
than Edwards, Charles Finney, Dwight L. Moody, Billy

Sunday, Aimee Semple McIJJierson and you can see the

progress of religious culture for our American masses.

The same thing is true of the amusements of the pub-
lic. Some time ago someone asked me what I thought was
the matter with the motion picture. I said, "I think the

trouble with the movies is the audience." By that I mean
this: Here is the first alleged form of art in history, so

far as I know, that, in order to survive, has had to use

quantity production methods. It has, therefore, been

obliged to appeal to the average man or the mediocre type
of person. Always before, if one had some work of art

to present, one presented it to people who had some tra-

dition, some sense of values, some poise, but the motion

picture must appeal to the man on the street. The result

is that you get pretty well in it what are the preferences

of the man on the street. The trouble with the "movie"

is the audience, and just as with* the motion picture, so
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with our political life and so with nearly everything that

touches this vast democracy of ours. It must all be cut

down to the level of the lowest cranial altitude.

THE CATTLE IN THE CORN

Why has this affliction come upon us? With all the

education we have had, with all the skill in devising the

latest and the most psychologically astute methods of

putting education over on our American youth, why are

we as a people in the tabloid stage of civilization? For

one reason, I think we are confused as to what we mean

by education. I can't be dogmatic but I wish I could,

because there are some things about which possibly we
must be dogmatic. Unless we have a preconceived set

of values which we are seeking to achieve by our educa-

tion, it is obvious that our civilization has no concerted

drive, or tone, or philosophy. Education is simply philos-

ophy at work. It has alway^ been so, and the values of

experience, the preferences which are essentially impor-
tant in our education, are those which sooner or later

characterize the life and thought and choices of our mul-

titudes, and if we educators haven't a philosophy, then

we are in a serious situation. We then, by removing the

barriers, let the cattle into the corn, and that is what has

happened.

THE ABUSE OF EDUCATION

There is confusion about education in our day. Any-
thing and everything passes for education. I knew a man
who said he could "educate" any city in the United States

to eat as many boxes of California oranges as he had

money to pay for advertising. Not long ago I was at a
dinner in New York which was presided over by a very
pompous elderly gentleman. This was a meeting of a

group of manufacturers in the East. They were primarily
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concerned with legislation which would strengthen their

position against organized labor. I said to the gentle-
man sitting next to me, "Who is the toastmaster? He
is so suave, so obviously at home; he must be an impor-
tant man in your organization.

35 He said, "Oh, yes. He
is our attorney."

"Does he live in New York?" I said. His answer was,

"No, he lives in Washington. His job is to educate Con-

gress!"

Congress has had just a little bit too much of that

kind of education by all sorts of propagandists and so

has the whole public for that matter. One difficulty is

that even our authorities in education today have neces-

sarily based their philosophy of education largely on
method rather than objective, and where the objectives

are set at all, they frequently are simply those which
are set by the economic interests of today or by a

mechanistic psychology.
Last winter at a meeting of a national scientific society

in New York City, a very able and prominent educator

made an address on modern progress in education. He
was summing up the progress that had been made by
education in the last year. He said that the theory of

modern education differed from that of other ages in its

objectives. He said, "First of all the objectives of edu-

cation today are those of social service. This is the objec-

tive, and the means is simply to take the interest and

aptitudes of the student and use them to that end." His

second point, which I thought extremely characteristic

of today, was that the student was no longer merely to

learn something from another time but the problem is

to learn which specific skills and facts should be put into

the affairs of certain classes of people. "In the third

place," he said, "the pupil's mind is no longer to be on

study or learning in our modern school. It is going to
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be governed by doing the things that the situation calls

for and learning is to come as a sort of by-product or sec-

ondary result." How glorious! It sounds like Rousseau's

Utopia in which one could be good without effort, and

just without virtue.

A PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

In all of this, all of which is important, there is not

one word as to the relative values of experience; not

one word is there to suggest that the individual is a

choosing animal whose mature life is to be concerned

with quality rather than merely the moving about of cer-

tain particles of matter. I don't blame the educator be-

cause the educator has to look to modern psychology,
and in America our educational psychology is pretty

nearly mechanistic. It treats an individual as an auto-

maton who is conditioned or motivated by the environ-

ment.

I believe we should place our education on the basis

of psychology which considers the moment of insight,

and will consider the necessity of judgment or choice

as essential in the process of education. I haven't time

to dwell on this point any longer than to say we are

terribly confused, both the public and the educators

themselves, as to the value and meaning of education.

It is a presumption on my part to suggest what a phi-

losophy of education really might be. But, after all, it is

an old, old story. Other ages who had greater continuity
with their historic past, whose leadership was more con-

tinuous, who had not merely raised up a mass through the

power of numbers and economic opportunity, such as we
havp in America, from a class that has been disinherited

culturally these other ages had a pretty unanimous

agreement as to the kind of person an educated person
ought to be.
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You get it in the parable of the cave by Plato. The
rank and file of mankind are in an underground passage
and they are chained so they can see only the shadows

moving on the wall. They have never seen moving ob-

jects and therefore they tTifaV the shadows are reality,

until finally someone breaks his chains and rises to the

upper world and sees reality. He comes back after his

moment of blindness to tell his fellowmen that this world

his neighbors think is a real world is only a world of

shadows, of chimeras; that the world of herd opinion is

not reality. You remember what Plato says they did to

him because he could no longer measure shadows as well

as they could, having had his eyes blinded by the sun.

They passed a law that no one should ever again turn

his eyes to the sun on penalty of death. Plato must have
lived in Dayton, Tennessee.

THE MIND OF THE AVERAGE MAN

The educated person doesn't think just like the crowd

man only more so. He thinks differently. He plays a

different game. He necessarily would shock and pain the

crowd man if the latter understood that the whole thought

process is different. The educated mind is one which takes

a critical attitude toward fundamentals as opposed to the

opinionated attitude of the ordinary man. Ignorance is

opinionated. I used to think that ignorance was an inno-

cent vacuum just longing to be filled with truth! I have

been a public educator for many years and I have revised

that judgment. The average man usually has about one

idea. If he ever gets that idea into his head, he uses it

as a watch dog to run out and bark at other ideas and

scare them away. The average man uses his sublimities

and his generalizations as devices to inflate his own ego.

He is ashamed to admit that he was ever wrong because

then he has to admit that he was inferior in that respect
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and that hurts his ego feeling. Therefore, you cannot

make him admit that he was ever mistaken. So the aver-

age man is obsessed with the delusion of infallibility

which prevents his learning. No one can be really edu-

cated until he somehow wins a victory over something in

his own heart and gets the better of that infantile ego.

That is essential in any educated life.

WHAT IS THE EDUCATED MIND?

Beyond the will to believe, there must be, first of all,

the will to doubt. He who has no doubts can never be

educated. Education does not try to create the believer;

it strives to create the understander. It is more impor-
tant to understand than it is to believe. Belief will take

care of itself. If you don't understand, your beliefs are

of little value anyway.
There is one other point. The educated man's philos-

ophy, to my mind, is strictly non-utilitarian. Aristotle

said education is for leisure. We have had so much edu-

cation for work that I think it is time that we saw where
this thing heads in. Education for work alone produces
an efficient, high-class, trained animal, who takes his cues

exactly in the same way that the trained animal in the

circus performs his stunt when his cue is given. We are

becoming wonderfully efficient and utterly unreflective

as a result of that sort of thing. As a matter of fact,

equip unthinking, unreflective, prejudiced men with

highly developed skill and technique that our modern
methods of teaching can give them, and you are putting

dynamite in the hands of children. You are giving them
wonderful ability to "put something over" but no sense

of what should be put over. You are doing a thing which

is illustrated by a story I got from a friend who went
tc Chicago on the Twentieth Century Limited. He went

out on a fast train and came back on a slow train.
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"Why did you do that?" I said.

He said, "We were tearing through Ohio and going
at an awful rate at night, and I heard the train rush by
stations, and by cars, and sidetracks, and finally I called

the porter and I said to him, Torter, how long will it

take to stop this train, if necessary?
5 "

"
'Half a mile, Sir.

5 "

"How far does the headlight show an obstruction?
"

"
'Quarter of a mile, Sir/ said the porter. "I came

home on another train.
5 '

That is precisely what the world is doing now. We are

running a ship, to change the figure, with a set of brilliant

engineers and no pilot.

EDUCATION FOR PLAY

I should prefer education for play. I don't mean play
in any sense of a small trick or petty skill. I mean by
play something similar to what Confucius said when he
is quoted as saying that he wanted the land to be filled

with ceremony and music. Ceremony, he said, is form,

Aristotle said form is idea. Ceremony gives life its bal-

ance, its perspective, its objectives; it is a discipline; it

is one way of relating people to one another by a pre-

dictable form of behavior. In one sense, ceremony or

form is the basis of most of the meanings of our life,

and also, form is absolutely necessary if we are to have

any civilization. What we did in the nineteenth century
was to throw away all form, and emphasize inspiration,

or content, or the Walt Whitman type of spontaneity.

We need form as well as content.

Confucius said that by music he meant that song
within the soul or something within. Both are necessary.

Education makes living itself a game or makes life itself

an art. All games are small and petty and all art is

extraneous and irrelevant unless they grow out of a con-
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sciousness that however we organize the hieaning of our

world, we are playing a certain game with destiny.

Every game man plays is simply the creation of certain

human meanings and form that give life significance, and
^U the significance of life has to be created by mankind
in some such way as I have suggested. Our science is

really just a game. No one would say that science is a

correct picture of ultimate reality. Philosophy is a game.
It is a creation of truth, and truth is, after all, a human
creation.

I should say the same thing is the case with religion.

It is a way of playing a game with eternity and it creates

those meanings of life that can be created only in this

symbolic way. The trouble with us has been that we
have not made our life in this sense an art. We have

not the discrimination for it. It seems to me that the

American people spend enormous amounts of money to be

amused just because they don't know how to play, and

they don't know how to play because they have isolated

play as a special, sequestered thing, lacking the humor
or the discrimination to make life itself a game. I just

now used the word "discrimination"; sometimes we
use the word "taste." Taste is very much the same

thing.

I discovered a few years ago in a group of middle-class

English something that I think has a psychological bear-

ing on what I am saying. I made the discovery that

people who can't cook can't sing. There is a connection.

Where we are rushed to achieve end results, we don't

hold our spiritual food in our mouths long enough to get
the taste. I am sure that dogs who eat with big bites

never taste their food, and people who simply rush in, in

a utilitarian way, to get some end results, are the people
Tvho are rushing through to the end result. They make
the winning of the game rather than the game itself the
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reason for their existence, and they go through life never

having lived.

"EDUCATION AND THE GOOD LIFE"

After all, education exists to help us live with right

reason, so, as Aristotle said, we can find the good life.

I don't believe we can educate everybody. But I am
pretty sure if all the educational agencies concerned with

adults could keep the values of living in mind, then no
matter what utilitarian results we strive for, we shall

develop key persons who will make not only a difference

in the preferences of the rank and file, but will ultimately

modify our whole social and public life.

I am not a Catholic at all, but there is one thing about

the Catholic Church that has always tremendously inter-

ested me. If you were to say to the Catholic Church in

the Middle Ages, "Show me your works; tell me why you

exist,'
7
it wouldn't have said, "We put sewers down the

main streets," or, "We have bath rooms in every work-

ing man's home," or, "We have lifted the multitude a

millionth of an inch in a thousand years." It would have

said, "Look at our saints." One saint in an age can make
the whole life of that age qualitatively different. In other

words, one saint is enough to redeem a whole age of men.

When everyone "goes in" for wisdom in the way men
once went in for glory of war or pious sainthood, I be-

lieve that for the first time in modern history we shall

begin to be civilized. In a sense I believe there always
has been a kind of psychological dass struggle running

through the ages, and people of all economic groups and

all stages and conditions of society will respond to the

call of civilization, if the call is clear and is made by
someone who himself understands what civilization is.

If Socrates or Aristotle or Montaigne or Emerson or

William James could meet, as Santayana writes of them,
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in some limbo, different as they all would be, I believe

there would be a common quality. I believe they would

have more in common with one another than they would

each have with the herd men of their own age or their

own country. To help create a civilization in which a

Socrates or a Cicero can be at home is the aim of a liberal

education.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why does Mr. Martin ask whether we have a philosophy
of education?

2. Why are libraries "primarily educational institutions"?

3. What was the prevalent concept of a liberal education in

seventeenth and eighteenth century England?

4. For whom was such an education intended?

5. What was it to accomplish?
6. What was the theory of a liberal education held by the

"humanitarians"?

7. How did it differ from Aristotle's concept?
8. How has the "humanitarian" theory worked as to num-

bers?

9. How has it worked as to the general cultural level?

io What is meant by "the lowest cranial level"?

11. Why are the motion pictures today on a low cultural

level?

12. Why are "the cattle in the corn"?

13. What confusion centers about the verb educate?

14. Why does that misunderstanding exist?

15. What is the significance of Plato's parable of the cave?
1 6. How does Mr. Martin characterize the mind of the aver-

age man?

17. What are the characteristics of the educated mind?
18. Why should we not educate for solely utilitarian reasons?

19. What is the significance of the anecdote concerning the

Twentieth Century Limited?

20. Why does Mr. Martin say that he would prefer "educa-
tion for play"?

21. In what sense does he employ the word game?
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22. What should be the chief aim of education?

23. Explain this statement: "To help create a civilization in

which a Socrates or a Cicero can be at home is the aim
of a liberal education."

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. My Philosophy of Education.

2. The Books That I Have Found Most Beneficial.

3. What Is a Liberal Education?

4. The Educational Value of the Motion Picture.

5. Education for Play.

6. The Changed Lot of the Common Man.





ROBERT MAYNARD HUTCHINS

ROBERT MAYNARD HUTCHINS, president of the University^

of Chicago, was born at Brooklyn, New York, on January 17,

1899. His father was an educator and is now president of

Berea College. From 1917 to 1919 Hutchins was in an ambu-
lance corps of the United States Army. He received in 1921
the A.B. degree from Yale University and in 1925 an LL.B.

from the same institution.

President Hutchins was on the Yale staff for six years, dur-

ing which period his unusual ability occasioned his rapid ad-

vancement. In 1928, when he was not yet thirty years of age,

he was appointed dean of the Yale Law School. The follow-

ing year a yet greater honor awaited him: he was chosen as

president of the most renowned of Middlewestern institutions^

the University of Chicago. There he is continuing to gain,

further fame for his vision and wisdom as an administrator.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF UTOPIA *

ROBERT MAYNARD HUTCHINS

DISCUSSION of the business depression among educa-

tional people naturally leads to a discussion of education

therein. What is education to do about it; and what are

our people likely to do about education in view of it?

It is perfectly clear, I suppose, that Americans and
citizens of other countries may with some justice inquire
what education has been doing all these years if it has

been unable to prevent the kind of crisis through which

we are now passing. And this is clear because it is obvi-

ous that the crisis is the result of our own folly and

incompetence. If the aim of education is to train intelli-

gence and to substitute it at the last for stupidity and

prejudice, we must concede that it has signally failed so

far. It is upon ourselves and upon no mysterious or occult

forces that the responsibility for our present plight must
rest. To pray God to help the poor and needy is almost

blasphemous; for God has poured forth his riches upon
us in unparalleled abundance. To-day in my own city

hundreds of men and women are homeless, hungry, and
ill-clad. The same streets they roam shivering and dis-

consolate are filled with the things they need. They can-

not buy them, and their owners are going bankrupt be-

cause they cannot sell them. One half the world is starv-

ing to obtain the goods the other half is starving to dis-

pose of, and we see no means of bringing them together.
1
Reprinted from The Yale Reviewt Spring, 1931 ; copyright, Yale Uni-

versity Press ; by permission of the Editors.
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In these circumstances, those who pay larger and

larger taxes every year for the support of education are

likely to suggest that it is better to buy food with this

money than to continue the expansion of a process that

seems powerless to help us in time of need. And the

complete and final answer is that the remedy for our

present ills and the only hope we have of preventing their

recurrence is not less education but more; more study
of human problems, wider dissemination of the results

obtained, more attention to adult education, and increas-

ing emphasis upon the major task of institutions of higher

learning the development of intellectual leadership. That

this is the major task of universities, that penetrating

critic of American education, Abraham Flexner, has lately

shown with irrefutable facts and logic. But before we
are justified in seeking additional public support for

these institutions we must, as he has done, consider our

performance of that task and in addition devise methods

for its improvement.
We must examine the education that we administer to

discover whether it is equal to the obligations and oppor-
tunities laid upon it, and whether the public is justified in

supplying its necessities. And in the first place we observe

that the study of contemporary life is comparatively new
in universities, and that to-day it is halted at every step

by our organization. Let us suppose that a graduate stu-

dent comes to an American university to study inter-

national affairs. Unless the university is exceptional, he
will not be permitted to do so. He will be required to

take his Ph.D. in Economics, or in History, or in Political

Science, because there is no such department as Inter-

national Affairs. In one university with which I have
been connected, eleven different interests on the campus
are concerned with Child Development. All eleven have

something to contribute to the advanced student in this
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field. But he will not be able to take advantage of it;

lie will be made to conform with the departmental re-

quirements of one group, with permission to pick up a

little work here and there from one or two of the others.

As a result, we are not now training people who have

a complete conception of any important contemporary

problem, for I know of no such problem that does not

transcend departmental lines.

By the same token, we are not making the most of the

capacities of our faculties. Of course, the professor is not

paid enough to live on. Of course, he must do hack work
to keep alive. Of course, he should not marry until he is

forty-five though he usually does at twenty-two. We all

know these things, and most of us have accepted them
as the inevitable order of the universe. But the professor
suffers from more than these things; he suffers from

being boxed up in a department. His teaching is all done

there; his research is all carried on there. He associates

in general only with those who are in his own field. It

is altogether likely that in many universities the faculty

dub is the most important educational building. There

the professor in the Romance Department who is con-

cerned with French culture meets the professor in the

History Department who is concerned with the same

thing and the professor who is teaching Criminal Law
may meet the professor of Criminology. Otherwise per-

haps they might never meet, and they might pursue their

intellectual roads in ignorance of each other were it not

for the accidental crossing of their gastronomic paths.

But there are signs that the rigid divisions that have

separated scholars from one another and students from

an education are being gradually circumvented. Insti-

tutes, committees, and councils are springing up all over

the country in university after university, primarily with

a view to pooling the results of investigation. It is inev-
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itable that those engaged in these admirable enterprises

will shortly observe that it is anomalous to get together

for the sake of one another and not to permit the student

to centre his attention on the field rather than the de-

partment, too. When that is accomplished the end of the

baleful effects of narrow specialization is in sight, for

education and research will be focussed on problems and

not on those sections of problems that chance to fall

within departmental lines.

We may look forward, then, to an immense accelera-

tion of the study of contemporary life in the universities

within the next few years. In addition we shall realize

that the time has passed when either the public or the

professor can remain content with making the results of

investigation felt through scholarly publications alone.

Scholarship will cease to seem an abstruse armchair un-

dertaking and demonstrate that it actually has something
to do with what is going on in the world. In the law,

the only field of scholarship with which I have even a

speaking acquaintance, we see both what has been done

and what may be done in all their glory. For a century

legal scholars have been writing about the opinions of

courts of last resort, proving them verbally right, proving
them verbally wrong, or proving them logically irrele-

vant. In the meantime, the courts have gone on making
law in profound disregard of these suggestions, either

because they did not read the journals that printed them
or because they thought their scholasticism remote from
the real considerations on which the decisions were based.

Now legal scholars, together with students of business,
of social conditions, of politics, are attempting to discover

what those real considerations are. Then in collaboration

with bench and bar they are affecting the actual admin-
istration of justice. As a law student of twenty I can
remember thinking of a contract as a globule suspended
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in the air formed by the coalescence of three minor

globules called offer, acceptance, and consideration. The
idea that people were engaged in a business transaction,
or indeed that there was any business transaction in-

volved, never occurred to me. Those of us who taught
Procedure used to find eventually that we could defend
or criticise any rule on theoretical or historical grounds.
The question was after all, how did it work? But the

systematic study of the working of procedural devices is

less than five years old. As it goes forward it will assist

in putting an end to the sterility of legal scholarship.
We may yet discover, too, that expert knowledge of

social conditions must be made immediately available,
for like the manna in the wilderness, it loses its savor on
the third day. Every month new means of communication

develop; we must exploit them all: radio and the talking
motion picture, television, and whatever comes next. A
university, it is true, cannot be conceived in terms of a
service agency. It cannot devote its agricultural college

solely to showing farmers the best way to grow hogs or

its medical school exclusively to showing mothers how to

take care of babies. But if scientific material is to have

its greatest and most immediate value, if our people are

to admit that it has value, then university extension by
the most modern means must continue to develop.

And this suggests that those of us who have taken a

lofty attitude towards adult education must prepare to

abandon it. If one thing is certain it is that we are enter-

ing an era in which people will have more leisure than

ever before. At the moment, they are compelled to have

it. Sooner or later it will be theirs as a matter of course;

the five-day week points the way. What will they do with

it? The uses of unemployment are being displayed in

England to-day, where through the workers' colleges,

through discussion groups based on radio lectures, and
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through university extension, England is likely to emerge
from the present depression with a working class more

civilized, more intelligent, and better informed than pros-

perity could have given it. Adult education has not been

fashionable in this country. Many universities have re-

garded it as a sideline which they tolerated in order to

eke out the salaries of their professors. But unless it is

part of the obligation of the university and the duty of

the professor, it can never achieve great usefulness and

may be positively demoralizing to the staff. Eventually
all professors will be on full-time in the medical sense of

that phrase. They will not be teaching a regular schedule

and giving extension courses in addition in order to keep
alive. They will be paid enough to keep alive, and their

extension work will be part of their regular schedule.

Such an arrangement will permit a university to mark out

a distinctive function for itself in its community. An
institution that regards its undergraduate work as experi-
mental and as contributing to its research programme will

not be then diverted from its main task by running a lot

of routine undergraduate night classes so that its instruc-

tors can pay their grocery bills. Such a university will

make its extension conform to its general scheme of

things by holding seminar groups for advanced students

and professional people teachers, lawyers, doctors, en-

gineers, and chemists and will feel under no greater

obligation to make money from them than from any other

research courses that it conducts. In one university with

which I have some familiarity such a plan would cost

$2,000,000. But it must be apparent that without this

conception, adult education can never become respectable,
and perhaps scholarship cannot either. With such a con-

ception, it ceases to be a parasite and attains a dignity
commensurate with its importance.
But the major object of universities, including state
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universities, is not to raise the level of culture generally
in the United States, although they hope to do this if they

can; still less is it, whatever alumni may say, the pro-
duction of jolly good fellows, or even of good citizens.

In so far as a university is an educational institution it

hopes that its graduates will not be just average a little

better, but not much, because they have gone to college

but people who are leaders or promise to be. At this par-
ticular juncture we must lavish more and more attention,

more and more money, on those who seem likely to be-

come more than average. Glance at the organization of

colleges, professional schools, and graduate schools. Can

anybody tell you much about any of them except how

many years, hours, and credits are required for entrance

to and graduation from them? And what have these

things to do with the production of leadership? Minimum
standards of entrance and departure may prevent you
from admitting or graduating individuals who are so bad
that you would blush to own them; they will hardly indi-

cate the independence, the capacity, and the promise of

those in whom the country is most interested. Consider

the graduate student. He encounters first the absolute

requirements of entrance, second the departmental re-

quirements governing the curriculum, to which I have re-

ferred, and finally the absolute requirements of credits,

hours, course examinations, and residence. If he wishes

to be a college teacher he is only accidentally prepared
for this complicated enterprise. If he wishes to engage

primarily in research he will find that much of the work
he has done has no connection with it. We know that

most Ph.D.'s do no further research after the dissertation.

We hear that many of them are poor teachers. The col-

leges complain that they have not been broadly trained.

One reason is that with students taking Doctor's degrees

in one department, there is no compulsion upon the de-
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partment to insist upon breadth; it is far more likely to

insist on the narrowest type of specialization. A student

with a PhJD. in Sociology may know all about delin-

quency in young guinea pigs and know almost no Eco-

nomics, History, Political Science, or Anthropology. We
are not organized to make those who wish to be teachers

good teachers, or those who wish to be research workers

good research workers. We are apparently organized to

prevent any graduate student from escaping us without

passing through a curriculum which is not designed either

as adequate preparation for teaching or as adequate prep-
aration for research.

Consider the professional student. Presumably profes-

sional work may be started at the end of a good general

education. But what is a general education? Apparently
it is not four years of college, for we all know that much

undergraduate work is now highly specialized. Appar-
ently it is not two years of college because many profes-
sional schools require more, and there are wide differences

from institution to institution in the course of study in

the first two years. The plain fact is that we do not know
what a general education is. And if you ask anybody
what it is he will be certain to reply by saying something
about credits or years in residence. The time require-

ments for entrance into a professional school are not

based on a rational desire that the students should be
able to do certain things; they are based principally on
a desire to cut down numbers. We have as yet hit on
no method of cutting down numbers except insisting on

more, not better, work. Whether four years of strenuous

attention to football and fraternities is the best prepara-
tion for professional work has never been seriously in-

vestigated. When it is investigated I predict the most

startling results. Graduation from a professional school

is dependent on the same type of arithmetical calculation.
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In a law school of which I was once the dean we had
to buy an adding machine to determine whether our stu-

dents could graduate. They had to have a weighted

average of sixty-five on seventy-two points. The mathe-

matics involved in deciding whether they were educated

so far surpassed the abilities of the dean and even of the

registrar that we had to resort to mechanical methods
of ascertaining their intellectual equipment. They came
to us by arithmetic; they left us via the higher calculus.

Consider the college student. His entrance upon the

higher education is also settled by years in high school

and course average. He then begins the long process of

accumulating credits by passing course after course; for-

getting the one he has passed as he passes on to the next.

When he has passed the minimum number with the mini-

mum average, he is sent into the world as an educated

person. Large amounts of money have been spent on

him, it is true; for we have assumed that the smaller the

class the better the education. But if we were asked to

say whether he were actually educated, we should be

forced to reply that he had spent four years with us and
had passed thirty-six courses with a general average of

sixty-five.

We could be sure that, to this extent at least, he had
been successful in studying his professors, for without

committing their words to memory he could hardly hope
to pass examinations in courses they had taught. We
could not be so certain that he had gone through any
other educational process. We could be sure, too, that

we had sent him through a great many tool courses,

though we could not be certain that he would ever use

the tools. We may have taught the prospective bond

salesman to read the ancient and modern languages well

enough to pass an examination at the end of the year

though he could never read a book written in one there-
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after. We may have taught the prospective Latin teacher

the forms of mathematics designed to assist the engineer.

And we have put all students in the sciences, including

the vast hordes who never expect to do anything in sci-

ence but who wish to learn something about it, through

laboratory routines that are admirably calculated to train

the future scientist and to deaden the interest of every-

body else. We have, in the main, disregarded the needs

of those who want and perhaps deserve only a general

education and have assumed that everybody was entitled

to go on to the Bachelor's degree. Because of the large

number of students we have felt that, in order to deal

with them at all, we had to deal with them as though

they were identical. We have therefore set up a system
for the mythical average student and have failed to pro-
vide for those who vary from that standard.

Now, students may vary from that standard in their

interests. They may vary from it in the pace at which

they can proceed. Some may wish only a general educa-

tion; some may be interested in advanced study; some

may even be interested in becoming scholars. Some may
be quite capable of securing a general education in one

year; others may require four. But by insisting for

reasons of convenience that they all be reduced to the

same mathematical formula, we have done everything we
could to defeat the interest of any given student and
foil him in the exercise of his special talents. If the major
task of institutions of higher learning is the development
of leadership, it follows that their first duty is to organize
themselves so that each student may in the educational

process develop himself to the limit of his particular

capacities.

Now, you may admit all these things and yet inquire
what can be done about them without sacrificing values
that have become precious to us all. Since I realize that
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this question is a just one, I shall outline briefly the

organization of the University of Utopia. It will be seen

that not all the features of this university are new and

original. At Wisconsin, Harvard, Swarthmore, and nu-

merous other places, many phases of its plan have been

tried and have succeeded. Much of the rest of the pro-

gramme has been under discussion at the University of

Chicago and elsewhere for some years.
In disregard of such time-honored titles as graduate

school and senior and junior college, the University of

Utopia is divided into the professional schools and five

divisions in arts: the humanities, the social sciences, the

physical sciences, the biological sciences, and the college.

The college faculty is charged with discovering what a

general higher education is and with administering it.

A student enters upon his general higher education when
he can show that he is ready to do so irrespective of his

years in high school or his grades there. He remains in

the college until his general higher education is complete,

irrespective of the time or courses taken there. General

examinations indicate his progress and not the multiplica-

tion of credits. His course of study is simple in the

extreme and in no part of it is his attendance required.

There are four general lecture courses, planned to last

through two years, in the humanities, and the social, phys-

ical, and biological sciences. Anybody may attend them,
but nobody is compelled to. From the lecture courses

students particularly interested and qualified are chosen

for seminar work in one or more fields, continuing to

attend such lectures in the other fields as appeal to them.

In this way those who wish merely to learn about the

various divisions of knowledge do so in the lecture

courses. Those who wish a more specific orientation and

can show they deserve it may prepare for the upper divi-

sions or the professional schools in the seminar courses.
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Tool courses and laboratory courses are given only for

students who are in the seminars, for presumably only

they will ever use the tools. The seminars and the tool

courses are the only small classes in the college, for the

university believes that it can afford such classes only
for students who are especially able in the field and ex-

cited about it. Graduation from the college with special

preparation means entrance into one of the upper divi-

sions or a professional school; graduation from the col-

lege without specialization means an honorable terminus

for the man who wishes only a general education.

The upper divisions are responsible for the award of

all non-professional degrees, including the Bachelor's, and
the professional schools for all professional degrees. A
student, as we have seen, may enter them whenever he

shows by examinations, not credits, his capacity to do so.

He graduates in the same way. The Bachelor's, Master's,

and Doctor's degrees are granted on the successful com-

pletion of examinations set for each degree by the entire

division and not by one department. In Utopia the exam-
ination for the Ph.D. demands evidence of familiarity

with the major problems of college teaching, and at least

as much familiarity with research as is now generally re-

quired. Other degrees, the Doctor of Science and the

Doctor of Letters, are available for those who make no

pretense of being college teachers but who can present a
substantial piece of research to show their promise in

investigation. And when I say substantial I mean sub-

stantial. In my own university I should not expect ten

per cent of the candidates for the doctorate to be able to

qualify for the research degrees as offered at good old

Utopia. Utopia refuses to confer its doctorates upon
anybody whom it cannot certify as a good college teacher

or a promising investigator.

By imitating good old Utopia we might obtain certain
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results that would be welcome to us all. In the first

place we should compel ourselves to study what we are

doing; for we should no longer be able to name hours

and residence as the criteria for a degree. We should

have to know what a student knew and what he could

do, not what he had been through. More than that, we
should have to know what we wanted a student to know.
In the second place we should adjust the university to the

individual by making the time spent and the rewards

obtained depend on the interest and ability displayed.

Many people come to college with a real and even a re-

markable excitement about scholarship. Still more could

be excited if they could see anything important or vital

in what the scholar does. In far too many cases this

present or potential excitement dies in the face of the

peculiarities of the American collegiate system. In the

University of Utopia a student who wishes to devote four

years to a general education may do so, and without great

expense to the institution. A student who knows that he

wishes to specialize and is able to do so may finish his

general education in a year or even less and press on to

the work he wants to do. He enters an atmosphere of

graduate and professional study on completing his gen-
eral education and does not lose his interest in scholar-

ship by being bored to death by four years of under-

graduate routine. Finally, if we have learned from

Utopia, we might be confident that our educational or-

ganization was facilitating the development of those who

might be leaders in America, for it was with this aim that

that great university was founded.

All these things mean better and better men in educa-

tion, and that means better salaries than we are now

paying. This requires public support, and that means

more than money. Much money, and much more than

we are now spending, will be required to make American
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education what it ought to be. But assumed beneath all

that I have said is a kind of public support that is more

important than money, and this is complete and utter

academic freedom. Academic freedom is not an academic

question; it is an issue that is never settled, a battle that

is never won. If we are to study human problems more

intensively and disseminate the results more widely; if

we are to make those results felt through adult educa-

tion; if we are to develop leadership, we must relentlessly

pursue the truth, let it take us where it will. It is this

spirit that must dominate us now as never in the past;

for the obligations, opportunities, and necessities of edu-

cation are greater to-day than ever before.

QUESTIONS:

1. Why are many people today severely critical of the results

of education?

2. Are they justified in assuming such an attitude?

3. What should education do for the people as a whole?

4. How docs the present organization of courses, depart-

ments, and colleges hinder the student's quest of an
education?

5. How does departmentalizing affect the professor?

6. What steps are being taken to overcome the ill effects

of such a situation?

7. Is President Hutchins optimistic concerning the future of

higher education? Explain your answer.

8. In what way of late years have the legal scholars made
the results of their research of more practical value?

9. Should universities avail themselves of new inventions in

their discovery and dissemination of truth?

10. Why is adult education today an increasingly important
matter?

11. How, according to President Hutchins, will the attitude

of universities toward extension change?
12. What must always be the major objective of universities?

13. How are potential leaders in the graduate schools ham-
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pered by the present organization of colleges and uni-

versities?

14. Why is there confusion relative to the term general edu-

cation?

15. How does that confusion affect the professional student?

1 6. How are we prone to determine the fitness of the under-

graduate for the baccalaureate?

17. Are we inclined to put students through a rigidly pre-

scribed course of study?
18. What are the objections to such a procedure?

19. Why should we take into consideration the ability and
interests of the individual student?

20. What would be the divisions of the University of Utopia ?

21. What would be the purpose of the college in such an

institution?

22. Would attendance at lectures be required?

23. What two classes of students would be graduated from the

college of the University of Utopia?

24. How would the professors at Utopia determine a candi-

date's fitness for a degree?

25. What qualifications would a successful candidate for the

PhD. degree possess?

26. What about other doctorates?

27. What improvements within the college would result from

adopting the methods of Utopia?
28. Why is more money needed for educational purposes?

29. Toward what goal should all research strive?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. My Purpose in Seeking an Education.

2. The University and the Radio.

3. The Advantages (Disadvantages) of the Present College

Organization.

4. The Present Importance of Adult Education.

5. What Is a General Education?

6. The Goal of All Research.

7. College as I Should Like It.

8. Has College Education Proved a Failure?
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WHY DON'T YOUR YOUNG MEN CARE? *

THE POLITICAL INDIFFERENCE OF THE
AMERICAN UNDERGRADUATE

HAROLD J. LASKI

NOTHING is more striking in the European university
than the interest of the students in the political life of

their time. In one way and another, politics is, perhaps,
the major non-academic activity. There is a widespread
desire for a political career. That the university man has

a civic obligation to affairs is a notion for which an eager
volume of opinion could everywhere be discovered.

Everyone knows how great a part the student played in

the emancipation of Russia and Spain. The contribution

of the universities to the political life of England and

France has been outstanding; and even in countries

where, as in the Balkans, party politics are comparatively

new, student immersion in its activities has been imme-
diate and profound.
To the European observer few things are more star-

tling than the contrast in this respect with America. The
student seems to be almost a non-political animal. He
may know what is happening in Congress or the legisla-

ture of his State. But he feels no sense of responsibility

for either and no obligation of any kind to interest him-

self in their affairs. He talks of American politics as

though they were the remote affairs of a distant planet.
1
Reprinted from Harper's Magazine, July, 1931, by permission of the

publishers. Copyright, 1931, Harper & Brothers.
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He speaks of the politicians as though they represented
some Inferior sub-species of the human race. He assumes,

almost a priori, that no decent man embarks upon a

political career; and he takes it for granted, accordingly,

that graft and corruption are its necessary accompani-
ments. The idea that citizenship involves on his part an

active interest in affairs simply does not seem to occur to

him. Save in the crisis of a presidential year, there is

nothing in an American university which corresponds
to the well-established political societies which proliferate

in their English analogues. Now and again some uni-

versity possesses a small liberal club (usually with func-

tions performed off the campus) at which a noted radical

will speak; but of that continuity of contact between

undergraduates and politicians which exists in the Eng-
lish university there is no trace. And the determination

of the young undergraduate in Oxford or Cambridge to

enter the House of Commons at the earliest possible mo-
ment does not, so far as I know, find any responsive echo

in the mind of a student at Harvard or Yale.

The situation is the more curious because it cannot be
traced to absence of knowledge. Discussion of political

issues with many students in a dozen American univer-

sities has impressed me with the volume of their informa-

tion about them. I have learned much from students at

Yale and North Carolina, Harvard and Minnesota, about

the internal affairs of the States from which they come
that showed both knowledge and insight of a remarkable

kind. As a rule, it was the expression of a view critical

of the tendency in affairs. But I cannot remember a

single instance in which the student drew the inference

from his criticism that he had any duty to seek the rem-

edy of the condition he deplored. All government seemed
to him to lie at the periphery of his life. It would be
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quixotic or hopeless for him to concern himself with its

amendment.

It is the more curious for a further reason. In no coun-

try in the world not even in Germany is politics as

widely the subject of university study as it is in America.

There is no major institution which does not possess its

ample department of government; and I should be in-

clined to estimate that at Harvard and Yale alone there

are more instructors in the social sciences than in all the

English universities put together. There are many dis-

tinguished professors; there is much organized research.

Yet this intense attention to the subject does not seem to

result in persuading the student to relate himself actively

to affairs. That is not in the tradition. He studies poli-

tics as he studies biology or the fine arts or the elements

of Sanskrit. It is a unit in the taking of a degree. It has

no connection with the prospect of active citizenship. In

a fairly considerable experience of American universities

not one of the five hundred or so students I have known
has sought to enter the legislature. Yet there are in Eng-
land over sixty of my own personal students who are now

actively engaged in either national or local affairs.

n
What are the reasons for this difference? In part, of

course, that politics has not had the importance in Ameri-

can history that it has possessed in European. Govern-

mental action has been far less influential in shaping the

contours of national life. The drama of a business career

was at least as intense, the rewards it offered infinitely

greater. The first objective of the American student is

to begin earning his living. He concentrates upon that

with a fierceness rare in other countries. He is rarely

willing to spare the time or the energy which civic activ-
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ity requires. Such effort will, lie thinks, postpone his

arrival at success. Politics is a business like any other.

The chances of success in it are small; its rewards are

long in coming. It rarely offers the spectacular career of

industry. It has few of the honorable associations of

medicine or the bar. Most of its practitioners are dis-

honest, or else those who have failed in other walks of

life. The undergraduate has no time to devote to activ-

ities which will bear no relation to his after-college

career; and he has been tutored by a long tradition that

he is not called upon to do so.

He can, of course, put forward strong reasons for his

view. It is, no doubt, literally the fact that a young man
in America who sought an active political career would

have a grim, even a heart-breaking experience. He would

encounter considerable prejudice just because he was a

college man. He would have to associate with men who
are not seldom poor in character and mean in purpose,
He would continually encounter methods of activity which

he would not approve without compromising his own
moral reputation. To be realistic about the process in

which he would become involved might easily bring him
into contact with practices and persons shocking to his

idealism. The normal assumption of the American under-

graduate is that he could not keep his hands clean if he
embarked upon politics.

His position is further complicated by the rule of local

residence. A clever young Englishman who is politically

ambitious does not need to circumscribe his hopes to the

district in which he lives. He does not need to serve a

long apprenticeship to his local party before he can hope
to become a candidate. But a man who lives in New
York cannot look to Pennsylvania for the realization of

political ambition; and if he does not serve an apprentice-
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ship to the party he cannot hope to be chosen as a candi-

date unless he has become eminent in some ordinary walk

of life. It is natural for him to say to himself that finan-

cial eminence or distinction at the bar is more likely to

lead to office than the dubious grind of party affairs. He
thinks of careers like those of Mr. Dwight Morrow, of

the contingent hopes of Mr. Owen Young. He realizes

how exceptional it is for the successful American states-

man to make his way up the ladder rung by rung, and he

sees how small is the influence even of the average Con-

gressman compared to that of the great industrialist, the

eminent banker, or the outstanding corporation lawyer.

He does not hesitate long, in these circumstances, to make
his choice.

Another point requires emphasis. Certain eminent

offices apart since the Civil War, at any rate the un-

dergraduate has never been taught to believe that men
with self-respect enter politics. The very word stinks in

his nostrils. He is accustomed to use it as a synonym for

dubious conduct of any kind. He thinks of the civil serv-

ice as the natural resort of the third-rate sportsman, and

of the legislature as the natural resort of the second-rate.

It is his natural mode of speech to talk disparagingly of

the House and the Senate; he knows all the cheap wise-

cracks that have been uttered about them as part of the

current coin of his conversation. The politician for him
is the second-rate man who can be bought, the intimate

of a corrupt machine. It is not, he argues to himself, the

part of an honest man to mingle with Tammany in New
York, with the Thompson interests in Chicago, with the

Vare gang in Pennsylvania. And, of course, there is a
real truth in his point of view. American politics are no

place for a naive idealist; and to enter them is to realize

that compromise with principle is the law of their being.
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Only the Socialist can safely assume that he can remain

secure* from taint, and that is because he does not ap-

proach even distantly to the poison of power.
Nor is there in America, as in England, a tradition of

aristocratic intervention in politics. The rich young man
of family from New York does not think of building up
for himself a political career, like the Cecils, the Stanleys,

the Percys in England. True, Mr. Roosevelt and Senator

Lodge did so in the last generation; and Senator Cutting
and the younger Roosevelt have done so in the present.

But half a dozen names do not make a tradition. There

are not in America families wedded by historic connec-

tion to politics, the civil service, the judiciary, as there

are families wedded to the bar, or to medicine, or even to

academic life. The American dynasties are in industry
and finance, not in politics. It is as natural for Mr.
Thomas W. Lament's son to go into Wall Street as for

Mr. Gladstone's son or Mr. Joseph Chamberlain's to

enter the House of Commons. And the absence of the

tradition means an absence in university life of conscious

preparation for politics. The undergraduate knows that

political position may come just as easily in middle age,

as it came to Mr. Wilson or to Mr. Hoover, as an episode
in an alternative career, as it may come, as to Mr. Roose-

velt and Mr. Coolidge, from deliberate striving after

political eminence.

The result is inevitable. One does not hear the kind

of talk at the American university out of which there

could grow a conscious and continuous interest in the

working of institutions. The undergraduate observes

them as a spectacle with which he has no connection.

His sense of responsibility for their operation is non-

existent. In an English university students discuss what
should be done as though they themselves were the actors

on the stage; in America they discuss what is being done
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as though they were the audience at a play. The posi-

tion, I think, is remarkably exemplified in the difference

in the manner of debating in the two countries. In Eng-
land it is mimic parliamentary warfare in which the

political parties join in organized battle. The under-

graduate hopes to make a reputation in debate; and he

knows that the eyes of the political leaders are fastened

upon the universities as the places where many of the

leaders of the next generation must be deliberately dis-

covered. But in America a debate is an artificial episode
in which some abstract theme is debated between rival,

if highly trained, teams, without any party context of

any kind. The English university debate is, so to say,
the threshold of a parliamentary career; but the Ameri-

can belongs less to the realm of politics than to some
minor branch of the athletic arena.

One other aspect of the position it is, I think, worth

while to note. The English professor of the social sciences

can, if he so will, be at the very center of the political

stage. Henry Fawcett, Sir William Anson, Lord Pass-

field are only the most eminent of a considerable body
of university teachers who have played a considerable

part in politics. Indeed, even so abstract and recondite

a metaphysician as T. H. Green was for long years a

member of the Oxford City Council. Few English gov-
ernmental inquiries take place without representation of

university teachers therein. It is the assumption of poli-

tics that their relationship thereto is direct and continuous

and real.

That is rarely the case in America. President Wilson

suffered much in public esteem from having been a pro-

fessor; that was assumed to clothe him in a garment of

impracticality from which otherwise he might be free.

Professor Merriam has done most honorable work in the

municipal politics of Chicago; but, despite the depth of
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his knowledge and the wisdom of his counsel, it is pretty
evident that the citizens of Chicago do not regard him as

fully naturalized in political life. The American professor

teaches and researches and writes his textbooks; but I

do not think the student feels that what he is learning

from him is of the actual substance of political life. In

fact, it is infinitely more concrete and realistic than

similar instruction in Europe, But the student assumes

a complete separation between the university and guid-

ance in practical affairs. He, therefore, takes the aph-
orisms of his professor as of the same nature as a com-

ment on the versification of Sophocles or the dawning
romanticism of Moliere. It does not come to him as a

body of ideas which he can seek to articulate with the

actual problems of daily life.

One other inference is important. Because there is

no relation between the university and political life, be-

cause, further, the politics the undergraduate studies does

not seem to him a part of the process in the world out-

side, he lacks, as a rule, political opinions in the ordinary
sense of the term. Every university, indeed, contains a

little handful of socialists to whom political conviction is

a matter of intense faith, and to whom, also, immediate

legislation is a matter of ardent desire. But I have not

observed that they make any real impact upon the life of

the university; and because they are socialists, their

faith has no active relation to a political career after-

wards. The ordinary undergraduate may call himself a

Republican or a Democrat; he may even, in the presi-
dential year, feel keenly about Mr. Hoover or Governor

Smith; but these labels have for him no active or con-

tinuous efficacy. They mark an interstitial and not an

organized allegiance. They do not imply a philosophy of

action. They may lead him to praise the government or
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to damn it. They do not lead him to the conviction that

he ought to do anything about its activities.

This sense of remoteness is omnipresent. I have been

teaching at Yale University for the past three months. I

have been impressed by lie idealism of the undergrad-

uate, by the ease with which he can be interested in the

immediate importance of political questions. But no un-

dergraduate has discussed them with me in the context

of the assumption that he might himself be concerned

in their solution. He is profoundly interested in Russia;
but the problem of its recognition by the United States is

an academic question with which he does not feel him-

self to have any concern. He wants to know all he can

discover about fascism; but its possible impact upon a

Europe now closely linked with America does not seem

to him implicit with practical consequence. American

intervention in Nicaragua, the effect of the Hawley-
Smoot tariff on world trade, the problem of unemploy-
ment insurance in England he will ask endless questions

about all these things. But when discussion leads to the

point of a possible course of action he seems to fed that

this is outside the field of his concern. Action is a matter

for government. Government is the business of the poli-

ticians, and he has nothing to do with their operations

and their results.

My mind inevitably, in this atmosphere, goes back to

the position in Europe. I think of how the one cry which

could drive back the Black Hundreds in pre-war Russia

to their dens was the cry that the students were coming;
how in the new Russia the universities are the training

ground of the leaders of the next generation. I remember

the part played by the Spanish students in the recent

revolution. I look back to the vivid life of the political

clubs in English universities, their meetings, their dis-
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cussion-groups, their vivid pamphlets, their eager concern

about the next step in political action. There is the im-

mense influence of the Chinese universities in the trans-

formation of China; more, the grave seriousness of the

Chinese student in America who looks upon himself as

one charged, on his return to China, with high civic obli-

gations he must seek at all costs to fulfil. I think of the

students in residence in settlements like Toynbee Hall as

a deliberate preparation for politics; or the way in which

a tutorship in tie adult education movement in England
has proved the natural path to a seat in the House of

Commons. The students of France and Germany have

a similar outlook. Why should America be so different

from the rest of the world?

HI

Because, obviously enough, the tradition of a frontier

civilization still lingers in America. Most Americans still

believe that politics is a thing to which anyone can turn

his hand. More, they are still uncertain whether it is

not right that everyone should have his turn at public
office. The European notion of a life consecrated to its

problems is still hardly thinkable in America; a man can

still describe himself in a legislative directory as "states-

man, teacher, and hogbreeder." That politics is a pro-
fession for which training is required is not a view em-

phasized by the spectacle which confronts the under-

graduate.

Why should it be? Outside a small number of highly
technical positions, there is no body of permanent and

distinguished civil servants in America. The politician

is so often the small-town lawyer, the petty contractor,
the unsuccessful tradesman, or the downright ward-heeler

who is so often not in politics for his health. He has his

connections with the bootlegger, the purveyor of organ-
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ized vice, the racketeers. He does not, as a rule, stay in

politics, like Mr. Gladstone, from 1831 until 1894, or,

like Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, continuously for nearly

thirty years. Office is a temporary episode in a lawyer's

career, an interruption to the academic life of a univer-

sity president. There is no organic connection between

membership of the legislature and membership of the

Cabinet. Mr. J. P. Morgan, Mr. Owen Young, Mr.

Henry Ford loom much larger in the public eye than any
save a small number of senators, an occasional cabinet

officer, and the President himself. The major American
embassies will all be filled by friends of the President

who have had little direct political experience. The very
nature of politics, it is assumed, will enable any hard-

boiled practical man to handle its problems. A good en-

gineer will make a good statesman; an outstanding
financier was intended by nature to be a diplomat. To
be successful in almost any sphere of life is to offer proof
of competence for political leadership.

That, I think, is the lesson which a frontier civilization

has unconsciously impressed upon the undergraduate
mind. Added to it is the knowledge that the rewards of

politics are small and slow in coming, that few of his

friends will accompany him if he try the road, that fewer

still will believe in his disinterestedness if he adopt the

career. The center of the American stage has been occu-

pied by the business man. He has been its pioneer and

inventor. On him have been lavished the adulation and

the rewards. He has determined, as no other class, the

essential qualities of American life. His achievements

are there for everyone to see in this civilization that, in

less than a century, has been wrested from the wilder-

ness. In his triumph politics has been an interference

and an interruption. The legislation has been something
he has dictated, the legislature something he has bought
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and sold. Presidents, even, have been made, not by the

will of the American people, but by little groups of deter-

mined business men in the back room of some hotel in

a convention city. To the business man belonged the

power and the glory; the politician was but a pale and

dubious wraith who executed his sovereign will.

This is what the undergraduate has seen most clearly;

for the ideology of a frontier civilization has persisted,

like most ideologies, long after it is in fact obsolete. To-

day, the United States stands in need of political leader-

ship as at no period in its history. Its institutions, both

central and local, need remaking. It requires the trained

mind in its affairs. It cannot afford the corruption and

the inefficiency that have been characteristic of its poli-

tical life, and that the more when circumstances have

forced it to play a pivotal part in the determination of

international relationships. And it is the tragedy of the

position that when this trained leadership is required
the place from which it is most natural to expect its com-

ing lacks that psychological nexus with it which might
make possible its advent.

For the undergraduate still looks upon the political

adventure with aloof cynicism. He knows that leader-

ship is necessary; he has little or no sense that the obliga-

tion is upon him to fit himself to lead. He realizes the

new complexities of political life, the consequent impos-

sibility that the present type of politician can find his

way through them. But he feels no urgency to take his

place. He lacks a sense of the positive state because the

predominance of the business man has given him no
notion of its possibilities. That predominance has over-

shadowed the universities; and it has meant that in vital

spheres the undergraduate simply cannot believe in the

bona fides of government activity. He still speaks of it

as though no discoveries had been made in the art of
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government these sixty years. He still assumes its inher-

ent inefficiency. He still doubts whether the character of

its operations ought to attract or can attract the ablest

citizens of the state.

I have tried to impress upon students that the poli-

tical condition of Great Britain was just as corrupt and
inefficient as contemporary America's before the epoch
of reform. I have sought to show them how great was
the effort necessary to overcome the vested interest in

their continuance. They are, I think, not unmoved by
the record of the achievement of Great Britain in matters

like the reform of the public services and the destruction

of municipal corruption. But they seem almost wholly
devoid of the faith that what happened in nineteenth-

century England in the face of grave urgency can hap-

pen, given the will, to contemporary America in the face

of similar urgency. For they do not see that the will in-

volved is theirs. They do not feel a direct relationship to

the problem. Government remains for them a thing out-

side their lives about which they are entitled to be aloof

and cynical. They admit that change is necessary; they
do not see why they should be called upon to pay the

price of change. They rate the general motives of men,

indeed, their own motives, too low to believe that a call

to effort will win suitable response. Or, even where they
desire to believe, they have a sense of helplessness before

the magnitude of the problem. They speak of the degree
to which corruption is vested in the system; they cannot

persuade themselves that any effort has the possibility

of success.

In part, no doubt, this cynicism and doubt are the

price America must pay for the inherent irresponsibility

of its political system. The checks and balances are so

elaborately equipoised, the invisible connections are so

delicately interwoven, that it is difficult to see directly
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where effort at reconstruction must begin. The natural

temptation of European youth is to march to the task of

reorganization; the power directly to define the problem
evokes its native idealism. It may be wrong in the rem-

edies it proposes, and naive in its belief in their simpli-

city. But it is vitally important that it possesses not

only the will to change but also the faith in the certainty

of its successful accomplishment.
The American youth lacks that will and that faith

because he is hesitant before so complicated a structure.

Its difficulties are so vast that his temptation is to evade

them. And the mood of evasion fits exactly the ideology
he has inherited from an earlier generation. It comforts

him because it seems to justify his aloofness since it

comes to him enfolded with the cloak of experience. It

satisfies the earlier generation partly because it protects
their vested interest in a negative state and partly be-

cause it prevents the questioning of their own accomplish-
ments. The cynicism of youth is a mask which conceals

the failure of its ancestors. It shields American society
from the necessity of examining its foundations.

That is, of course, a disturbing task; for in the exam-
ination of ultimates there is always danger of upheaval.
And since the character of the time is one of disillusion,

postponement of the issue is a habit suited to its mood.
Yet the mood is a dangerous one. No people can live

without faith in its institutions; nowhere should that

faith be more active than in its university life. The future

of America lies there. There only can be given that

discipline of mind, that respect for fact, that disinter-

ested zeal for public service, upon which, in an age of

scientific discovery, essential adjustments depend. It

cannot come from the business world simply because
the profit-making motive does not evoke its necessary
conditions* It cannot, either, come from men of middle
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life since, with them, the habits of the past are too fixed

to permit of the necessary transvaluation of values.

"The Youth of a nation," said Disraeli, "are the trus-

tees of posterity"; but a grave problem is raised when

they refuse the exercise of what is vital to their trustee-

ship. That seems to one observer, at least, the outstand-

ing temper of the American university to-day. It is a

striking phenomenon. The American undergraduate, in

my own judgment, is just as able as the European stu-

dent. In my own experience, also, it is no more difficult

to fire his idealism and use it for great purposes. So far,

at least, the ends to which it has been directed have

lacked the concomitant of a civic equation. To improve
his economic or social position has been the purpose of

university life rather than a desire to enrich the com-

munity by disinterested service. I do not doubt that the

student can appreciate this very different end. He real-

izes the greatness of scientific effort. He admires the

great scholar and he has reverence for the great teacher.

If he can be made to see that the statesman who shapes
the contours of public life builds the conditions upon
which depend alike the progress of science and scholar-

ship, he will bend his energies to the service of states-

manship. If that day comes in time, America will not

need to fear for her future.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the general subject of this essay?

2. Why is Professor Laski surprised at the prevailing atti-

tude of the American undergraduate?

3. In what manner does the American undergraduate talk

of American politics?

4. What is his estimate of men who hold political positions?

5. Are there any political societies in American universities?

6. Does the American undergraduate fed civic responsibil-

ity?
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7. Is lie wholly ignorant of political issues?

8. How does he view the study of politics?

9. To what type of career does the average American under-

graduate aspire?

10. Hoes does he view politics as a career?

11. Are there any good reasons for such an opinion of a

political career?

12. How does "the rule of local residence" complicate a po-

tential career in politics?

13. Why does the undergraduate believe that worthy men do

not enter the political arena?

14. In what field, rather than in politics, are "American

dynasties" built up?

15. How does the manner of debating in England and that in

America exemplify the divergent points of view of the

undergraduates of these two countries?

1 6. How do the relationships of English and American profes-

fessors to politics differ?

17. How does the American undergraduate think of his pro-

fessors in relation to everyday life?

18. Does the average American undergraduate have definite

convictions on political issues?

19. Does Professor Laski find American students theoretically

interested in governmental concerns?

20. What does he cite as to the interest manifested by Chi-

nese, English, Russian, and Spanish students?

21. How does the "tradition of a frontier civilization" still

influence the American undergraduate's concept of a

public career?

22. To what extent do present conditions justify that concept?

23. What type of man, according to Professor Laski, has occu-

pied "the center of the American stage"?

24. Why today is it well-nigh tragic that the American under-

graduate is so indifferent toward politics?

25. How did England improve its governmental conditions in

the nineteenth century?
26. Can the United States do the same?
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27. Explain the following statement: "The cynicism of youth
is a mask which conceals the failure of its ancestors."

28. How may the American undergraduate be roused from his

lethargic state?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. My Opinion of Politics as a Career.

2. The American College as the Instrument of Political

Reform.

3. Means of Attracting Abler Men into Political Life.

4. The Present Need in America for Trained Leadership.

5. Why American College Graduates Usually Scorn Politics.

6. The Significance (Lack of Significance) of Professor

Laski's Article.





CHRISTIAN GAUSS

CHRISTIAN GAUSS, dean of Princeton College, was born at

Ann Arbor, Michigan, on February 2, 1878. He received the

A.B. and A.M. degrees from the University of Michigan.
Later he studied abroad. After several years of teaching at

Michigan and Lehigh, he accepted at Princeton University
his present position of professor and chairman of the Modern
Language Department and dean of the College.
Dean Gauss has written extensively on the points of view

and problems of the collegian as well as on topics of purely

scholarly interest. The Comedy of Leadership, one of his

earlier essays on college problems, merits the attention of all

who would face squarely the college situation today. It attacks

in vigorous fashion the smugly ridiculous assumption that all

college students are destined to be leaders.

In The Good Old Times, with its pleasantly ironic title,

Dean Gauss introduces the present generation of college stu-

dents to the conditions confronting their remote forebears.

By a series of interesting citations from old records, he enables

the present-day students to judge clearly the academic con-

ditions of early America and draw their own conclusions.

The essay is both entertaining and enlightening.

The New Morality in the Colleges (Scribner*s Magazine,

November, 1931) is one of Dean Gauss' latest utterances on
the student situation. With customary directness, Dean Gauss

rapidly sketches the passing of the "Jazz Age" and outlines

the new note of seriousness in the present student attitude.

He portrays effectively the earnest undergraduate's detached,

inquiring mood concerning the World War, its aftermath, and

the perplexities of the present national and international situ-

ation. He makes clear that the tide has turned; it is Age, not

Youth, that is on the defensive.
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THE GOOD OLD TIMES *

CHRISTIAN GAUSS

THE first novel of my friend and former student,
F. Scott Fitzgerald, is only ten years old. I can recall very
well his leaving the first draft with me when he went
off to the wars in 1917. This means that it had been
written while he himself was an undergraduate, and it

was rewritten shortly after his return. As a story of

college life, it may, therefore, be classed as a contem-

porary document. About the title, as about so much that

he does, Fitzgerald cast a shimmering radiance. Perhaps
for this reason its meaning has escaped some of his

readers. There is more than a dash of the Celt in his rich

temperament and he had certainly heard the song which

the Irish weep over "A little bit of heaven; they call

it Ireland." Like all Irishmen and most sensible per-

sons, he knew that you cannot beat the Irish, and so,

remembering the song, he stepped it down ever so little

and called his book, This Side of Paradise. To make it

perfectly plain, he might have added, They Call It Col-

lege. That title is itself a commentary on what an in-

telligent young man quite recently thought of his four

years on the campus. In this low world it is as dose

as one may ever hope to come to what lies on the other

side of the pearly gates.

In spite of all this, every professor who has reached

middle age in any of the older colleges has in recent

1
Reprinted from the Saturday Evening Post by permission of the author

and the publishers.
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years received quite regularly, by word of mouth or by

letter, complaints from older alumni against the changes

which have been taking place upon the campus and in

the undergraduate. These alumni assume that things

have been steadily degenerating and that somewhere in

the past, as in the Greek mythology, there lies a golden

age of the colleges. Through all their grievances one

recurrent note sounds like a bourdon: "The good old

times the good old times." It has been repeated so fre-

quently that we have come to believe the phrase, and it

is worth while to inquire how good these good old times

actually were.

IN THE TOWN, BUT NOT OF IT

In the rather harum-scarum throng of nearly a mil-

lion undergraduates now in the colleges, there are, of

course, all sorts. They represent all social strata in our

country, though the sons of the professional and eco-

nomically more prosperous classes still predominate. In

many ways they are like their predecessors. There are,

therefore, certain constant factors which must be con-

sidered. Undergraduates today, as undergraduates of

fifty years ago, are all young. Some of their troubles

may spring from this source. The average age of the

freshman classes remains about what it was fifty

years ago eighteen or nineteen. Students were slightly

younger in the eighteenth century. At Brown the aver-

age age at graduation was 20.43 years, before the Revo-

lution, and 21 years after it. None of these young men
was born on the campus. They have already spent

eighteen years at home, if, in this flibbertigibbet age,

they are still fortunate enough to have one. All their

sins and all their peculiarities should not, therefore, be

charged against their alma maten We call them "col-

legiate" when they respond overenthusiastically to the
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extremes of manner and custom which are prevalent in

the colleges. Whether there were good old times or not,

one thing has happened which no faculty or board of

trustees could have prevented. In former days the cam-

puses were isolated communities on the outskirts of

towns, as Harvard was to Boston, or Yale to New Haven,
or sometimes, like Princeton, they were deliberately set

down in the country. Even where the college was in the

city proper, like Brown at Providence, the undergraduate
made his home almost exclusively within college walls.

Tristram Burgess, a graduate of Brown in 1796, could

write that he knew little of Providence until after grad-
uation: "For though I had resided in the town more
than three years, my residence was at the college, nor

was I in the street more than once a week, and then

on the Sabbath."

THE BUSINESS OF A STUDENT

The experience of Burgess was not unusual. The rules

of the older colleges prevented that free coming and

going, that week-ending now prevalent everywhere, but

particularly deplored where the residential tradition is

strong, as, for instance, at Yale and Princeton. At such

colleges the rule prescribed that from sundown on Sat-

urday to Monday morning the student must remain in

his room and receive no visitors. He could leave only
for necessary errands and to attend religious exercises.

The manner in which the student was to spend his

ordinary working day was likewise prescribed, and it

looks as if colleges here also took their cue one from

another, since Harvard, Princeton and Brown are all sub-

stanially in agreement and their old rule reads:

That the scholars may furnish themselves with useful learn-

ing, they shall keep in their respective chambers, and dili-
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gently follow their studies; except half an hour at breakfast;
at dinner from twelve to two; and after evening prayers till

nine of the clock. To that end, the Tutors shall frequently

visit their chambers after nine o'clock in the evening and at

other studying times, to quicken them to their business.

Isolated communities of this sort could have their way
with students. In them the collegiate atmosphere could,

therefore, be more concentrated than it is now. With
the changes in modern life, there are no such isolated

communities anywhere. The entire country, including
the colleges, is being reduced to pretty much a common
denominator of social custom, of which this newer habit

of week-ending is only one. It would be normal to ex-

pect, therefore, that with this absorption of the college

by the modern city there would be a less distinctively

college life, and so we find it.

If anyone is curious and will take the trouble to look

through a volume like Yale Yesterdays, he will soon

come upon what may at first strike him as an amusing
picture of Yale Men of the Seventies around the Pump.
Now the only funny thing about that picture is that it

was not intended to be funny. The Yale undergraduates
had not the slightest idea of being amusing; they are,

in fact, a bit solemn and self-conscious. This matter of

standing around the pump was a grim business. Some
of them are wearing stovepipe hats. They must have
been upper classmen.

THE COLLEGE OF HARD KNOCKS

Could it be that there was a touch of the collegiate
even in those far-off days of the giant killers? And what
were they doing with those pitchers, huddled together
under the spout of the pump? In the 70*5 they no longer
hewed their own wood, but they did draw their own
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water, for there were no spigots in any of the old dormi-

tories, and long after the beginnings of modern con-

veniences every man was, in this regard, his own cham-
bermaid.

If he will look through the records of other colleges

they will tell pretty much the same story. Ten years

later, Princeton was no better. Here is a "Sophomore
Eating Club of the Eighties." Sophomores today are

usually a bit class-conscious. This is not because we
live in degenerate days; it is because they are sopho-
mores. If anything, they were more so then. Notice

those deliberately careless postures. They are almost

posed. Every man jack of them knows that he is having
his picture taken; it is quite an occasion. They do not

even group themselves around the door as sophomores
of today would gather around an entrance to Commons.
Even in the 8o's, these young gentlemen already felt

their academic oats. They sit on the roof of the porch,

they are the second-story men and they dangle their

feet over the edge in insolent sophomoric libertarianism.

The observer will notice also that they all wear curi-

ously foreshortened hats. They must have been pre-
scribed by some tyrannical college custom even then,

for certainly no one but a sophomore could ever have

chosen one on the unsupported dictates of his love for

the good, the true and the beautiful. In these pictures,

and any others of that robustious time, it will be noticed

that a great many of these young men, probably all who

could, wore mutton-chop whiskers. To them it was an

index of the larger freedom and of that grown-up mas-

culinity which sophomores have always affected. They,

too, in their way, treated themselves like men and, col-

lege custom for college custom, the reader of the present

will probably conclude that it is a mercy that the tides

of today have set in other directions.
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If in our search for the good old times we go back to

the very beginning of college life in America, we meet

with disappointments. Six years after the settlement of

Boston the first action toward establishing the first col-

lege in America was taken, in 1636. When, in the year

of its opening, 1638, John Harvard, a young Noncon-

formist minister, died and left about 800 and a library,

everything seemed promising. The woes of undergradu-

ates, however, began at once. The Reverend Nathaniel

Eaton was appointed head of the college and, in the

opinion of the Harvard historian, proved himself par-

ticularly unfit "dishonest and violent." His wife, who
was housekeeper and stewardess, abetted him in his evil

courses, and with her connivance he cheated the students

and "with his own hands he ill-used them." Educational

malpractice, which was to have a long history in Amer-

ica, seems to have begun with the first head of the first

college. Eaton quarreled with his usher, Nathaniel Bris-

coe, had two men hold him, then beat him over the head

and shoulders with a dub. Briscoe, fearing he was to

be murdered, began to pray; "whereupon Eaton gave
him some extra blows for taking the name of God in

vain." If we were headed toward the good old times,

the start was inauspicious.

There were several fairly serious disabilities which

those early students accepted with praiseworthy heroism.

Their first building, according to Arthur Stanwood Pier,

was primitive, poorly constructed and far from weather-

proof. The rooms were dingy and cold, as only a por-
tion of each sash was glazed, and ofled paper was used
in the rest. When, in New England's winter, their small

dark studies were frigid, the boys carried their books
to the hall, where a fire was maintained at the expense
of those who used it. This probably meant that those
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who could not contribute were not allowed to have places
near it. On these bitter nights the boys read by the

flickering flame of the "public candle."

From this semicircle of light and warmth they must
have slunk away shivering to the icy little cubicles where

they slept. It will be readily granted that it was heroic

to begin higher education in America under these Spar-
tan conditions. One of the most striking facts, however,
in the history of our colleges has been quite generally

overlooked. For nearly 250 years certainly until 1850

living quarters and the meals provided for American

students were pitifully inadequate. This was an impor-
tant factor in creating that restive and rebellious spirit

which, in spite of the common belief, was considerably

more frequent and more serious in the old colleges than

it is today.

CORPORAL AND SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE

Corporal punishment, often in the presence of the

student body, continued at Harvard until the middle of

the eighteenth century, though to the receiver it may
have been mitigated by the thought that its infliction had

been preceded and followed by prayers from the presi-

dent. As late as this period, breakfast was still two

"sizings" of bread and a cue half pint of beer, and

"evening Commons were a Pye." It was still necessary,

in the second half of that century, for the student to

carry his own knife and fork to the dining room, and

when he had dined he wiped them on the tablecloth. At

Yale as late as 1815, students at meals drank cider out

of a common pewter pitcher, since the university could

not afford tumblers.

At Bowdoin, and probably In America generally,

blackboards were used for the first time in 1824. Be-
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fore that date, at Bowdoin and probably at most other

American colleges, college men did much of their work
on slates.

Libraries and library facilities were pitiful. After

Harvard had been in existence for one hundred years the

first catalogue of the library showed that it contained

3500 volumes, two-thirds of which were theological, and

though Dryden, Johnson, Pope and Swift had done their

work, their names were conspicuously absent. In the ten

years from 1743 to 1753, the total accessions to the Yale

Library numbered thirty-one volumes, "mostly ser-

mons." At Hampden-Sidney, in the South founded

1776 by 1821 the library consisted of only 500 vol-

umes. It was estimated in 1782 that at Rhode Island

College, later Brown University, the number of books

was between two and three hundred, mostly theological

and not well chosen, as the president wistfully adds,

"being such as our friends could best spare." Because

of this inadequacy of library facilities, college students

there had to be denied access to English classics like

Chaucer, Shakspere, Pope and Dryden. There was no

library building, and for lack of attendants it was possi-

ble to keep the room open only one day a week, from
one to three o'clock in the afternoon.

THE CREAM OF EXISTENCE

The alumnus of today who complains so bitterly about

the continual solicitation for funds on the part of his

university should take heart and not imagine that he is

witnessing a new phenomenon. All the way back the

records of the colleges show that they were constantly

detaching some member of their small staff to solicit

funds, and usually with little success. On the whole,
it may be said that the country was poor and private
benefactions scantier even than they should have been.
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Nothing proves this better than the account of how
Brown University at Providence came into its present
name. It had been founded in 1764 as The College of

Rhode Island. After thirty years of highly successful

operation, the corporation of this already well-known
institution passed a resolution that if any person would

give the college $6000 he should have the right to name
it. Even at that, there were no takers. Six thousand

dollars was too much to expect from any donor of those

times, and after waiting eight years, in 1803 the corpora-
tion was forced to cut the price to $5000. In 1804,
Nicholas Brown came forward with this sum and Rhode
Island College became Brown University. It is only fair

to Nicholas Brown to say that he was later to prove a

generous patron.

There was, of course, no gymnasium, no facilities

whatever for social life or recreation, except the debat-

ing societies or halls, which in part explains their great

pristine popularity and their present decline. In many
cases we find a lack of what would be called not only the

comforts but the decencies of life. The trustees
7

report

on conditions at the University of Georgia Franklin

College made in 1826, reads as follows:

The charge of the want of cleanliness is universal and may
be well maintained against every room in both buildings, as

well those occupied by students as those reserved for purposes

of recitation. In many instances this want of cleanliness is

extended to a want of decency, and filth is found to have

accumulated of such sort in such quantities as to be offensive

and doubtless injurious to health.

Cows were generally pastured upon most of the col-

lege campuses until 1850, and pigs kept on the spot dis-

posed of the garbage of Commons. A dawning conscious-

ness that these conditions were not what they should be
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appears in the votes of the Dartmouth faculty in the

1840*3. They recommended that "the college back yard
be immediately cleaned" and that a fence be put up
"such as shall keep out the entrance of cows." When
we find them urging naively that "the experiment of

scouring be made upon the windows of the recitation

rooms/' it seems fair to assume that the practice of

washing had not previously been resorted to.

A considerable part of the revenue of the struggling

colleges came to them from the rental of dormitory
rooms. A student who chose to live in town had to pay
the college an equivalent tax. At Dartmouth, dormitory
rooms had become so dilapidated that Professor Sanborn

reported there, in 1845, that "during the past year more
than twenty rooms have been unoccupied. Some of them

are positively untenantable; and others are soiled, shat-

tered and defaced. The neglect to occupy these rooms

brings a heavy tax upon those who room in the village."

He adds, naively, that this "seems to annoy and irritate

those who pay for it." They showed this irritation by
breaking windows in the dormitories and causing damage
at least to the amount of the tax imposed. About the

only touch of sybaritism will be found in rare letters

from the wealthier men at Harvard, like the following
from the later historian, Francis Parkman, of the class

of '44.

This is the cream of existence. To lie abed in the morning,
till the sun has half melted away the trees and castles on the

windowpanes, and Nigger Lewis's fire is almost burnt out, lis-

tening meanwhile to the steps of the starved Divinities stu-

dents of theology as they rush, shivering and panting, to

their prayers and recitations then to get up to a fashionable

breakfast at eleven then go to lecture find it a little too

late, and adjourn to Joe Peabody's room for a novel, con-

versation, and a morning glass of Madeira.
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If housing conditions were inadequate, the situation

was possibly even worse with regard to the meals pro-
vided. Here the records are unanimous and repeat the

same dismal story. We hear complaints from the farthest

Western institution of that time, Illinois College at Jack-

sonville, founded 1829. The historian of this frontier

outpost of learning reminds us that "Among the petty
difficulties of the time [the mid-nineteenth century] there

were many that arose out of the management of the

College Commons." This is the case at Hampden-Sid-
ney in the South, at Dartmouth, at Middlebury, at

Brown, at Williams, at Yale, at Princeton, at Harvard.

The undergraduate ate without relish and was forever

in protest. Yet he does not seem to have been over-

exacting. The food was scant, poorly cooked, and the

service primitive. We have had an inkling of conditions

at Harvard in the eighteenth century. In the early nine-

teenth they had not greatly improved. Sidney Willard,
a Harvard professor who had been graduated in 1798,

reports that students who boarded in Commons were

obliged to go to the kitchen door with their own bowls

or pitchers for their suppers. There "they received their

modicum of milk or chocolate in their vessel held in one

hand and their piece of bread in the other." After Josiah

Quincy became president in 1829 breakfast consisted

solely of coffee, hot rolls and butter. The evening meal

was plain as the breakfast, "with tea instead of coffee,

and cold bread of the consistency of wool." This is not

a description by a disgruntled undergraduate. It is the

statement of Dr. Andrew P. Peabody, then tutor at Har-

vard. Necessity, the mother of invention, drove these

often underfed boys to "pin to the under surfaces of the

table by a two-pronged fork some slices of meat from

the previous day's dinner." This practice of forking
meat to the underside of the pine tables seems to have
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been almost general college custom, for we find it re-

ported in accounts of life at Princeton, where, the his-

torian, Varnum Lansing Collins, tells us that ownership
of these dividends from yesterday's dinner was "strictly

respected, stray dogs alone excepted."
At Yale "the breakfast consisted of oUapodrida hashed

up from the remains of yesterday's dinner and fried into

a consistency that baffled digestion. This compound was

known as slum. To these accommodations a senior or a

tutor would prefix and suffix a grace, during the telling

of which two forks were sometimes observed sticking

into each potato on the table."

That perfect gentleman, the late President James B.

Angell of Michigan, a graduate of Brown in 1849, con*

fesses, "I cannot say that usages in Commons Hall were

conducive to elegant manners." Plain living and high

thinking would still have constituted an admirable ideal

for the American college of 1850, but the whole scale

was too low. It was below the level of comfort and the

amenities prevalent in the country generally. The food

was not only plain; it was scant, and the service hugger-

mugger.
How this impressed representative undergraduates we

may judge from the Reminiscences of the late Cyrus
Northrup, for many years president of the University
of Minnesota, a self-made man and a distinguished grad-
uate of Yale in the class of 1857.

No impression of Yale College is more deeply impressed

upon me than the inadequate provision for the comfort of

students. The freshman* recitation rooms were furnished with

three rows of benches, were lighted by oil lamps, were occu-

pied by a needy student as his room when not used by the

class for recitation, and were cheerless and uncomfortable.

The unseemly hour for chapel services and for morning recita-

tion, both before breakfast and daylight, was an abomination.
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At Princeton the situation was no better. The late

Professor Basil Gildersleeve, one of America's most dis-

tinguished Greek scholars, who died in 1924, was gradu-
ated there in 1849. He tells us that refuse was disposed
of by the direct method it was thrown out of the win-

dows! "Waste water of all kinds was projected from the

upper floors, so that the lower floors smelt to heaven."

He concludes, without enthusiasm, "It was a Spartan life

in those days, and for me a somewhat joyless one."

THE NEW UNIVERSITY SYSTEM

Charles Godfrey Leland, the author of the famous-

Hans Breitman Ballads, the son of a fairly well-to-da

family, finds his life at Princeton in this same period a

"demnition grind," and it is significant to note that he
chose to live not in the college buildings but in a room
in town. The sons of the comfortable and even of the

poorer classes, who came to college with an earnest de-

sire for study, did not regard their years on the campus
as having been spent just this side of Paradise. It

should be remembered that this, therefore, is the verdict

not of the pampered sons of the idle rich but of the

earnest, hard-working student of the mid-century. If the

good old times ever came, they must have come later,

yet even this is doubtful.

It is counter to accepted opinion, but it is probably
none the less true, that standards of comfort were really

higher in the state universities than they were in the

supposedly wealthier Eastern colleges. These state uni-

versities were not founded on the English residential

college model. They were patterned, or at least they
came to follow, the Continental university plan. Though
the dormitory system was attempted in a few, even there

it was early discontinued. Their founders realized that

they did not have the necessary funds to do more than
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provide a campus, professors and recitation rooms. Food

and lodging were generally available at modest rates

in the village or town, and the needs of the boy who
lived there were probably, on the whole, better taken

care of than were those of boys in Eastern colleges. It

is, therefore, significant to notice that this new system
of state universities was to undergo a really astounding

development from 1850 to 1900; a period when the

more strictly college population in the East did not so

greatly increase.

The standard of comfort in the residential colleges was

to lag behind the standard developing in the country

generally, as can be noted by the importance of the Yale

pump as a meeting place until a relatively late date.

Even graduates of the late golden go's at Princeton will

tell you feelingly of the acute irritation they felt when,
in a populous old-fashioned dormitory, they stood in

their long line waiting for their one tub bath a week,
and hooted and jeered while some sophomore, entranced

by his rare privilege, overstayed his allotted time. There

is more than an interest of curiosity in these recitals of

unsatisfactory provision for creature comforts. Many
of the most regrettable abuses in the American college

are really traceable to this neglect. We are sometimes

told that the fraternities, the eating and social clubs of

the undergraduates which have caused so much trouble,
are an inevitable product of American life. It is true

that we are a nation of joiners and that almost any
American wishes to join anything that any other two
Americans have joined. That, however, is not the sole

explanation. There are, of course, clubs in the English

colleges. They have never raised the problems which
result from the fiercer discrimination and competition
for membership in our own clubs and fraternities. This
and that overemphasis upon athletics by undergraduates
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were in part the result of the total failure of the college

to provide normally for the social life and the healthful

recreation of students.

The net conclusion to be drawn from all this is that

the attempt fostered by John Harvard to institute in

this country the system of the English residential college

was a failure. It was essential to the success of that

system that younger men, undergraduates, should live

on an easy and friendly footing with older men, their

teachers, and in this household of learning come to social

and intellectual maturity. We failed, not because the

system was not excellent but because we were too poor
and too puritanical. Very early the attitude of students

to faculties became one of aloofness, if not of masked
or open hostility. Nothing illustrates the degree of our

failure so strikingly as our failure in any of the colleges

to maintain a Commons. By 1850 they had everywhere

disappeared, and not because it was un-American, since

in very recent years several have been reestablished with

fair success. It was only as we neared 1900 that the

attitude of faculty and students became cooperative. The
recent gift of Mr. Harkness to Harvard and the plan at

Yale to establish residential quadrangles are steps to-

ward realizing that long-lost ideal. It is possible that

under the more favorable conditions of today it may
finally bear fruit.

The visitor to New Haven or Princeton who, on a

great football holiday, walks into the Harkness Quad-
rangle or Holder Court is sometimes heard to remark

on the beautiful and possibly sumptuous accommoda-
tions provided for modern undergraduates. He is likely

to conclude that from the first this country has made

great sacrifices to provide for education. He should re-

member that the age of munificent gifts to colleges, those

of the Rockefellers, the Carnegies, the Sterlings, the
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Harknesses and the Bakers, and of alumni generally,

have come for the most part in the past quarter century.

It was the student of those supposedly good, but really

quite hard, old times who made sacrifices for education.

That early system, however, had one advantage, and

possibly only one. It provided a natural, if a rigorous,

method of selection. Until fairly recently few men came
to college for "the life." They came because they ear-

nestly desired an education. They wished to be preachers
or teachers or lawyers or doctors. They were willing to

put up with hardships to do so, and some of the credit

must go to them. All this, however, made of them a

highly selected group, and this, perhaps, rather than the

old curriculum or the old life, is responsible for their suc-

cesses. What they really are regretting when they speak
of the good old times is not really those harder condi-

tions of life, but their own lost youth. They were not

so enthusiastic while students. They, too, grumbled, and
with more cause, and it was just because the college

proper did so little for them as social beings that, by way
of compensation, they created that strictly American de-

velopment college life. The forms which this took,

however, constitute another story.

QUESTIONS:

1. What does Dean Gauss say that F. Scott Fitzgerald

thought of his comparatively recent undergraduate

years?
2. What do the older alumni now say about "the good old

times"?

3. What is Dean Gauss' purpose in this essay?

4. How did the location of colleges fifty years ago differ

from their location today?

5. How was the student's working day formerly regulated?
6. Why did Yale Men of the Seventies gather around the

Pump?
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7. Were Sophomores of fifty years ago class-conscious?

8. What was the treatment accorded Harvard students in

the seventeenth cetnury?

9. How were their living quarters?
10. What did the early Harvard and Yale men eat?

11. Of what type and dimensions were the college libraries

of the eighteenth century?
12. Under what circumstances did The College of Rhode

Island change its name to Brown University?

13. What was the condition of student quarters about 1850?

14. How did conditions in the state universities in the late

nineteenth century compare with those in the Eastern

private schools?

15. How did the prevailing conditions foster the birth and

rapid growth of fraternities?

1 6. What was the relationship of professor to student in the

earlier days?

17. When did the period of generous donations to colleges

start?

1 8. What was the one advantage of the early American col-

lege system?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Why We Talk of the "Good Old Times."

2. Colleges Today and Yesterday.

3. If I Had Been a College Student a Hundred Years Ago.

4. Student Freedom Today and Yesterday.

5. What Is Higher Education?

6. Why I Enjoy (Do Not Enjoy) CoUege Life.



THE NEW MORALITY IN THE COLLEGES *

CHRISTIAN GAUSS

A GOOD many years ago the late President Eliot of

Harvard startled many of his readers with the statement

that during the last hundred and fifty years more signi-

ficant changes had taken place in our general attitude

and habits of life than during all the rest of the Christian

era. Whether he was right or wrong, a large group of

historians and sociologists have come to accept this view

and put forward as an established first principle the doc-

trine of the "acceleration of change." As one index of

this newer phase of civilization, instead of writing history

by centuries they do so by decades. The contagion has

spread to contemporary writers like Thomas Beer, for

whom the conventions, manners, and customs of the

iSgo's of the Mauve Decade are more outlandish and
remote than to the historian of 1850 were the conven-

tions, manners, and customs of the Pilgrim Fathers two
centuries before.

Historians of this newer type are already discussing
the accomplishments or futilities of the iQ2o's and are

weighing in their critical balances what we are all tired

of hearing called the Revolt of Youth. It is assumed by
many that the leaders in that already old-fashioned

movement have grown tired of shocking their elders and
that they have shamefacedly surrendered their advanced

positions. It is sometimes hoped, it is even taken for
1
Reprinted from Scribn-er's Magazine, November, 1931, by permission

of Charles Scribner's Sons and Dean* Gauss.
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granted, that these once obstreperous young men and
women have now folded their tents like the Arabs and
have silently stolen away. To draw this conclusion, how-

ever, is to overlook the true nature of the recent and

perhaps still continuing schism between youth and age.

It is true that in many ways the revolt seems to have

ended but it is probably safer to assume that it has trans-

formed itself. It is at least worth considering whether it

has not already entered upon a new and a much more
serious phase.

There are not a few indications that the young are

turning the tables on the old. They are not only talking
back but in certain groups, at least, they are seriously

drawing up acts of accusation, as the French say, against
their forebears. I shall mention later a few of their

charges but if the groups that make these accusations

continue to increase, it must be taken to indicate that

the young mecr in the colleges are already quite busy in

altering their own, and possibly our, moral outlook upon
life.

We must all realize that there are dangers involved in

all such attempts to calibrate the social changes which

take place in ten-year periods. At the risk, however, of

playing into the hands of overzealous watchers of our

social horizons, let us review the situation and then ex-

amine for a moment what this newer morality in the

colleges may portend. All of us will agree that by 1930
we were thoroughly tired of discussing "Flaming Youth."

This is true of the young as well as of their elders. Eight
and ten years before, we had heard of it on every hand.

In their flutter over departures from previous custom, old

ladies of both sexes allowed themselves to descend to

depths of quite unladylike denunciation. In their own

language the young took all this lying down. In spite of

all that was said against them they were still too respect-
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of the old against the young, the roles are reversed and
a counter-attack has begun.

In periods when new social attitudes are in process of

formation, it is difficult to gauge what is happening be-

neath the surface, but straws will sometimes tell in which

direction the deeper waters are flowing. Last spring a

meeting of undergraduates and professors drawn from

colleges and universities in all parts of the country was
held to discuss those questions of morals and religion

with which their organization is particularly concerned*

In connection with one part of their programme the dis-

cussion, however, persisted in running into international

politics. Things seemed rather jumbled, and to get the

discussion back to fundamentals a middle-aged professor
felt called upon to explain the circumstances under

which we entered the war in 1917. He spoke with a sense

of patriotic pride. What struck his older listeners most

painfully was that his remarks were received in icy

silence and aroused no trace whatever of that sympathe-
tic response which a similar talk before a similar group
would have stirred even five years ago. To the older

members of that conference the result was disappointing.
It was quite as disappointing to his younger listeners. A
small group of them continued to discuss the matter after

the morning's meeting had adjourned. Really to be

moral, one of these undergraduates held, an action had
to do somebody some good. He could not see that our

entrance into the war had done any good to anybody,
not even to ourselves. If we went in "to make the world

safe for democracy," our entrance was a dead loss.

Democracies never disappeared so fast as after we had
won that war. They went into the hands of receivers.

Dictatorships were never so common and the most strik-

ing political phenomena since the war are Russia and

Italy. Though one-hundred-percenters have approved
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Mussolini's strong-arm methods, this young man held

that he had not seen either of them given any very high

rating as democracies.

This youth was evidently expressing the feeling of his

group, for the other undergraduates in the party took the

same attitude and held that everybody, winners and

losers, were considerably worse off than they were before

the war. When it was explained to them by another of

their elders that this often happened in an imperfect
world and that material losses should not be balanced

against spiritual gains, "That is quite true," another of

these young men admitted, "but everybody over there

now is worse off for a particular reason. They owe us

money and we are making them scrape the bottom of the

pan to pay us." Foreign governments had agreed to pay,
we could hold them to it if we liked, even if they were in

a very bad way. That was recognized business morality.

We had a right to ask for our pound of flesh, but there

was no use in sugar-coating all this with spiritual con-

siderations. Every undergraduate in the group agreed
with him; they did not wish to have these quite legitimate

practical considerations complicated by all this talk of a

war to end war and of making the world safe for democ-

racy. This, it should be remembered, was some months

before President Hoover issued his call, not for a recon-

sideration of war debts, which was specifically excluded,

but for a moratorium at the brink of another interna-

tional crevasse, when we found our debtors clearly could

not pay. This gesture has promptly been interpreted by
our moral jingoes as an act proving once again America's

finer sense of international as well as national morality.

The tone of that undergraduate discussion would, how-

ever, have made any impartial listener fairly certain that

at next year's meeting of this same intercollegiate confer-

ence very few of these young men will have changed their
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attitude because of this eleventh-hour action taken in a
moment of financial desperation. They feel that a good
war is one in which everybody loses. A war out of which

anybody expects to get his money back is to them no
war at all. One of these youths put the case quite suc-

cinctly for all of them when he told us, with ill-concealed

annoyance, that what made them sick was to see us

Americans pin all these patriotic roses on ourselves. If

we had any excess moral fervor, let's use it to clean up
Chicago and New York before we started talking big
to London, Paris, and Berlin. The old-fashioned patri-

otic pride of their elders was evidently being heavily
discounted. It looked as if our troubles were not merely
financial and that we were in for a period of considerable

moral deflation as well.

There is, of course, a danger in taking too seriously
the statements of any single group of undergraduates,

though it should be remembered that these young men
had probably never seen each other before, that they
came from different institutions, and that their unanimity
of view seemed to be the result of general spiritual forces,

if they may be called so, operating throughout the col-

leges.

Many of their elders, who saw the war with other eyes,

may not like this. They will decide that this new realism

is too idealistic for any good use. That there is a change,

however, in the attitude of representative young men and
women toward political problems, that it is in general
much less sentimental and much more realistic will be
borne in upon any one who attends the annual meeting
of the Model League of Nations set up by the American

colleges. If a poll were taken of two hundred representa-
tive Americans aged fifty or above, there are many indi-

cations that a heavy majority of them would stand for a

policy of American isolation. Such at least was the case
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last year. While this is the attitude of their elders, the

college students themselves are unobtrusively sending

delegates to their own annual meetings of this Model

League. These young men and women have made them-

selves thoroughly familiar with the methods by which the

actual League functions. Their knowledge of its various

commissions and instrumentalities is surprising. Though
they are often severely critical of details, they do not

seem to question in the least that here is a method of

solving international problems, and they seem thoroughly
convinced that in ten or twenty years the America which

will then be theirs will solve them in this way. Such ex-

periences, which I am sure almost any professor in any

college can parallel, may be taken to indicate that new
ferments are stirring, that a change is brewing.
A few days after the meeting of the Model League of

Nations, I met again a very able and intelligent young
man, now an assistant professor in one of our smaller

colleges, who had sat in on some of the meetings. He is

one of those whose undergraduate course was interrupted

by two years of voluntary war service in France. When
I asked him whether he had noticed any change in the

undergraduate attitude, he was emphatic. Undergradu-
ates to-day were far less nationalistic than they were

even two years ago. "I would not dare tell them now,'*

he confessed, "how I felt, or try to give them the reasons

or emotions that moved me to enlist in the spring of

1917. They put us all in the same boat with the young
German who fought for Germany, the Frenchman who

fought for France, and the Russian who fought for Rus-

sia. We did what our governments were asking us to do

and we all suffered from the same war hysteria. There

are, of course, students who do no thinking of their own
and some who are jingoes by parentage, but many of

them, and I am afraid this includes the ablest, come
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dangerously near being internationally minded. No de-

cision of an American government is sacrosanct to them,

not even one that led us into war. This means that they

are disinclined to consider seriously the pronouncements
of our official national leaders. Although Pershing's

record of the prowess of American arms abroad was

available to them in the daily press, for one able under-

graduate who has read and accepted Pershing, I believe

you will find five whose idea of the war is drawn from

the account of a disillusioned German, Remarque's 'All

Quiet on the Western Front,' or from the story of an

American hero who deserts from the Italian front, Hem-

ingway's 'A Farewell to Arms.'
" My friend told me this

somewhat ruefully. He did not altogether approve, but

repeated that if called upon to state what in his opinion
was the most significant change in the attitude of the

abler college students, he would have to find it in this

new internationalism.

Two facts distress many of us who regard ourselves

as patriotic Americans of the older school. They tend to

bear out my young friend's conclusions on the spread
of this new internationalism. Repeatedly in the last two

years it has become painfully evident that difficulties are

arising between undergraduates and their elders over the

character of proposed War Memorials. It is usually
older alumni and trustees who gather the funds to estab-

lish such memorials to the men who "made the supreme
sacrifice/' who laid down their lives for our country
in the World War. This new internationalism is rep-
resented by a minority but an ever-increasing minority
of undergraduate spokesmen or editors of college papers.

They protest against excluding the names of any stu-

dents or graduates of the college who died fighting in

the ranks of our quondam "enemies." Some undergrad-
uates hold in nearly every case that these young men
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though fighting for the Central Powers made the su-

preme sacrifice quite as fully and that their names should

be included in the Roll of Honor, This was the case,

for instance, in the recent discussions at Harvard and
at Cornell.

The other index is of a slightly different kind but may
be taken as one more straw to show in which direction

these deeper currents are flowing. Any one who will

take pains to ask a college librarian what serious books
their undergraduate clients are reading will be told that

volumes about Russia stand high in that list. In many
colleges they stand first, outranking even treatises upon
the progress of science, enthusiasm for whose triumphs
outside of medicine seems to have cooled somewhat in

the past two years. Any one who discusses contempo-

rary problems with college students cannot fail to be

struck by the fact that not only do they read about

Russia but that they do so in quite a different temper
from that which characterized their predecessors of 1915
or 1925. This does not mean that many of them are

Communists or Bolsheviks. I have never met one, for

instance, who approved of the G. P. U. They are, how-

ever, from the standpoint of 1917, strangely open-
minded. They approach political, social, and economic

problems without nationalistic preconceptions. To them

there is nothing in the least outlandish about a Hindu
or a Russian system. So far as their judgments upon
them are concerned, Gandhi or Stalin might as well be

campus characters. Undergraduates have become as

realistic in dealing with foreign or domestic politics as

they were accused of being in dealing with sex. Many
of them have lifted all taboos, even the patriotic taboo.

Companionate marriage, the divine right of kings, capi-

talism, sovietism, are being tested out by the same dis-

passionate yardstick. We might dismiss this without
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serious concern as one more undergraduate vagary ex-

cept for one disturbing factor. Behind all this they
seem to have found a new morality which they accuse

their elders of never having recognized.

The nub of this whole question lies in a difference

between the older and newer attitude, and a slight ex-

aggeration of both may help to indicate that difference.

It is said that when Nathaniel Hawthorne received a
letter from the young lady who later became his wife, he

always washed his hands before opening it. In the col-

leges of the nineties we approached strictly American

political and economic problems in somewhat this same
attitude. We might, of course, accuse the opposing po-
litical party of perfidy to the high American cause but

we never dreamed of putting foreign systems OQ a parity
with our own or of accepting foreign example. The
American political and economic systems were accepted
not as quite human arrangements subject to revision, but

as something in the nature of God-given establishments.

Other nations who had them not were backward or even

worse. They were regarded somewhat as the Crusaders

regarded the paynims. They might at best be chivalrous

enemies but they were essentially and fundamentally

perverse, less good than we, since they had refused to

accept the American revelation. Political righteousness
and true Americanism were one and the same thing. It

is this presupposition that has almost completely dis-

appeared. Even about things American the undergrad-
uate must be shown.

But what, some one will ask, has this to do with the

flapper whom we left on her way to the road-house?

She does not constitute an article of export and has
never taken up with internationalism. In the general

depression the stock of the flapper has also touched a
new low for the post-war period. You cannot get the
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undergraduate excited by discussing her, or by bringing
her upon the carpet and pointing at her with the bony
finger of scornful age as an irrefutable index of moral

degeneration among the young. Most of them think of

the flapper, if they think of her at all, as a silly little

thing of no great consequence. She does not matter one

way or the other. She makes pretensions to being amus-

ing but in reality wishes to have some one amuse her.

That is natural and forgivable. Many of them have no
time for her. Others have no objection to amusing
themselves with her and will tell you, if you remonstrate,
that it is not a matter of morals, but an affair that con-

cerns only him and her. One of the striking aspects
of this new mentality, of this extension of the conscious-

ness taking place in the colleges, is that it seems really

to be begetting a new morality or a new and far more
serious immorality, as you choose. For this type of

young man no longer takes the criticism of his elders

tying down. He fights back; he too is making serious

accusations.

For a new morality, one of the troubles about all this

is that it is suspiciously like a much older one. Youth
is really growing conservative. The Church, in the be-

ginning of the cathedral building age, in fact took much
the same attitude. Institutions are more important than

individuals, and Dante pushed sinners deeper and deeper
into his Inferno in proportion as the social and political

consequences of their sins were more far-reaching. That

is why grafters and counterfeiters fare worse than misers

or gluttons; and why Judas and Brutus and Cassius are

at the bottom of the pit while Francesca da Rimini, as

things go in Dante's hell, gets off rather lightly.

If you asked a group of these young men to state their

grievances, to make them explicit, they would speak

somewhat as follows. The old women of both sexes who
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fulminated against the flapper and the night club were
not really moral. They were self-righteous, self-tortur-

ing, sour-faced Puritans. Self-righteousness is the cheap-
est and poorest brand of righteousness, as self-satisfac-

tion is the poorest of all the satisfactions. To such

self-righteousness and self-satisfaction many of them

prefer almost any gentlemanly vice. They admit, of

course, that there is an aspect of morality involved in

the individual's attitude toward sex and alcohol. But
those who a few years ago saw in sex and alcohol the

core and centre of all immorality were, they will tell

you, often living in a narrow, complacent and funda-

mentally vicious world. Sins are serious, this new crowd

holds, in proportion to their social effects, and an act

which affects the doer alone is not as seriously or far-

reachingly immoral as one that tends to beget injustice

and ill-will or corruption in the city or state. It is worse

to poison a community well than to take a swig out of

your own gin-filled flask. Good citizenship, the kind

that insists actively and effectively upon living in decent

communities and under a social and economic system that

is fair and just to all, is far more central to morality
than is total abstinence. The older crowd who started

the hue and cry against the poor flapper lived in cities

which they as moral leaders should and could have gov-

erned, but which provided a happy hunting-ground for

the grafter, gangster, hi-jacker, and racketeer. They
were so deeply concerned with the private life of young
Jim Jones whom they did not know that they took no
effective interest in what might be called the public life

of their own fellow citizens. Morally speaking they took

their eye off the ball. They drew their profits out of an
economic system that at a time when the country is

overstocked with goods throws thousands into the bread
lines. They believe in American isolation, no foreign
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entanglements, no League of Nations. Any of these new-

dispensation undergraduates will tell them that a self-

ish nationalism is morally out of date. This older crowd
that has the late war, the heyday of the racketeer and
six million unemployed to its credit, is right in defending
the American system.' It needs defenders. But, for

Heaven's sake, this new group will tell you, have them

lay off young Jim Jones and his little flapper friend.

"We're fed up on it. In the language which their war

brought into vogue, let them take to their dug-outs. We
intend to change all that."

Mr. Andre Maurois, who probably knows college

youth in this country as well as any of our foreign-

friends, lived in close contact with campus life and feel-

ing in 1927 and again in 1930-31. He was quite con-

scious that on our campuses a change was taking place
in what might be called the moral disposition of our

young men and women. He has recorded his impressions
of these changes in a series of articles published in

France and in our own country. They have been widely
and favorably commented upon in the college press. Un-

dergraduate editors agree that there has been such a

change, and their general attitude toward this whole

problem may be gathered from the following summation

which recently appeared in one of our representative

college dailies.

"The attitude of 'live and let live/ which has tended

to replace the former extreme self-assertiveness, consti-

tutes a step toward a most desirable goal. We can well

hope that this trend toward tolerance and culture wiH

enjoy its deserved permanence. If it does, despite

material hardships, we may thank the depression for

engendering in our national personality a more mature

outlook on some phases of life."

Those who are inclined to measure social changes bjr
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ten-year periods can now safely conclude that the Post-

War Era ended in October, 1929. What will happen to

this seemingly new movement that began with the de-

pression the years ahead must decide.

QUESTIONS:

1. Do conditions change much more rapidly now than they
did a few hundred years earlier? Explain your answer.

2. What was the feeling in regard to the college boy and

girl of the decade following the World War?

3. What was the Revolt of Youth?

4. Did students at that time appear to revel in their alleged

wickedness?

5. Are students now interested in something more than self-

assertion in their mode of living?

-6. Who was Mrs. Gmndy?
7. What has become of the flapper?

>8. How has the depression altered the situation?

9. In what ways are college students now asserting them-

selves?

30. How do many students view the results of the World
War?

TI. Do you believe that by helping to win the war we made
the world "safe for democracy"?

12. What is the feeling of some in regard to the war debts?

13. Are college students of the present decade more practical-
minded than those of the past decade?

.14. What is the newer concept of patriotism?

.15. Why are college students now more tolerant of inter-

national concepts?
16. How did the students at Cornell and Harvard reveal a

changed attitude in regard to the World War?
17. Why does it seem odd to the middle-aged that books on

modern Russia are very interesting to the college
student?

j8. How, apparently, has the student concept of Americanism

changed?
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19. Why are students more openly critical of their elders at

the present time?

20. What evils do the younger people feel should be attacked

speedily?
21. Has the depression caused most of us to re-appraise our

concepts of life and conduct? Explain your answer.

22. Are these various changes in the points of view of the

collegians salutary?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The New Morality Outlined by Dean Gauss.

2. The Decay of the "Jazz Age."

3. Is "Flapper Fanny" Antiquated?

4. The New Internationalism.

5. What the World War Means to Me.
6. My Concept of Americanism.

7. Has the Depression Affected Student Points of View?
8. Against What Is Youth Revolting?
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UNIVERSITIES AND RELIGIOUS
INDIFFERENCE *

BERNARD IDDINGS BELL

ONE of the most serious charges brought against the

typical American university of the moment is that its

graduates are, for the most part, either antagonistic to

religion or else, more commonly, indifferent to it. There
seems to be no doubt that the facts bear out the allega-

tion. Occasionally this undoubted irreligion becomes

vocal, as in the case of the man who lately wrote for

the Atlantic Monthly the account of what happened to

his faith while he was at Harvard.
2

But more often

religion is simply ignored* It is quite true that students

talk a great deal about it, rather strangely much if it

be as dead a thing as they commonly insist. "Bull ses-

sions" turn to it as the most usual alternative to talk

about sex. But this chatter is for the most part vague
and uninformed, and gets nowhere. Probably that is

why it makes such an excellent subject for those inter-

minable bickerings which undergraduates substitute for

intelligent conversation.

But religion as a subject for serious intellectual con-

cern enjoys no vogue among the great majority in uni-

versity halls. It is rarely a subject for serious study, and
1
Reprinted from The Atlantic Monthly, September, 1932, by permission

of the publishers and the author. Copyright, The Atlantic Monthly
* What College Did to My Religion," by Philip E. Wentworth, June,

1932. EDITOR.
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the students are conspicuously absent from worship.

Systematic spiritual culture they almost never under-

take. Most of them appear to be ignorant that there is

such a thing. Expected attendance at chapel is for the

most part gone, nor has voluntary association with re-

ligious bodies taken its place. University alumni are not

commonly to be found among those who support, by per-

sonal activity or otherwise, the religious bodies of

America. These are facts, to be faced by honest men.

It is, to be sure, quite possible to maintain that these

things are the necessary result of modern enlightenment;
that to believe in God and to adore Him are incompatible
with scientific ways of thinking; that religion is merely
a curious survival of primitive superstition. If anyone
desires to explain things that way, it is permitted him;
but to most thinking people such a contention seems

somehow too simple to be quite true. For countless gen-
erations man has sought to approach Truth by way of

three experiences: the scientific, which has to do with

what the senses may show; the artistic, which reveals

truth and beauty through creative activity; and the re-

ligious, which consists of intuitions of personality. It

seems an odd thing that all of a sudden man should have
found out that the first of these (plus a tolerated, though,
not much respected, use of the second) is valid, while

the third, equally instinctive to mankind, equally ven-

erable, and equally a part of racial experience, has be-

come absurd.

There are those who remember, with more than a little

distress, how the Middle Ages ignored one of the modes
of experience, the scientific, to its great deprivation.

Bowing religion out, as of no possible validity, seems
also a little supercilious, and dangerous. An experience
attested by all the ages probably has something to it.

That it may safely be ignored or laughed at, by any
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individual or culture, would seem to need some proving.
If it is to be abandoned, the forsaking of it should be
a last resort, not something to be accepted with non-

chalance and gayety, in the typical undergraduate
manner.

n

As a matter of fact, modern scientific thought does

not prevent a belief in God or the practice of religion,

not by a very great deal. Nor are the greatest leaders

of science the ones who despise the faith. Newton was
a convinced Christian. Laplace, Laennec, and Pasteur

were faithful Roman Catholics. Dalton was a devout

Friend. Galvani was a Franciscan tertiary. Ampere
sympathetically and regularly read Thomas & Kempis.

Faraday was a lay preacher, and J. C. Maxwell a Pres-

byterian elder. Romanes and Claude Bernard reasoned

their way into Christianity. Lister died a faithful com-
municant. Fabre was a mystic, who said that atheism

was a mania. Kelvin saw no incompatibility between

his science and a faithful and regular worship of God.

One could multiply such examples. Even Darwin was
a theist, as may be seen by anyone who reads the last

paragraph of the Origin of Species.

All of these men are now dead; but it is notorious

that many of their successors of the moment are so

anxious to promote the consideration of spiritual values

that they all too frequently tumble into print, some of

them exhibiting more zeal than knowledge in profession

of faith in that which passes scientific knowing. As for

philosophy, it is not merely such men as Maritain and

Wust and Streeter and Hocking who are in revolt against

tnechano-morphism. The thing is dean gone out of

fashion, except in American undergraduate colleges. It

ivill hardly do, in the face of the facts, to explain col-
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legiate indifference to religion on the ground of intel-

lectual necessity. It is not modern thought that is to

blame.

Nor is it, perhaps, the individual undergraduate who
is altogether at fault. Youth is always conformist, more

so than childhood or middle age. The undergraduate
hates to be eccentric, or even to seem so. Half of the

problems of college education are conditioned by this

undergraduate prejudice against originality or independ-
ence of thought. The college student therefore reflects,

quite naturally and understandably, the current notion

that only those things are important which advance

worldly position. Our generation ignores religion as far

as possible, because to do so enables men and women
to avoid interference with impulses engendered by
cupidity. Contemporary civilization is largely built upon
the basic idea that the world may become any man's

oyster. It is the Zeitgeist which impels our students to

a profound reverence for acquisitiveness.

Not that the universities fail to assist in this. More
than a little they help to debase their undergraduates:

by an all too eager surrender to the popular opinion that

an educated man is merely one who can do and get

things; by an overemphasis on expansion in numbers
and extravagance in building and ballyhoo generally; by
the making of men into bachelors and masters of arts

when they happen to be merely technicians, and doctors

of philosophy for most unphilosophical achievements; by
a fawning upon potential benefactors, regardless of

whether or not they are men and women of any dis-

crimination. The universities, too, have been swimming
with the tide.

It is not merely religion from consideration of which

undergraduates are distracted by such unacademic an-

tics. All thought about ultimates suffers together. Phi-
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losophy is disparaged. Even science itself has come to

appear to the student eye not so much a method of

arriving at truth as a means to an end, which end is

the larger production of things and the mightier accu-

mulation of cash. All true scholarship is injured by
greed; but religion suffers most. Science can be ex-

ploited, and is therefore to be respected. Religion does

not pay, and therefore may safely be ignored in fact,

had better be ignored. That is the simple and ugly

explanation of a large part of student loss of faith in

God and spiritual culture.

For all this let us blame the mores; but let us also

fault the universities for a passive and profitable sur-

render to the mores. There is something cancerous in

higher education as we have it in America. Perhaps the

tissue has become diseased from too rapid growth and
too rich food. Possibly a diet of depression will not

hurt, although one has a slight misgiving that in the

course of the next few years it will be the cultural rather

than the applied side of scholarship that will suffer most.

It may be that some major surgery is a bit overdue.

ra

The degradation of university ideals does not, how-

ever, fully explain the religious indifference of under-

graduates. Sometimes it is those very students who are

most in revolt against the current immorality, off campus
and on (that ethics which defines the good life in terms

of possessions and pleasure), who are least concerned

with spiritual experience. They know what they hate

and despise, but they are not aware that religion is as

rebellious as they. It is not too much to venture a guess
that one thing which is wrong is that American universi-

ties fail to inform their students about the nature of the

spiritual enterprise. Many of them have no faculties of
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theology at all; and where such faculties do exist they
are commonly isolated from undergraduate teaching and
from vital contact with colleagues in other fields of

knowledge. It has come to pass that theology is looked

upon as a professional subject. Nothing could be more
unfortunate for balanced thought.

Religion is as basic a discipline as science, and as

reputable intellectually. Yet it is possible for a student

in almost any of our leading universities to read for his

primary degree, and his advanced degrees, without gain-

ing even a suspicion of that fact. Consequently, we have

such astonishing attitudes of mind as that of the young
Harvard man to whose Atlantic Monthly article refer-

ence has been made. He seems to be reasonably intelli-

gent, not at all incapable of understanding religion. The
trouble is that he apparently has no knowledge of what

religion is. He has outgrown a crude and semi-magical

concept of God, such as a child may properly hold, with

no realization that grown men mean by religion some-

thing both more delicate and more complex. As a lad

he was a Presbyterian. As a man he knows nothing of

the profound and penetrating studies of religion made

by the Scottish theologians, or by such American Pres-

byterians as Dr. Buttrick and Dr. Coffin and Dr. W. A.

Brown, to take only three outstanding examples. He
scorns the devotions conducted at the shrine of Sainte

Anne de Beaupre, which are for persons of childlike

mind; but he ignores the magnificent work of modern
Roman Catholic thinkers. The man is ignorant and
he ought not to be. His university should have brought
him into contact with religious thinkers comparable to

those whom he has met with in the fields of science, his-

tory, and art.

The mystical side of experience and its contribution

to an understanding of the universe are not commonly
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regarded by American universities as necessary fields of

undergraduate study. Religion has next to no place iru

their curricula, or in their other official activities. This

is, or ought to be, a matter of common knowledge, but
an instance in point may be cited.

In 1925, at Harvard, the Student Council appointed
a committee to look into and report upon certain aspects
of education at that university from the undergraduate

point of view. This was done, and the findings of the

student committee were published in the Harvard Advo-
cate for April, 1926. Among other things, the report
recommended that a new kind of required course be
made available which would include the study, not

merely of philosophy, but also of religion. It stated:

"It becomes urgently necessary that the college teach

the business of life in all its aspects"; and again: "The
committee recommends the innovation of including the

philosophy of Christianity in the work of the course.

This suggestion is not made in a missionary or crusad-

ing spirit, but is dictated as a remedy for the prevailing

ignorance concerning so important a subject."

The committee of students made many excellent sug-

gestions, and almost all of them have subsequently been,

adopted by Harvard College, including the one men-
tioned. It is only fair to observe, however, that the col-

lege authorities acted upon this specific recommenda-

tion in such a manner as to defeat, in large measure,
what appears to have been the primary object of the

Student Council in sponsoring it. The new course hasr

indeed, been added to the curriculum, but it is only a
half course, and, instead of being required for a degree,

it is optional and actually limited to two hundred- stu-

dents. Under these conditions it is obvious that the very

students who most need the instruction which the new
course offers will be the last to avail themselves of it.
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This half-hearted acceptance by the college authorities

of the suggestion which the student committee appears
to have considered most important stands in strange

contrast to their complete adoption of other suggestions

of far less moment which were advanced in the same

report. The Student Council committee went on to ask,

for example, that the overgrown college be divided into

smaller units, and this has subsequently been effected

on a grand scale, at the cost of more than twelve million

dollars. Such is the confusion of values in American

universities.

It is unjust, perhaps, to single out Harvard. It is

safe to say that most of our universities have been even

less alert to their responsibilities in this direction, with

the exception of parts of Columbia and the University
-of Chicago, where Dean Shailer Mathews has persuaded
the authorities at least partially to face this fundamen-

tal problem. It is a too common custom in American

universities to expend millions on brick and mortar while,

in matters vitally important in their bearing upon edu-

cation, faculty action lags behind common need and
-student demand.

IV

Under such circumstances, it is hardly reasonable to

expect that students should know much of anything
about religion. This neglect of a great segment of knowl-

edge is partly due to the example set by our state-

supported institutions, which are compelled by law to

eliminate from official consideration any serious study
-of the spiritual life; but it is also caused by a feeling
on the part of those who direct our educational policies

that religion is a non-intellectual and relatively unim-

portant activity of the human race. Such a position,
in the light of human history, is more than a little ab-
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surd. The search for God has always been one of man's,

chief concerns. The race has known that there were some

things which it could find out only by scientific observa-

tion, others discoverable only by creative activity, and
still others and these the deepest and most subtle to<

be mastered only by that seeking of ultimate Reality in

personal terms which is religion. To ignore any of these

basic human disciplines is dangerous, but to ignore re-

ligion is apt to be the most harmful of all. The cultiva-

tion of science without religion will always become preg-
nant with the sort of cynicism which once brought.
Greek thinking to a despairing close, from which the

reintroduction of religion alone revived it. It is this

very sort of cynicism which increasingly characterizes,

the intellectual life of the twentieth century. For the-

health of human thought, religious experience needs con-

sideration by our universities.

The words "religious experience" seem better to use

here than the word "religion," because that word "re-

ligion" is apt to be divorced from experience and given
a derivative meaning. Religion is not itself a philosophy
of religion, a formulation of religion, an organization of

religion. Dogma, while immensely important, is actually-

a generalization of religious experience. Ecclesiastical

organization is significant only because it is an attempt
to preserve opportunities for religious experience. Re-

ligion is a way of living in terms of contact with Reality,

personally conceived. If we do not give to men a knowl-

edge of the technique involved in religious experience,,

we deprive them of part of their birthright

There are many people to whom such statements as

these will have no meaning whatever. Their minds are

closed; they are fantastic and fanatic in their intellectual,

lopsidedness. There is no use discussing with such per-

sons the place of religion in an educational program..
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But there are many, Increasingly more, who will realize

the truth of what has been said. Among them will be

found not merely church people but many who have no

connection with any church; not merely ecclesiastical

enthusiasts, but also poets, philosophers, non-behavioris-

tic psychologists, and a good many of the most eminent

scientists; people who see life without bias, who realize

that religion is not magic, not merely morality, but

rather a seeking for what the mind cannot otherwise

grasp. Perhaps we may hope for a day when such per-

sons may determine the policies of our American insti-

tutions of higher learning.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is the serious charge cited by Warden Bell against

American universities?

2. Is there evidence to substantiate such a charge? Explain

your answer.

3. In what vein are collegians prone to discuss religion?

4. Are college graduates as a class indifferent to religion?

5. What are the three time-honored approaches to Truth?

6. How do they differ?

7. Which one did the Middle Ages ignore?
8. What was the result?

9. Which one are we prone to ignore today?
10. What is the result?

11. Does modern scientific thought forbid religious con-

victions?

12. Are scientists anti-religious?

13. Why, according to Warden Bell, is the modern collegian
hesitant to speak of his religious convictions?

14. How have the universities, possibly unconsciously, intensi-

fied such hesitancy?

15. Have other important considerations been ignored?
16. How have many American universities failed to contribute

to the religious life of their students?
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17. How do the individual's religious views change as he

grows in intellectual stature?

18. Need he become irreligious? Explain your answer.

19. What is the significance of the report of the Student

Council at Harvard?
20. Is religion a "non-intellectual and relatively unimportant

activity of the human race"?

21. What brought Greek thought "to a despairing close"?

22. Is a change of attitude likely to result? Explain your
answer.

23. Why are present world conditions apt to influence a

changed point of view?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. Is the Average College Student Irreligious?

2. My Religious Convictions as a College Student.

3. How Religious Concepts Change as One Matures.

4. Religion and the Classroom.

5. Has the Depression Altered Our Views of Religion?
6. What My Religious Convictions Mean to Me.

7. How Might Colleges Foster Religious Experiences?





ELMER BURRITT BRYAN

ELMER BUKRITT BRYAN, president of Ohio University, was
born at Van Wert, Ohio, on April 23, 1865. He obtained his

undergraduate education at Indiana State Normal School and
at Indiana University, receiving from the latter institution the

A.B. degree in 1893. President Bryan pursued his graduate
studies at Harvard and at Clark. He has been favored with

honorary degrees from several institutions.

President Bryan enjoys intimate acquaintanceship with edu-

cational problems from the varied points of view of a high
school teacher, a college professor, and a college and university
administrator. After years of secondary school experience he

taught at Butler and at Indiana University. He also served

as general superintendent of education in the Philippine
Islands. After four years as the head of Franklin College, Dr.

Bryan accepted the presidency of Colgate University (1909-

1921). Since that time he has been the president of Ohio

University.
President Bryan has for years frequently been called upon

to address gatherings of educators throughout this country and
has contributed numerous articles to educational journals. He
is the author of two books on pedagogical subjects.

University Objectives merits the student's serious considera-

tion in these days of unfounded charges against institutions of

higher education and of equally unsound suggestions for mak-

ing education more practical. President Bryan clearly shows in

what sense the university must maintain contacts with the

past, faith with the present, and an intelligent anticipation of

the future. He reveals the secret of making higher education

practical in liie only possible sane way.
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UNIVERSITY OBJECTIVES
*

ELMER BURRITT BRYAN

STUDENTS necessarily direct most of their attention

and thought toward the past. They are studying what
other people have discovered, what other people have

thought, and what other people have done. Generally
speaking, what people in the past have discovered con-

stitute studies in pure, physical, and biological sciences;
what people have thought in the past constitute studies

in philosophy and other speculative fields; what people
have done in the past constitute studies in the varied

fields of history.
Because students are under the necessity of looking to

the past for so much of their materials of study, it is

often charged by the public, as well as by educational

leaders, that we are looking too much to the past and
not enough to the present and to the future.

It is maintained by them that students in the schools

and universities should have their minds directed more

fully toward the future in which they will live and par-

ticipate. On the surface, this seems a wise saying. How-
ever, it would be idle to hold that students should be

preparing today to articulate successfully in the new
and undiscovered world of tomorrow, for the simple
reason that no one knows what the world of tomorrow
will be.

1 A synopsis of a convocation address delivered by President Bryan at
Ohio University on September 22, 1932. Reprinted by permission of Presi-

dent Bryan.
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If such a plan had been undertaken fifty years ago,

we should probably have more maladjustments today
than we have. No educational theorist and no public
critic could have guessed fifty years ago the character

of the adjustments that would be desirable today. No
one had thought of the country being spanned with hard

roads; no one had thought of the automobile, the radio,

the victrola, of wireless, and of the flying machine, etc.

It is pretty difficult to prepare for a future day about

which we know so little. Nevertheless, it is desirable

that students of today should be prepared not only to

usher in a better future, but also be qualified to partici-

pate in it. Happily, we are not limited in our choice

either of looking wholly or mostly to the past, or of pre-

paring to make definite adjustments to the future about

which we know so little. We should be able to do a better

thing than either or both of these.

By studying what people have discovered, thought,
and done, we may adequately prepare for the world

towards which we are headed by developing the ability

to think accurately and effectively in a vast variety of

fields and at the same time develop a love for this kind

of thinking. We will in the course of these studies

become familiar to a greater or less degree with a wide

variety of information.

Knowing that the discoveries of the past have been
made by people, the thoughts of the past are the think-

ing of people, and the doings of the past are the activi-

ties of people, there is a very decided likelihood that

we will become interested in people; and, having lived

with people in institutions and in smaller groups, we
will have become interested in the organization of people
into effective groups of living and will have attained a
certain degree of skill in group adjustments. We have
then an objective for the University.
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The University should offer opportunities whereby
students may learn to think clearly and comprehensively
in a vast variety of fields; may through wise guidance
and encouragement fall in love with this kind of think-

ing; may possess bodies of knowledge about which they

may think; may have developed a profound interest in

people; and may have developed an interest and skill

in the organization of people looking towards the high-
est degree of happiness and usefulness.

QUESTIONS:

1. Do we constantly study the past?
2. How do we classify the discoveries of the past?

3. How do we classify the thoughts of the past?

4. How do we classify the deeds of the past?

5. Do we look too much to the past?
6. Why do we look to the past?

7. Can we train students specifically for a set time far in the

future? Explain your answer.

8. How can we prepare students for the future?

9. Should we as students become interested in people?
10. What does the past teach us about people?
11. What is the first objective cited by President Bryan?
12. How do students learn to think clearly?

13. What is the second objective cited by President Bryan?
14. What is the third objective cited by President Bryan?

15. What is the fourth objective cited by President Bryan?
1 6. What is the fifth objective cited by President Bryan?

17. Why should we fall in love with thinking?

18. Why is social-mindedness an essential for the educated

person?

POSSIBLE THEME SUBJECTS:

1. The Past vs. the Future.

2. A Constant Objection to University Procedure (the indi-

vidual student's reaction).

3. Why We Study the Past.
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4. The Student's Interest in People.

5. What Will the Future Bring? (the individual student's

opinion) .

6. The Ideal College Training (the individual student's

opinion).








